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The progressive movement in South Africa is a young one. Although 
part of a tradition of struggle which began early this century, this 
current phase of organisation and struggle only really began in late 
1977. If our movement for democracy is to reach its full potential 
we are going to have to look very carefully at what we have achieved 
over the last couple of years - at our gains and at our losses. And we 
must use that assessment to plan where we go from here. 

So in my talk, I want to rely on Amilcar Cabral's dictum that we 
should tell no lies and claim no easy victories. I want to start off by 
asking why we organise. Why do we even bother to spend so much 
time, so much energy, so much money, and make the sacrifices that 
we do to organise people? Now this may seem like a very simple 
question but I think that its answer has contained within it a number 
of subtle aspects that we don't often examine and debate. 

Obviously we are trying to involve people in organisation so that 
they can change their lives. People are suffering; they have problems 
and grievances; and the only way that they can change that, is if 
they organise and struggle and change their lives. 

So the very first aspect of why we organise is that we want to involve 
people in organisations. We want to provide them with the means for 
changing their lives. And yet if we look at our organisations, be they 
the trade unions, the students and women's groups, the community 
organisations, we so often see that the people are not involved in those 
organisations. 

The form of organisation and the ways in which we have attempted 
to mobilize have often not made it possible for people to participate. 
So we end up with organisations consisting only of leaders who make 
press statements and address meetings and issue pamphlets but with 
few ordinary working people involved. 

The first point 1 want to make then is that if we are to change our 
society, if we are to liberate ourselves, we are going to- have to directly 
involve people in organisation and struggle. However, here we enter 
in to a second problem, another one of the subtle aspects that I men
tioned earlier. When we try to involve people in organisation and 
struggle we do so from a position of awareness. We have ~alysed the 
situation, understood that particular form of oppression and decided 
to mobilize against it. 

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
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But the people as a whole very often don't share the same level of 
awareness that we enjoy. They most probably haven't analysed the 
situation, but even if they have, we must not forget that our socialisa
tion, education and information through the family, the school, the 
church, the newspapers and T.V. are all designed to mask the real 
nature of oppressiOn and exploitation in our society. 

But for most people, the struggle for survival is more important 
than any other struggle and they are forced to spend 18 hours of their 
day just trying to keep themselves alive. It's very difficult for them, 
under those circumstances, to be analysing their society and deciding 
on organisation and change. 

So we are going to have to appeal to people on the basis of issues 
which they see as important and which they can identify with. But, 
by the same token, we are going to have to use those issues to educate 
people, to raise their awareness. 

Let's say we decided to oppose a rent increase. People may identify 
with the issue and support the community organisation, organising 
the campaign against the increase. But, even if the campaign is a 
success and the rent increase is scrapped, we won't necessarily have 
changed our society at all. Workers will still be paid poverty wages, 
people will still be forced to live in squalid townships, political rights 
will still be denied to the majority of South Africans. 

Precisely because most people are unaware and unpoliticized, the 
issues which they see as important are likely to be local, specific 
grievances, which are seldom overtly political, and their demands are 
unlikely to be political or even progressive. 

So, we have to take up issues which the people themselves see as 
important but at the same time we cannot leave those issues there. 
We have to try to de\'elop them from what may be entirely reformist 
demands which could easily be met within the current framework of 
South African society, into progressi\'e political demands which would 
ultimately require fun dam en tal change. 

The two elements of our answer to the question .. Why do we organ
ise" that we have identified so far then, are the democratic participa
tion of people in struggles to change their li\'es and the education of 
people through these struggles. 

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 
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Now if we look back at organisation in the '70's, we see that most of 
them failed to involve people and their demands were lar~ely address
ed to an already politicized audience. They were never really able to 
reach the working class, what some people call the grassroots. But by 
19 77 people had started reflecting very criticaHy on the hrst tJVe or 
six years of the '70's and realizing their mistakes, developed an entire
ly different approach to organisation, an approach which in fact made 
progressive organisation possible for maybe the first time in twenty 
years. 

What they started to look at was not the issues which we as a politicis
ed, relatively organised community saw as important, but issues which 
the people saw as important. So we saw organisation sprin¢ng up in 
constituencies where no organisation existed before. We saw the 
growth of community organisations, women's organisations. We saw 
the consolidation of student organisation in AZASO and COSAS. A 
number of new trade unions emerged. Activists began concentrating 
on grassroots, democratic participative organisation. Organisations 
began taking up issues which many people had previously regarded 
as reformist, collaborationist or non-political. Before 1977 many 
organisations woulq have scoffed at the notion of negotiating with 
education or township authorities. 

A more strategic approach to organisation and struggle emerged. The 
grassroots organisations taking these issues up realised for the first 
time in many years that these issues were not ends in themselves. In 
the first place, the victories that can be won at that level of organisa
tion which can lessen the burdens which people have to bear every day 
is fighting an important struggle and winning an important victory. 

But people realised that there is a lot more potential to these issuesr: 
They serve as a starting point which can be developed and bro:tdened 
out to touch on fundamental political questions. This is a vital qualifi
cation, because although the local, specific issues which people. see as 
important have a potential to organise, mobilize and educate people, 
they must never be seen as ends-in-themselves. 

Or~isations taking up issues like high rentals, poor school condi
tions, low wages and high bus fares will draw support from people 
because they are directly affected. And these issues definitely have a 
potential to educate people. But that potential is a limited one. What 
we've found though, is that as soon as that organisation attempts to 
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extend the issue beyond the question of rentals, it begins to lose 
support because people regard it as falling outside the realm of their 
immediate interests. 

I recall an incident during the 1980 school boycotts which were 
characterised by a militant and radical rhetoric. Yet when Wits stud
ents approached boycotting coloured pupils on the West Rand of 
Johannesburg and asked them to sign a petition calling for the release 
of Nelson 1\iandela and other political prisoners, they refused on the 
grounds that it was a political demand whereas their boycott was not. 

What I'm saying is that while these organisations have a capacity to 
organise, mobilize and educate people around issues particular to 
their constituents, their ability to extend them into other issues and 
into political issues is limited. So we run a real risk of being trapped at 
this first level of organising people around specific community, 
factory, student or women's issues which will not allow the organisa
tion, being defmed in a particular way, to extend beyond them and 
instil a political awareness in their supporters. 

There are two implications in what I am saying. Firstly, the local, 
specific problems which our community, factory, students and 
women's organisations take up have a potential to organise, mobilize 
and educate which must be maximised, but that ultimately these 
organisations and the issues they take up fall within the framework 
of our current society. We need organisations making demands which 
cannot be met within the framework of an oppressive and exploitative 
society. Organisation which is not confmed to one particular group of 
people and their specific problems but which straddles racial, regional 
and sexual boundaries; which does not organise us as residents of a 
particular community or workers in a particular industry, but as 
oppressed and exploited people demaniling a democratic way of life. 

i 
I 

The second implication then is that we need a second level of explicit- t 
Iy political organisation, mobilisation and education which goes be- t; 

Unions, and so on. Such a political organisation could not exist ., 
yond the individual battles waged by Resident's Associations, Trade i~--. 
without those first level organisations, however, because it is through 
involvement in them that people are made aware of their capacity to 

;,: organise and change their lives and at the same time such first level ~.-.:.· 
organisation would ultimately be meaningless if it were not supple- f; i men ted by a second level of political organisation and struggle. There's ~-

.l -·-·-·-·-·-·-~~-·-·-·-~ I ; . 
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a reciprocal, or shall I say dialectical relationship between the two 
levels of organisation. 

Let us look at some examples of what we mean by first and second 
level organisation. The importance of developing first level issues to 
a point where certain overall political demands can be made was well 
demonstrated in the struggle to save the Crossroads squatter camp. 
The wives and children of contract workers were being arrested and 
sent back to the bantustans. They'd get back to the bantustans and 
find it impossible to survive because of the almost total lack of em
ployment or means of subsistence. And so at great risk to themselves 
they would come back to Crossroads, would again be arrested and 
endorse-d out to the bantustans. 

A number of Church and Welfare organisations, working with Cross
roads residents, opposed the removals on the grounds that families 
had a God-given right to live together. It was a demand which drew 
a lot of support from the community and from local and inter
national organisations. But having defined it as an issue of family 
life, they never took it any further. 

This left the door wide open for Piet Koomhof to come in and say 
that he too, as a Christian, was concerned about the separation of 
these families and to grant the wives and children affected tem
porary permits to remain in the Western Cape. It also allowed Koom
hof to make a lot of capital about the dismantling of apartheid 
whereas nothing had changed. Those squatters still had no permanent 
right to remain in the Western Cape, so-called "illegals" all over the 
country were still being b.mted down and sent to bantustans, black 
people still had no meaningful political rights. And yet Koomhof 
had apparently met the demand for those families to live together. 

The issue, however, could have been approached in an entirely 
different way. Family life could still have been the initial rallying 
point, but the issue could then have been moved on to a second 
phase by asking why the families were being separated. The answer 
would have been - migrant. The focus of resistance could then have 
become the migrant labour system. The issue could then have been 
extended beyond that by asking why we have a migrant labour 
system and the answer to that is that it makes labour cheaper and 
easier to control. The control and exploitation of labour would 
then have been spotlighted, making clear that apartheid control!. 

-·-·-·--·--·--··--·-·--·-·-
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~ I j have the effect of making it easier to control and exploit labour, and 
~ that even if we were to dismantle apartheid we would still have to 
~ free ourselves from exploitation. 
3' 
~, .. 
~' We could contrast the Crossroads experience with an example drawn -: 
~ from the Meat Strike in 1980. Workers struck because management 
~ refused to accept their right to democratically elect non-racial 
ij.~ l factory committees to represent them instead of the racially separate 
.l committees management was insisting on. 
~ • ~ 

~ The Union stressed that the demand of the workers in the factory 
~ ·! was echoed on a national level by the demand of the majority 
f I of our people to democratically elect political representatives on 
~ ·· a non-racial basis. In this way they linked their specific factory 
i : demand to a national political demand. 
~ i Turning to the issue of second level political organisation, there 
~ are a number of examples from the last couple of years from which 
~ we need to draw lessons. Looking at the progressive movement we 
l see that organisation in the communities, factories, and amongst ! women and students expanded and developed from late '77 to '81. 
l From 1979 however, the objective political climate changed and 
r thrust a new level of activity on these emerging first level organisa

tions. It began with the Fattis and Monis boycott in 1979 which 
brought community, labour and student groups all over the country 
together in support of the striking Fattis and Monis workers. We then 
moved to the Release Mandela Campaign, from there into the school 
boycotts, then into rent, bus and meat boycotts, then into the 
anti-Republic Day campaign, from the anti-Republic Day campaign 
into the anti-SAIC campaign and the anti-Ciskei independence 
campaign. 

We saw spontaneous riots and protests in townships in places like 
Bloemfontein and Kimberly. In Bloemfontein residents who had not 
had the benefit of any formal organisation built barricades and pre
vented the police and army from entering the township. This mass 
mobilisation established political momentum which almost seemed 
to have a life of its own, and campaigns like Release Mandela, anti-

! SAIC, and anti-Republic Day tapped the spontaneous militancy 

-c 

l which was simmering just below the surface. 

I We suddenly found ourselves able to command a huge support base, l 
1: --·---·---·---·---·---·~---·---· .• I 
4~--------------·~·-A~~-~-~--~~---------------------------------------
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large attendances at mass meetings, marches, demonstrations. Our 
pamphlets, militant speeches and demands were eagerly accepted. 
We felt we were making great strides in mobilising people politically, 
but in an euphoria, we made four basic mistakes. 

We mistook mass mobilisation for political orpnisation. Because 
of the overtly political nature of campaigns like Release Mandela, 
anti-Republic Oay and anti-SAIC, we felt that we were catering 
for the essential second level of political organisation. First level 
organisations were able to use these campaigns as reference points 
to inject some political content into their otherwise reformist activi
ties. But mobilisation is not organisation and we've seen countless 
times over the last few years how terribly quickly mobilisation 
can dissipate and die unless it is translated into some organisation, 
into some on-going activity. 

That was our second mistake. We failed to concretise our political 
gains and advances by using them to build or~nisation at either 
the first or the second level. 

The third and fourth mistakes have to do with the way we mobilised. 
I think that the excitement of the campaigns and the enthusiastic 
support that they received seduced us and drew us away from the 
tasks of building our first level organisations. Many of our activists 
and leaders had to neglect their work in the factories and communi
ties and amongst women and students in order to organise and lead 
campaigns and so instead of complimenting grassroots organisation, 
these campaigns inevitably detracted from it which is not to say that 
the activists and leaders involved had any other choice but to take 
the lead in those campaigns. Precisely because we have not built 
sufficient political organisation, community, labour and student and 
women activists had to take responsibility for the campaiJ!Ils. 

The fourth mistake we made was to not take our constituency with 
us. We were just beginning to consolidate our first level organisations 
and should have used the mass mobilisation to strengthen our organi
sation and to raise the awareness of our supporters but too often we 
raced ahead of them. We telescoped the political process and leapt 
from specific demands about local issues and grievances to militant 
demands. for the total political c~pitulation of the current status quo. 
But we hadn't devised strategies or organisational forms which were 
capable of taking our grassroots support base with us. 

---·--·-·--WLI--·-·-·-·-·-
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The high levels of mass mobilisation continued until late 1981 
and then things began to wind down. Grassroots organisation seemed 
to reach a ceiling. After a couple of hectic years of activity too, was 
time to reflect and take stock of the situation, and this internal 
dynamic combined with a dramatic upsurge in the number of deten
tions, bannings and other acts of repression, all of which took place 
against the backdrop of a gathering recession. The progressive move
ment entered a period of lull, on some fronts, even of retreat, and if 
we are to emerge from this stronger than before, we are going to have 
.!.O critically assess the effectiveness with which we have organised, 
mobilised and educated our people over the last few years. 

Starting with organisation, one of the key problems that progressive 
organisations are running into, is that of sustaining organisation. 
A Jot of our organisations grew rapidly during '80- '81; interest in 
them was high and people were eager to participate. Now we are 
finding that interest and involvement are tailing off and support is 
far harder to mobilise. So we are going to have to learn to develop 
new ways to sustaining our organisation, of maintaining the in
volved. It's no use mobilizin~ people and then after three or four 
months starting to think of ways of consolidating their involvement. 

Right at the beginning when we're deciding on an issue to organise 
and mobilise around, we must work out how we are going to get 
people involved and how we are going to keep them involved. It's 
no use mobilizing people and then after three or four months start
ing to think of ways of consolidating their involvement. 

The 1980 Soweto rent boycott provides a number of lessons about 
involving people in organisation and about planning in advance how 
to consolidate mobilisation into on-going activity. Rent increases 
in three phases were announced and a mass meeting was held to 
discuss the issue. About 2 000 people attended the mass meeting 
and voted to boycott the rent increases. The call to boycott was 
advertised through the press and endorsed by a number of organisa
tions. The organisation of the boycott mainly took the form of an 
application to the Supreme Court to prevent the Community Council 
from collecting the rents on the grounds that the correct procedure 
had not been followed by the West R.cuid Administration Board and 
the Minister of Co-operation and Development. 

Now there are a number of points which need to be drawn out here. 

I! ---·-·--f-11 .,--..-·-·-·-·-·· I: 
~~--~~--------~----~--~~~----~~~----~~--~----------~ 
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The first is that the decision to boycott was taken by 2 000 people 
at a mass meeting - about 1 percent of the total population of Sowe
to. Right from the start therefore, Soweto residents had not been 
properly caucused as to whether they supported a decision to boycott. 
Secondly, a boycott relies on a high degree of organisation which 
simply didn't exist in Soweto at that stage, and the manner in which 
people went about the boycott wasn't one that could build up organi
sation within. By deciding to wage a legal battle, they took the strug
gle out of Soweto and into the Supreme Cowt, out of the hands of 
the people and into the hands of legal experts. It started out as a 
grassroots issue which people could identify with, and became a 
bunch of legal technicalities that no-one could understand. 

The only connection between the struggle and the people of Soweto, 
were the newspaper reports of the court action. And even if people 
did read those newspaper reports, it is likely that they made as little 
sense to them as they did to me, because it was a highly technical 
and legalistic argument. But even if they had been able to decipher 
the reports, they would have discovered that even if the action suc
ceeded it would only have delayed the increases. 

Alas, the issue disappeared as far as resistance was concerned, but 
remained as far as the increases were concerned. The potential for 
organising, mobilizing and educating the community - a community 
with a tradition of militant political activity, simply dissipated. 

In this regard we have to look critically at the issue orientation of 
many of our organisations. Hinging activity around issues raises three 
problems. The first is that an issue only lasts for a certain space of 
time. It tends to flare up and then die down again and so if we rely on 
issues as the basis of our acthity we are going to fmd it, and the in
volvement of our constituents, fluctuating. 

Obviously there will always be issues which we have to take up and 
these can, and must, be used as springboards for organisation, but we 
must ensure that we use them to establish on-going programmes of 
activity which keep people involved and keep the organisation alive. 

The second problem with this issue orientation is that many issues 
are defined in a winflose way. They're issues which we either win 
or we lose. The demand advanced by some of the boycotting schools 
in 1980 for the complete scrapping of Bantu Education provides 

-·----·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
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an example of this because if the Government didn't scrap Bantu 
Education, the students would never have been able to return to 
school without being seen to have "lost". We have to bear in mind 
that our organised response to these issues is a tactical and not a 
principled one and as such our demands do not have to be total. 
One battle is not going to win the war and it is enough that each 
battle allows us to advance a little in terms of the strength of our 
organisation and the awareness of our members. In this sense we don't 
only speak of victory when our demands have been met. Nonethe· 
less, it is important for us to formulate realistic demands, demands 
which could feasibly be met, and to formulate them in such a way 
that there is enough middle ground for compromise and even, if 
necessary, retreat. 

The Committee of 81 which co-ordinated the 1980 School Boy
cotts in the Western Cape, appreciated this and so made short, med
ium and long term demands and made them in such a way that they 
could tactically return to school even though their demands had not 
been fully met. 

Another aspect of this win/lose problem is demonstrated by some· 
thing like squatter removals. We've often seen progressive activists 
moving into a 'Squatter community which Is threatened with eviction 
and trying to organise and mobilise those people against the evictions. 
But it's an issue which is almost impossible to win. Those people are 
going to be moved and their shacks demolished and so we are going 
to lose. And in losing our organisation may be smashed and even the 
awareness that we are able to generate amongst those people may be 
gone within a very short space of time because those people may be 
dying of starvation in the bantustans. 

But of course there will always be issue~ that we cannot ign, ·.e, that 
we have to take up. And if 'it is necessary to take up an issue which 
we cannot win, we must recognise this from the beginning and plan 
our structures and organising strategy accordingly, so that, even in 
defeat. we make organisational and ideological gains. 

Although it"s a helluva hard decision to take, I think that we must 
become far more strategic about where we organise and which issues 
we take up. This is a lesson which some of the trade unions have 
learnt. They started out recruiting any worker that wanted to be 
organised, but have realised that at a certain point this starts to 

-·-·-·-.. -·-·-·-·-·----
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overextend their organisational resources, that they cannot effect
ively represent those workers. So they had to become more strategic 
about who they organised and where they organised, even if it meant 
turning workers away and refusing to sign them up. 

The third problem flowing out of the issue orientation of some of 
our organisations is that it pursues them into a reactive style of 
activity because the issues are often defined by our oppressors. The 
issue are being forced upon us and we are forced to react, to resist, 
but the initiative is not ours. We are not defining what issues we take 
up, when we take them up and how we take them up. 

We need to plan our own programme of activities for the year, pref
erably around a common theme, but to do so in a way that still 
leaves us the flexibility to take up issues as they arise. And if our 
theme is an appropriate one, those issues which do arise, will more 
than likely fit .into the broad thrust of our activity anyway. The 
important point to remember though, is that such a programme will 
mean that we are not dependent on issues for our activity, and that 
in reacting to those issues we don't neglect our on-going grassroots 
activity. 

In this regard, I think that it's important that we define our or~anisa
tion around contradictions. In a repressive society like ours, we can 
identify different sites of struggle - the factories, the communities, 
the educational system, the oppression of women - and within each 
site of struggle, there are different issues which we can take up. But 
rather than defining our organisation according to those issues, we 
must understand the contradictions at work in that particular site 
of struggle . 

Take the trade union as an example. The reason for the existence of 
a trade union is the fact that the wealth produced by a lot of people 
is appropriated by a few and this sets up an antagonistic relationship 
between workers and bosses. And that antagonism doesn't come and 
go, it doesn't disappear. It might vary in intensity and form but it's a 
permanent contradiction, and so the interests of the workers always 
need to be defended. This means that the trade union always has 
work to do on behalf of its members. Hence its structure of worker
members electing factory based committees and appointing full time 
organisers. 
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Turning to the element of mobilization, I think that we must disting
uish between spontaneous or unorganised mobilisation and mobilisa
tion on the basis of organisation. Spontaneous mobilisation is the kind 
that springs up when people have simply had enough, when the level 
of oppression and exploitation which people have to bear, reaches an 
intolerable level and things just break loose. We've seen this happen 
in the bus boycotts in Natal in late '79, in the boycotts of schools 
and in wildcat strikes. 

Although this spontari'eous mobilisation is generally unorganised, 
organisations are usually drawn in once things are underway and 
this presents enormous problems because such action is really diffi
cult to channel and consolidate. And since it is usually unplanned 
there's generally no real strategy behind it and so you're often dealing 
with ill-advised action which has little hope of succeeding. What's 
more, spontaneous action tends to be militant and confrontationist 
as well, and often strays outside the bounds of legality. 

The result is often that such spontaneous action is ruthlessly suppres
sed and any established organisation which has responded to the needs 
of those people and involved itself in their struggle may well be 
weakened or even smashed in the process. 

The same goes for issues like anti-Republic Day which I discussed 
earlier. In such cases our oppressors force us to take the issue up, 
even though it may not fit in with our organisational thrust and may 
contradict the strategies we are pursuing, and despite the fact that we 
may not have any organisation designed to wage such struggles. In all 
such cases the art that we are going to have to learn is how to respond 
to spontaneous mobilisation and spontaneous issues in such a way that 
we do not abandon our on-going programmatic activities and do not 
weaken or destroy our organisation in the process and manage to 
translate some of that mobilisation into organisation. 

We know that we are going to be faced with issues which we have no 
option but to take up, and as the conditions under which the majority 
of our people's lives get worse, we can expect more and more spont· 
aneous outbursts and so we must de~lop organisational forms and 
strategies that will allow us to take up such issues, to channel them 
constructively and to consolidate whatever gains are made. 

-·-·--·-·-·-· -·-·-·-·-i u ' 
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I have argued earlier that organisation around particular issues in the 
spheres of labour, community, women and students is important in 
itself but must never be seen as an end-in-itself. This is something, 
however, which has to be realised practically and strategically. It has 
to be a real comJllitment. We cannot simply say that we are organising 
for ultimate political liberation because we might find that we put 
years and years of organisation and effort into an organisation and 
then fmd in fact that we have not advanced the cause of liberation. 

We may consolidate an organisation and possibly lighten the burden 
that people have to bear in their daily lives, but we won't necessarily 
set in motion the processes of political liberation. 

I think that the essential element, the catalyst in that process of 
liberation is education, and this is ultimately the text that our organi
sations have to pass. Too often in the last couple of years we've relied 
on advertising rather than education. We've referred to progressive 
symbols in the course of our struggles, we've referred to the Freedom 
Charter, we've linked our specific demm1ds to broader long-term 
political demands, but we haven't in fact educated people. We've 
drawn those links at mass meetings, in statements, in pamphlets and 
publications, but we haven't made them effectively in terms of the 
day to day existence of our members. 

At the same time as we ensure that during a boycott or campaign 
we stress the broader political aspects of our demands, we must 
ensure that our organisers, in their everyday contact with our support
ers draw out the political dimension of people's lives, people's lived 
experience. Every aspect of their organisation, everything they do, 
contains within it a lesson about the nature of South African society, 
a lesson about where we should be going politically, about what a 
future society would look like. 

Organisers must be trained to be able to draw out those lessons in 
their daily work and contact with members. lnvovlement and ex
perience in organisation is the key to raising people's awareness but 
it needs to be drawn out and reflected back to those people so that 
they can fully grasp and understand it. 

~ 
~1 Let me turn now to an impressionistic survey of the different fronts 
1 of progressive activity. The current phase of labour organisation began 

i 
i 
I 
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" in the early '70's when student activity around the issue of poverty 
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wages combined with the spontaneous upsurge of worker militancy 
in the Durban strikes in 1973 to produce a number of new unions. 
Nineteen odd unions emerged in the wake of those strikes and the 
labour movement continued to grow and consolidate during the 
seventies. 

These unions can be divided into General Unions and Industrial 
Unions. General Unions are open to workers from all sectors of 
industry be they motor or metal or· food or textile workers whereas 
industrial unions are open only to workers in one specific sector 
of industry eg. motor workers. 

The impetus for the growth of general unions came partly from the 
fact that workers from many different sectors of industry wanted to 
join and it seemed to be important to develop a broad worker base 
which would unite the working class across industrial boundaries. 

General unions, however, seem to be moving in the direction of an 
industrial union style of organisation because they've found it difficult 
to consolidate their support and strength in any one industry. It 
doesn't help when you are negotiating with a metal employer to be 
well-organised in the textile industry. This problem recurs on a 
national scale as well since a consolidated presence in one industry 
on a national scale greatly increases your bargaining power with 
individual employers. And a national presence is becoming necessary 

l 
in some industries as the spread of monopoly control of industry i " ~=t that you are in fact dealing with one employer on a national I 

~ In addition, some general unions are finding that their diverse support ~ 
;~ base does not allow them to organise strategically enough and that 
~ there arc certain factories and certain sectors of industry in which it 
~ is more strategic to organise than others. For example, if one particu- i 
~ lar employer occupies a very influential position within the private fi 
;~ sector then to organise in that employer's factories and to win con-i cessions could have a ripple effect on other employers (and workers) l 
~ in that industry. ~ 

~~.·;: There's been another interesting shift in the nature of trade union 

1
1_ 

organisation over the last couple of years. In the '70's managements 
generally refused to acknowledge the existence of trade unions. They j were reluctant to concede the right of workers to be represented by ~ 

~ -·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·--··· [ l l 
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a trade union and so a lot of the struggle between management and 
labour was over the recognition by management of unions. And after 
the Wiehahn Commission proposals resulted in a provision for govern
ment registration of unions, the Government appealed to management 
not to deal with or recognise unions who had not registered under 
the government's provisions. 

But they could not stem the tide of history. Independent black trade 
unions continued to grow and as they came to represent a majority 
of the workforce managements were forced to break with the govern
ment and deal with them registered or unregistered. I think that the 
growth of labour organisation on the east coast during 1980 in Cape 
Town, Port Elizabeth, East London and Durban, spearheaded by 
unions who rejected the government's registration provisions, was 
crucial in splitting management off from the government's strategy 
and decisively tipping the scales in favour of management recognition 
of black trade unions. 

This is not to suggest of course that managements are falling over 
themselves to recognise black trade unions, but I do feel that the 
frontline has shifted from struggles over recognition to struggles 
over co-option and control. Management's advanced guard - the 
monopoly corporations, industrial relations specialists, some academ
ics and journalists - have accepted that black trade unions are here to 
stay but are determined to define the rules of the game in such a way 
as to neutralize as far as possible any challenge to their domination in 
the workplace. 

Now the growing acceptance by management of the inevitability 
(and possibly even the necessity) of black trade unions and their 
attempts to co-opt unions coincides with an interesting dynamic 
within and most of the black unions, namely an incredible growth 
in membership over the last few years which has stretched their 
organisational resources to the point where unions can not hope 
to consolidate the large numbers of new members into solid factory 
structures. The Metal and Allied Workers Union, for example, virtually 
doubled in size in 1981, going from 15 000 or 18 000 members to 
around 35 000. 

And so we have a situation developing where union organisers who 
have been swamped by the growth in membership and cannot effect
ively consolidate their factory organisation are being offered recogni· 
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tion by management. Having signed up a significant proportion of the 
workforce, they find themselves invited by management, to negotia
tions and presented with long and complex recognition agreements 
drafted by industrial relations specialists. 

This shifts the site of struggle from the factory floor to the board 
room and offers the Union an established working relationship with 
management, but according to management's ground rules as enshrin
ed in their legalistic recognition agreement with all its clauses and sub
clauses and qualifications and so on. And so I predict that more and 
more unions are going to fmd themselves in a Catch 22 situation 
where the offer of recognition on management's terms is going to be 
irresistable because they in fact do not have the organisational re
sources to effectively mobilise their membership, to raise their con
sciousness to confront management and wage a battle against them. 

However, management's desire to co-opt unions does not mean that 
they are taking a softer line in dealing with organised labour. On the 
contrary. The success of their strategy depends on them being able 
to force unions to accept an institutionalised form of collective 
bargaining. One of the issues over which this battle is being currently 
fought is that of participation by independent black unions in In
dustrial Councils. 

Industrial Councils are statutory bodies where management and labour 
meet to set minimum conditions for -an industry. Now many unions 
believe that negotiations should take place within the factory between 
workers and their individual management. 

They feel that the Councils are dominated by management and tame 
white unions and that their bargaining power in such a forum would 
be diluted. And anyway they want to preserve the -direct involvement 
of workers in negotiations at a factory level. 

So participation in Industrial Councils is being seen by many unions 
as the threshold of co-option which they don't want to cross. That 
crossing it would involve them in a bureaucratised, institutionalised 
system of industrial relations which has less potential for organisin~. 
mobilising and educating the workers. 

Managements have predictably taken a really hard line over the 
question of participation in Industrial Councils and have refused 
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to negotiate with unions outside of the councils ancl so this has 
become one of the most contentious points in labour relations over 
the last two years. 

For example, there were 44 reported strikes in the metal industry on 
the East Rand in the first six months of 1982. 30 of these concerned 
wage demands. Most employers refused to hold discussions with 
workers outside of the industrial council, while the Metal and Allied 
Workers Union which was involved in 33 of the 44 strikes rejected 
the Industrial Council and insisted on plant level bargaining. The 
Industrial Council system was thus the underlying issue since many 
of these strikes would not have occurred had management not refused 
to bargain with workers outside of the Industrial Council. 

Wa~es have continued to be the major cause of strikes. Of the 111 
strikes in the fmal six months of 1982, 63 were over wages. A new 
issue has exploded on the labour scene, however, and that is retrench
ments. FOSATU Unions, for example, didn't have one strike over 
retrenchments in 1981, and yet this year they've had 16. Manage
ments have been taking a particularly hard line against demands for 
living wages and retrenchment and as the economy moves into a 
recession, I think that disputes over both issues will escalate. Manage
ment are likely to try and maintain high profit margins by keeping 
wages as low as possible while at the same time retrenching workers 
in this way for further cutting their wage bill and forcing the reduced 
workforce to work even harder and so boosting productivity. 

A major new development in the pattern of strike activity was that of 
the rolling strike. This is a strike which breaks out in one factory but 
then quickly spreads through the area. The East Rand saw two rolling 
strikes in the metal industry. The first wave struck in February/March 
and totalled 20 strikes before it washed over, and the second wave, 
in late April/early May came seven strikes. Northern Natal was also hit 
by rolling strikes and at one stage an entire township stayed away 
from work in support of worker demands. These rolling strikes seem 
to represent a high degree of class consciousness amongst workers 
which is leading them to adopt a more assertive, more militant ap
proach. 

Unemployment is likely to increase dramatically this coming year 
and is going to be one of the critical issues facing all progressive 
organisations. Unions will fmd themselves fighting against retrench-
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ments while community-based organisations, including student, 
youth and women's groups are going to have to cope with the rising 
numbers of unemployed. On a slightly more positive note, I also 
think that unemployment could be an issue around which communi
ty, trade union, youth, student and women's organisations could 
co-operate in developing a co-ordinated strategy. Hopefully, united 
action of this sort would help to improve and consolidate the working 
relationship between the different spheres of progressive activity. 

The relationship between trade unions and community groups has 
been uneven to say the least. We can trace the history of the relation
ship back to 1979 when Fattis and Monis workers, having gone on 
strike, saw that they could increase their bargaining power if people 
in communities stopped buying Fattis and Monis products. If Fattis 
and Monis sales dropped and the company began to feel the pinch 
they might become a lot more amenable to negotiating with the 
workers. But the African Food and Canning Workers Union 
(AFCWU} which represented the striking workers played no direct 
role in organising the boycott and this led to the absurd situation 
where the AFCWU reached an agreement with the Fattis and Monis 
management and wanted to call off the boycott but one of the organi
sations which had been organising the boycott refused because they 
disagreed with the agreement. 

The meat strike in mid-1980 saw the pendulum swing back to the 
opposite extreme. The General Workers' Union which represented 
the striking workers insisted on being directly in control of the boy
cott. Members ofGWU chaired the boycott committee and meetings 
were held at the GWU offices. This was also not a satisfactory arrange
ment, however, and so we still do not have a precedent which en
capsulates the correct balance between the two constituencies - total 
control of the one by the other or total autonomy of the one from 
the other. 

On the level of support activity then, we have the problem of establis
hing the equality of the different progressive organisations so that 
they can lend support to each other without dominating or being 
dominated. This problem, however, manifests intself at the level of 
united or joint action. United fronts between trade union, communi
ty, student and w<;>men's groups are obviously essential on issues such 
anti-Republic Day, anti-SAIC and Relase Mandela. The people involv
ed in the community and trade union organisations representing the 
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working class need to come together in a broad front to plan together 
and organise together. 

GWU have recently put forward three points which they feel should 
guide any such relationship. Firstly, they stress that they arc primarily 
a workers organisation concerned with factory organisation and 
factory issues. Secondly, their democratic structure makes it necessary 
for them to first seek a mandate from their members before participat· 
ing in broader struggles. Thirdly, they affirm their commitment to a 
national democratic struggle. And I feel that this is the crucial point 
to bear in mind about any alliance of trade union, community, stud
ent and women's organisations. Certainly any such alliance must take 
into account the independence o( each organisation, the fact that they 
have different support bases, that they are democratic and have to 
take the interests of their members into account when \!lying with 
each other, but the crucial overriding factor is that all these pro
gressives organisations are part of a national democratic struggle. 
Not one of them is the national democratic struggle. 

Unfortunately, we do have problems with organisations seeing them
selves as the struggle, or as its leading component, rather than as just 
a part of the national democratic struggle. The national democratic 
struggle is a different level altogether. It is not a trade union. It is 
not a student or community or women's group. It is the explicitly 
political organisation, mobilisation and education of people. 

None of the first level progressive organisations is a political organisa
tion. They take up issues as they affect a particular group of people 
in a particular place at a particular point in time. And although these 
first-level issues are ultimately political, and although these first level 
organisations can and must draw out that political content, they are 
not waging a political struggle for the political rights of all people. 
And where first level organisations do try to take on explicitly polit
ical roles, they fall between two stools. They become ineffective first 
level organisation' because they devote less of their energies and 
resources to building and consolidating first level organisation and 
they are inadequate second level organisations because they have 
neither the structure nor the mandate and support base to act as 
political organisations. 

Now this is a delicate balance that the first level organisations have 
to strike - concentrating on immediate constituency issues while 
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at the same time drawing out its political content so as to contrib
ute to an overall national democratic struggle. Too many groups 
lose that balance. We've seen, for example, trade unions maintain 
that they want nothing to do with political mobilisation. We've 
seen some student groups concentrate almost exclusively on political 
mobilisation and not give enough attention to local student issues. 

As I stressed earlier in my talk, our first level of org-anisation has to be 
on a constituency basis. People are broug-ht together in the schools 
and universities, in the communities and in the factories. In each of 
these spheres people have the same problems, making it possible to 
organise them and mobilise them around those issues. But we cannot 
leave people locked into one compartment of organisation. We cannot 
statistically define them as students, women or as members of one 
community or one factory. We cannot limit their involvement to 
one organisation and one set of issues. 

Their experience and their awareness has to be one which goes beyond 
the confines of any one sphere of organisation for the simple reason 
that no one sphere is capable of liberatin)r our people. First level 
organisation must move people beyond the limited problems and 
solutions of student, women, factory and community organisations 
and instil in their members an awareness of, and a commitment to, 
national political liberation. 

So we have to start breaking down those compartments between 
our organisations as we organise, as we mobilise, and as we educate. 
If we've got to transcend those first level organisations without des: 
troying or neglecting them, the obvious way to do that is to build 
a degree of co-ordination between the different first level organisa
tions. This will immediately allow us to straddle those or~anisational 
boundaries so that instead of community or~nisations fighting on 
one front and trade unions on another, we could start to bring those 
fronts together and advance as a progressive movement. 

But this would still be a progressive movement at the first level. The 
organisations, linking up on an issue like, for example, unemployment, 
are still going to be doing so at the first level. They are not political 
organisations and they haven't built a political movement yet. Their 
structures, their issues, their mandates,. their membership are all still 
growing out of those first level issues; and it is essential that these 
organisations continue to organise, mobilise and educate people at 
that level. 

........................ ~.~ .......................... . 
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These first level organisations fonn one half of the process of libera
tion; but liberation is more than just the sum total of all their activi
ties and a national democratic struggle is more than just the co
ordinated struggles of first level organisations. 

So our first problem is how we are going to start to co-ordinate and 
unite our progressive organisations? But secondly, having done that, 
how are we then going to build a progressive national democratic 
movement? What structures will it have? What issues will it take up? 
How will it mobilise? These are all questions which we need to con
front because otherwise we are going to build a foundation which 
can't support the structures that we want to erect. 

Let me tum to the realm of student and youth organisations. The 
student movement has a proud history. Despite its limitations it has 
played a key role at crucial phases in South African history. In 1956 
NUSAS led the campaign against the segregation of the universities 
and militant campus activity was in many senses given its definition 
by these campaigns in the '50's. In the early '70's student involvement 
in labour played a major part in launching the current wave of trade 
union organisation. The nationwide uprisings of '76 and "77 were 
student-led, and in the late '70's the student movement played a major 
role in the remoulding of a national, non-racial democratic movement. 
Student organisations have been central in articulating a non-racial, 
democratic position and in fact, the current popularity and wide 
acceptance of the Freedom Charter is not entirely undue to the 
emphasis that the student movement has laid on the democratic 
principles enshrined in the Charter. 

However, I can't help feeling that the student movement has not 
lived up to its full potential in recent years. One of the tasks facing 
NUSAS, COSAS and AZASO at these congresses and council meetings 
is to devise strategies and programmes for the coming year which will 
encapsulate their potential role at this point in our struggle. Let me 
expand on this point a bit. 

The contribution of the student movement to the struggle has to be 
on the basis of its student activity. The same goes for the unions, 
community and women's groups. All of these must be working 
amongst their constituents in such a way that they cater for their 
immediate interests and contribute to the national democratic strug-
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gle at the same time. If there is not a direct link between these two 
components of progressive activity, organisations may participate in 
broader national democratic struggles without the support of their 
members, and at the same time will not be feeding the political 
content of those national democratic struggles back into their first 
level organisations. 

If there is a dichotomy between our programmes and activities inside 
the schools and universities and the broader political issues and 
struggles which we are taking up outside the schools and universities, 
then we are going to lose the pulse of history. Both sets of activities 
are likely to become less relevant, less appropriate to the situation that 
students and the progressive movement as a whole, find themselves 
in. And both sets of activity are important. 

Organisations within the schools and universities allows the student 
movement to consolidate its support base, to raise the awareness of 
students, to force the educational system to play a more meaningful 
role in South African society. It allows them to expose and exploit 
the contradictions of South African society, to disorganise the ruling 
classes. 

Bur developing an internal support base is only half of the task facing 
the student movement. That student support base has to be mobilised 
to play a constructive role on a much broader scale- to contribute to 
the development of the struggle as a whole. But there has to be a link 
between the two. You can't organise students around one set of issues 
and then take up a different set of issues which concern a struggle out
side the education system because if you do you 'II find yourself 
addressing two different audiences, a student audience on the one 
hand and a trade union/community audience on the other. You have 
to somehow marry the two, weld them together. They have to feed 
into each other. 

The issues and demands and campaigns which are being mobilised 
around in the schools and universities have to lead logically, axiomat
ically into the consideration of broader social issues. So that if you are 
taking up a factory or community struggle the reason for you taking 
it up has to somehow flow out of the type of demands and issues 
that you have been raising within your schools and universities. And 
at the same time the political content of those broader issues must 
be fed back into your local structures in such a way that it raises 
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the awareness of your members and helps to strengthen your local 
organisation. There has to be a reciprocal, a dialectical relationship 
between the two. 

To take the NUSAS theme of Campus Action for Democracy as an 
example - it had the potential of mobilisin~ students around issues 
which they thought were important, but which were not limited to 
students, which raised broader issues about the nature of our society. 
But some how the link was not adequately made. That theme has not 
provided a framework within which on and off campua. issues can be 
dealt with, a framework which would make it logical and necessary 
for students to be concerned and involved with both on and off cam
pus issues. 

Let me give you an example. I attended a meeting at Wits a few years 
ago on the Wilson-Rowntree boycott. Two unionists spoke. They ~ave 
good speeches and it was a very rousing and important meeting. But 
when I looked at the audience of about 400 I saw that very few of 
them were students, and those who were represented your more in
volved actionists and organisers. I felt that the issue, the Wilson
Rowntree boycott, had not arisen out of the mainstream of student 
activity on campus and the mobilisation bein~ created by that meeting 
was not being converted into ongoing organisation on the campus. 

Let's look at some of the other reasons why I regard the student 
movement as so important. Firstly it acts as a recruiting and trainin!l 
ground for activists. If we look at struggles in South Africa and 
world-wide we see that many leading activists received their initial 
politicization and organisational training in the student movement. 

The second reason is that people involved in student or~isations 
are all involved in the education process; in thinking, analysin11:, 
questioning. This means often that they are developing a higher level 
of knowledge and awareness than the rest of society. Students see 
things that the rest of society doesn't see. They develop a progressive 
analysis to a greater extent than other organisations. I think that a 
lot of the progressive analysis that the trade unions and community 
organisations have assimilated actually originated in the student 
movement and I cannot overstress the importance of the student 
movement as the melting pot for that progressive analysis, as the 
generator of that progressive analysis. 
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At the moment there is a drastic shortage of progressive analysis of 
our struggle, analysis that would help organisations develop more 
relevant and effective strategies and which would in tum enable the 
people in those organisations to understand the oppressive conditions 
under which they live and work. 

Another facet of this process, and again one which the student move
ment is particularly well placed to cater for, is information. The 
saying that "information is power" has become a cliche and we need 
to give it a concrete political role. Information in our society is 
monopolised and controlled and only fed to us in selected doses 
to limit what we know and consequendy what we think. The student 
movement has the intellectual and material resources to be able to 
make information and knowledge available to other progressive 
organisations. 

We can also plug in a lot of other organisational resources. Relatively 
speaking the student movement is highly organised. It has a lot of 
facilities and resources at its disposal, anything from printing equip
ment right through to the ability to organise a seminar or a con
ference. 

Thirdly, I think that the student movement can play an important 
role in campaigns. Anti-Republic Day, the Wilson-Rowntree and red 
mean boycotts, anti-SAIC and Release Mandela are all campaigns in 
which students played an important part. And I think that the con
tribution of students to such campaigns is particularly important 
because the student movement is, to a greater extent than other 
progressive organisations, orgainsed on a national scale. I don't think 
that any other constituency of progressive activity can mobilise and 
initiate activity on a national scale as effectively as the student move
ment can. 

The nationwide stoppage by some 70 000 workers in protest at the 
death in detention of trade unionist Dr Neil Aggett is an example of 
the potential power of the labour movement and a highly significant 
example in its own right but I think that it represents at this stage at 
least, something of a special case and doesn't affect my argument 
about the role of students in "political" campaigns. 

In addition, student organisations have a more highly politicised 

-·--·-.. -··-·---·-·-·-· 
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support base. Obviously, I don't want to exaggerate the political 
awareness of students, but let's face it, the way students take up 
issues, the discussions and debates that go with issues, are more 
explicitly political than in other branches of the progressive move
ment. This is partly due to the greater freedom that sometimes pre
vails in the schools and universities, but it's also got something to do 
with youth, the fact that youth question, youth have energy, youth 
are rebellious. This often means that students can develop an issue 
into an explicitly political one far more quickly and sometimes 
more thoroughly than other groups can. 

On a more sober note though, I think that we still have a long way 
to go in consolidating student organisation. The student movement 
has at times also fallen into the trap of mistaking a high degree of 
mobilisation for organisation and radical rhetoric for political educa
tion. This has sometimes resulted in a neglect of basic student issues 
and organisation. It is essential that local structures be built which 
can initiate programmes to take up those basic student issues on an 
on-going basis so that students always have organised activities in 
which they can involve themselves and which are doing something 
for them, helping them deal with day-to-day problems. 

I think that youth organisation in the communities is going to grow 
and become an increasingly important focus of activity. Youth have 
often provided much of the people power for community based 
organisation but have only recently started to concentrate on building 
their own organisational structures and activities. An interesting 
example in this regard is the rapid growth of the Lenz Youth League. 
Lenz is an Indian community near Johannesburg which after the 
1980 school boycott had four SRC's established itself and is in the 
process of organising a week-long youth festival. Obviously the raised 
awareness and organisational energy resulting from the boycotts has 
been channelled into youth rather than school organisation. 

I mentioned earlier that a new approach to organisation, mobilisation 
and education emerged after 1977 -an approach which emphasised 
grassroots, democratic organisations around issues which directly 
affected people. This "new wave" has been most noticeable in the 
sphere of community organisation. Taking up issues like housing, 
"high rents, bus fares, township conditions, health and Child care to 
name only some of the more common areas of activity these organisa-

··-·._·-·-··-·-·-··---·-·-
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tions have established themselves in their commumttes and have 
developed local leadership and organisational structures which will 
play an increasingly important role in the progressive movement 
over the next couple of years. 

Community groups have developed an exceptionally democratic 
method of organising by using a system of house meetings and street 
representatives. A house meeting is essentially a discussion between 
an organiser and members of one or more households over particular 
issues that concern them. As such, it ensures the direct participation 
of residents in defining issues and deciding on courses of action. This 
door-to-door mobilisation usually leads up to the election of an 
action committee and eventually the formation of a civic or Residents 
Association. 

In taking up issues community organisations have been concerned to 
link up their immediate local demands to broader demands of the 
oppressed majority. The point that has come out every time is that 
problems experienced at a local level in the community can be traC'ed 
back to the lack of political rights and representation experienced by 
the members of that community. Because people do not have the role 
or because no effective or meaningful local government structures 
exist, people have no say in decision-making processes. And because 
they don't elect those who do make decisions, they don't act in the 
people's interests. 

The same problem is mirrored at a national political level - the 
people don't have the right to elect the government and it consequent
ly does not represent their interests. The ultimate long-tern solution 
to local community problems then lies in the achievement of majority 
rule in a unitary state. 

Certain overall demands, certain rights, have also been stressed, such 
as "housing for all" and "rents which people can afford". This is very 
important in terms of what I was saying earlier about the importance 
of drawing out the political content and potential of local grassroots 
issues, and in terms of defining issues in such a way that they provide 
a basis for on-going programmes of as;tion. So that rather than just 
taking up a local community issue which is fought and won or lost and 
then disappears, we take it up in a way that ensures that the issue 
endures in terms of both organisation and awareness. 

··---I.II·IUI-..:JADI---*·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
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The Port Elizabeth Black Civic Organisation, PEBCO, for example, 
made clear that while it was a civic organisation concerned with local 
community problems, all the issues it was taking up were at the same 
time political in that they were part and parcel of the exploitative and 
qppressive system people are living under. PEBCO also stressed that 
it was not a political organisation, and that although the long-term 
solution to civic problems was a political one, that a national political 
movement, and not a local civic one, was needed to wage those 
political struggles. 

Community organisations have provided a means through which 
people can get involved, where they can develop confidence in their 
own organisation and power, where they can learn the skills of organi
sation and democracy and, through the experience of struggle, come 
to understand their situation in an oppressive society. They have 
developed a progressive, community based leadership and have started 
to reach out to other local organisations to form re~ional umbrella 
structures. 

This is a particularly interesting and important development in that it 
may be the first step in overcoming the limitations of isolated, in
dividual struggles. The umbrella structures can establish a degree 
of unity and co-ordination which greatly extends the potential of 
issues taken up by the individual affiliates. The next step will be to 
try and overcome the uneven growth of community organisation. 
All over the country we find cities with a high degree of organisation 
in some communities and almost none in neighbouring communities. 
Overcoming this uneveness I would see as a priority for community 
organisations over the next 18 months. 

At the same time, community organisations, and in particular their 
umbrella bodies, need to develop their working relationships with 
other spheres of progressive activity. By this I mean linking up with 
similar groups locally and nationally, and with other spheres of 
organisation like trade unions, student and women's groups. 

One final point on the question of the structure of community organi· 
sation. I discussed the problem of sustaining organisation, and particu
larly by the involvement of the members or supporters, and I gave the 
example of the trade union which has a membership that it has to 
constandy defend against the bosses. This obviously makes it easier 

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·· 
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for the union to maintain the involvement of its members. Now this 
problem is far greater in the communities. People are concentrated in 
a factory and can be more easily assembled for a meeting to discuss 
issues and problems, to hear report-backs and to take decisions. 
Meetings take place during working hours, the bosses time. In the 
communities, people are relatively dispersed and meetings take place 
in their homes during their precious leisure time. 

Community organisations have been relatively successful in over
coming these problems but I can't help feeling that if they are to 
become more effective, if they are to develop from here, that they 
are going to have to explore new and different organisational forms 
and structures. Membership, elections, full-time organisers, local 
offices are just some of the options which spring to mind, and I'm 
sure that the appropriate ones will emerge in time from the con
crete organisational experience of these groups . 
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17/04/80 

Hello Sir, 

I first have to apologise on behalf of "all of us" for the 
loud silence that has prevailed. Last time we meant to 
write but decided to postpone until further & better develop
ments on our side. 

First we have to commend the work you have been alone consis
tently and tirelessly doing. We know it is your duty like 
every revolutionary to do this but are moved by the ground 
you have covered. The leadership and all of "us" are fully 
behina you and are proud to have a 'comde' like you in our 
ranks. 

We received your report last time and were very pleased. 
We feel that you probably have to have some "cover" like 
a project for your activities. We are prepared to support 
financially and otherwise whatever scheme you are prepared 
to come up with. Meanwhile we hope to advance you some 
amount for your work but his can only be at the end of this 
month. Can you then send somebody (prefarably not the 
bearer) round about the 1st or 2nd of May? 

(The bearer will make the 
SAMUEL, NTOMBEMBI) Mabopanlrrangements for you) 
We also suggest you send a girl from Springs - MATHABO PHARASI 
(OB is her code) whom we can always use as a courier. It is 
best not to discuss anything with her but write when absolutely 
necessary and attempt to hide in the same way as we have done -
i.e. use a tissue box false bottom ~r packet of pads or any 
suitable, safe hiding method and place. She is known to us. 
If amongst the cosas boys there is any who can travel and 
whom you trust best we would be pleased to have discussions 
with him as soon as possible. He will then also act as a 
liason and link between you and us. The current form of 
contact and link is unsatisfactory. The other chaps (bearers 
included) should not know anything about him. Let OB fly 
down and we will reimburse you. 

2/ ....... . 
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The questioa of t.:t1dng the "Indep. States" passports by these 
boys or any other of our people is no problem. We feel that 
these can 0e of good use for the furthering o= our c.:tuse. ;Je 

understand and appreciate the principle but feel that quietly 
and for relevant purposes they caa be used. Ofcoursc not by 
people lil-.e you as you are very consj_)icuous and apparently 
controversial''. So do suggest tQ so~e of them to use these 
- even using assur.1ed na:ncs at that. Ue have coatact lvith 
::noer.1foni:ein lloys uho are on their m .. -n starting a brat}ch of 
Cosas there. They urgently need a JHE Cosas fellow to visit 
immediately to prepare for the official launching. HNGOi1EZULU 
& co got there and confused issues lvith their AZAPO' S YOUTH 
{:H~iG. \le need to have this cleared up. :je ~.;ould be pleased if 
these boys can ~travel there on the first "veek-end of Hay. ~Je 

will send you details of how they make contact. Infact if 
you call Maseru 22642 from a telephone booth on Monday -
6.00 pm I will give you the details. Your code naQe is 
"Samuel" and mine is NTOI'-1BEHEI. I v1ill wait and please send 
your best boys. Oh also be ready on !ionday to provide me 
vli th hm-1, t-7hen t'lill they get there. 

t~e are in full contact of AZAPO ::noemfontein. I"·'lOSALA et co 
will find theQselves having no passengers in a train slowly 
driven to destruction. We feel that in the next conference -
even if you are elected to any position - politely refuse to 
stand for elections - on grounds of health, business/coruaitment 
or anything else. He need you outside any legal r.tovement 
especially a political one. Do probably keep good relations 
with them. ~.Je support your present stand pertaining to them. 

~.Je hope Z~El.AK~IU and E~mc:I briefed you on the 1930-Year of 
the Charter-Deca~E for ?reeuo~n. ~:e are not quite pleased ~vith 
its progress and strongly feel that your assistance is needed. 
If they h&ve not briefed you could you please contact them on 
thls. Then •·.re t1ill be pleased if you can contact JOl: UZ./~·1A:n: -

Code BEili~A~D in Sprin~s and discuss this with him. If possi~le 
then uo;~~' closcl~, 'tJith hLn. :Je suggest the l'"ree ~:<m ~;:;~~::,:; ~-. 

"' ' .. J ·' • • • • • ~ • • 
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Have committees on Free M who tehn push for the Decade for 
Freedom Campaign too - as well as Release of all political 
prisoners and detainees, return of exiles, unbanning of 
banned people and organisations etc. We leave this in 
your able hands. 

Could you continue and intensify your work in the Trade Unions 
and Workers. SACTU has declarea this the Year of the Worker. 
Can you investigate for us progressive elements in the Trade 
Unions. Send us their names and how to contact them Please 
also have discussions with and try to influence MOTHA of the 
Miner's Trade Union (he formally was in BAWU) TSIKI AND ALL 
THOSE YOU ASSESS AS BEING IN LINE. If possible send us 
MOTHA and any other for 2 days discussions and training on 
Trade Unionism. 

DR. NTHATO we learn is to be invited by the free Mand. Committee 
in Natal to address a rally. Could you please if possible ad
vise him not to touch on Gatsha and Inkatha as this is too 
thorny especially in that area. The Fr. Man Comm - consis-
ting of mainly Indians feels that their life span as committee 
may be seriously shortened if the Doctor rocks the boat. Please 
then persuade him to rather concentrate on our struggle, progres
sive forces etc and ignore reactionary elements like the Chief. 
Don't let on that this is from us. The Natal Group also wants 
contact with BERNARD & YOU. 

We have a lot of literature for internal distribution - do you 
have suggestions? 

Lastly Casas has some money which they don't know about - with 
WVS here. R2 000.00 or Rl 500. They must be in touch with 
me to give them contact BEFORE Mid May. 

Do send my personal revolutionary greetings to ALL of them 
especially THN1I GQt~ETA, TITI, MAHEHOT BABY. Ask them to 
drop me a line officially - the safe address is Box 1625 
write to Mrs MOROA MALEPANE 

4/ ....... . 
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COMDE once more we send our greetings and undiluted support. 
Please close Ranks and Be Careful of provocateurs. 

(T) NTOMBEMBI 
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T-shiri:s t:erc b.:mned Before r.1ost of thei:l ue:·e sold. Our 

.RelCJSe :-lundela :a1.1puign meet:in~s tlc1.·c "-lso banned. Tiut 

this ·?id not daunt our detCi.'i:tinati.on to fo:-m intc::im 
.> 

cot~:tittee~. :Ie then ::oo1: advan::nce o~: 

the UDF'!J 1 raillion si~m&turc car.;paiJn, m1J 

the 1"-unching of the Youth Con:;;rc.:;s~s unJ the Uo1.1en' s 

o~zuni:..:ations, to create interim cor.1r.1ittees. 

As u consequ·=nce of thc:;c efforts, ~b.e follot·line co:.uaiti:ccs 

~.;ere forraed: 

TlU\!l3VAl.L 

( 1) rlanl~ucnz, 

(2) University of the North, 

(3) Seshego, in Pietersburg. 

T:!E VAAL COU?LE:-: 

(1) l!:vaton, 

( 2) r;c::,o~~cn~, 

(3) 
--------

PRETO;:tiA -

(1) :-Iedunsa University 

(2) A~teridgville, 

( 3) L-lah1elodi 

(1) Sot·lcto 

(2) East rrand 

(3) Lenasia 
(l;.) !}os:-::ont 

(5) ;:e\!clarc 

(~) :Jcs tc1.·n :oloured T I • otms.u.p 

(i) ::::lJo:t:uclo l' zn·!~ 

( 1; ·.:i: lco;.ll: 

;v__, 

\ 
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J I • • • • • • • • 
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Aft-c~· the e:-:ecutivc coi.:t:-~iti:cc hac! Jiscus!;cJ sevcr;:ll issues ui:;h 

the Chief of Taun~, it iJcni:ified - as .:1 ::~eauurc of p1:ioritj·, 

the construct:io~ of tile r:t.::m:LA bri.:l3c i:ha::: ~1ill faciU.tatc 

easy co;;u~lunication o~ t~1~ ?eo;_:,le in the arcc. Details o~ thL: 

project uill follow later. 

EAST~RH CAPE -
(1) Port Eliza~e~~ 

( 2) Queenstm~n 

(3) Uitenhage 

(l~) Cr&cloc!~ 

0~-1inz to the acute s!1ortage of funds, the e::ecute cor.n:1ittee uas 

una~le to establish inter!.c coi"J:n!.ttecs in soz:ie parts of the 

Transvaal, t!1c Orange ~·ree State and the ~!este:.~ Cape. 

But as soon as funds are r.t~de available, the e;~ecuti ve cor.u:li tt:ec 

t·1ill be able! to esta~lis!1 bra:1ches th:-ou0!-:.out the count1:y. 

A con~ultativc :.1cc::in.:; t1a:; o-:~anise:l - on a n.!:.tio~al 1~-.,cl, <J.i.ld 

it u~:; to have ~)~en hel•J ~it t:u~ :ndim~ to~mshlp o~ ! .. cn.:1~ia ne~r 

So\1c::o. T!1is tloulcl have been chca~.;er am! r.lOi:'C cor.vc-;1ic~1t. 7!;.c 

r.1ecting ~ras scheduled =or t:-.e .Sth, 7t:l and Cth o£ April l';Cl; .. 

UnfoA.·tun.!:.t:ely, 0~1 the 5th of A?ril, the c::ecutivc co.:1r.1ittcc 

\·;as told that t:h\! venue o:ti: Lc;.1asia could no\: l>c use<.!. Tltc 

universi;::,, cf t~·.c :!i.t'l·mt~l·:a·.:md ofZered o:t vcnw~ f~c~ o:: ,!!l<n:zc. 

150 delc:&~~s attended the mcetin3. To provide acc~~~da~ion 

an<J fooJ, ~~1e coi.li"Ji ttec had to bool: a hotel. T~wre lias no 

al ternnti ve tuo cars and a vo:tn t-1ere used to t1:ansport t:u! 
~--o- • t'1,,. ., { r··o•·'· ... J. "· l .... '"'.... ;' .... , 

,. ....... l.. 0'1 ., '1 , .. • c ' 0 •• "' 1 
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Of the l'tCJ80 t:hat ue receiv'cd .i:ro:J ;rou, ;-.1o~c than ~ao 000 ~ms 

spen:: on t:u~ consul::ct::.vc :-Jcc::::.n3·. nccause the celc~.:1tcs 

fa ~lec1• to ···1·i c::c '"'·" -'Ol'n'r -'::o·· ... ., .. ·:·· .,, ..• ·. T'r- l ... ar' •·o sen•-! -a.·lOilC'.' .Ia ;..""' ...... .... .. l.\,.; ••• ~ ..... ;, - ... \. • .a,.,! ............ , .• ,, ... "- ...... -

to all of t:1ern so tl1a:: they could .::.t::end the meet in~. Tlli!i 

l·las a!: c:~;:::ct1el;-· hc.::lVJ' s t~ai:1 on • our iinances. All tl~c 

papers t!1ai: we-.:c rcuc.l hu<.l to ;.;;~ ~~!;.o~os::a~ed for dis::ri1Jution to 

each clelez<l!:e. 

The e:~ecutive' s decision is to provice T·-shirts for sale. 

These t1ill cost r.1ore than :t500C. In additio;.1, a national 

Planning Se:-;tina:- t:ill cost more than P..5000 to organise and 

run. 

The ~eleClse :lmldela Car.lpaign ha!i beCOi.H:! a r>Oj?Ulal.·' an<.l .s. ttru.c

t:ive fe.:1tu::e in tilis country, func!c are, tl:ereforc, nee:lc<.l to 

w1kc ii: a success. 

~!e therefore ap!>eal desperc:1tcly to you for assist.:1nce. 

t-le ~·;ish to ~han!~ you very r.lUCh for the Q.SSiS!:i!.nCe rou hc:lVC 

given l;ithout t-1hich, the Consuli:ativ·e racct:ing t:ould not 

have succec.Jeu. 

Tit~ ~\.eleasc :!.:1mlcla C-2r.tpai£;!l focus~s on tne ~elease of 

W:!::.3J:; l:At:;r.::L.\. ~u\: stress is ~lso 1.1ade on ~he :;clC<!S~ o:C 

11 '\ .~.• .. co_..-~ a • f, .a._ •. __ ...... 

·- -. ' .. ~ .... -·... -~ . 
~-' ...... - 6 • ' •• '-· - ... 

.. .. 
~--··!. J. .t , ... : . ~ ~- . ( , l.. ·- i c., '1 

•· '·· '-- '-4-

th~ !Intional Convention. The 

ltele~lSC :-Iand~l<l Caupaign is n Civil :tights ca~n;>.:lign for the 

a~oli ::io:1 o2 ,\parthcid. A:,•tr~!teid is not onl~ .. il.lmo.,·.:ll, ~;ut ~-;: 

is also rcsarded as a heresy. 

·'ott··s "·· ·~,.. .... ,,1~~ .. .&. ~ •• !, ___ ._.. J 

.,. !'"'" •. • .... -,-... • •• I 'I'' • ••'·'t 41 • .,. -

-·-·-~·J-·#·4• .. _ ..... , .• !.\.-. .. 

~ ...... •,• -· , 
-. ·-··· ... .~ .I ••• 
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(O:.J~) I.I:?E" 

Denrcst Sister nnJ CornrnJc 

I tvis.t to thank ~'OU ·.;er:;' r.IUCh for h.:1vin3 nwdc it possilJle Zor 

u.s to 1:1ee::. The consul ta !:ions t·le~·e very fruitful, .:m "l ~rour 

presence .;1nde an imi')act, .:rnd .:1 re·soundin3 success in cvc1.7-

thin: uc did. 

Ou,. •.•.,;-'il "'O'I·4 ·t·!,~.:! C"f'C '·u·· bcc'"'u·~n ··'·t-. ··~·.,·-,.,,, .. on_, .. , .... ly 
'"' l• u- c. "" •· ~ c. .... -..., "' ·• , &J '- ..:J. ~, ~ ._ t. \,; .., J a ... '- .u '- " w - 't.•' L. 

follo"t;qd thc:i'l u:1cr~ver t~•ey ':.7ent, t::1ey dccideJ to ~-e turn. 1\s 

a consequence t~1e cot1sultations could not r.mterializc. ~ut 

do not ~1orr:J I shall find .s. methou ::!u1t tdl! ultii:aately ;aa:~e 

the consultatioi.lS a success. I am constantly hounded and 

harassed by the police, but: kl1.is ~1ill never detel4 me fl·om 

the struggle, ~n the \-lords of >J.Y coraracl€and leader: "The 

stru3zle is r:~.y lifen, and if n~ed be I "am prepared to die:~ 

to sec tha-:: a jus= ~nd non-racial tlei:tocratic society is 

establis~1c.:!. Tr1e Gesta~)o-Zasci.st regime ,·;tus:: 'l.>c des~roycJ. 

'leste~·day (C Aur;ust: 19~1) I ;"t&et t:1a 13 Ar.1erican Conr;ress r.ten 

t·1!1o uere ~e:=uscd ·.Jel"Ltiss'ion to vls:i.:: our leadel· on t!H! Island • . 
t'las no-:: clifficul:: for ;a~ i:o present the AilC 1 S detcrmina:.:io~l 

r.ta::.e a suc.:css of -:::1c struz.;lc fo~ libe:·ation. I indicated 

tbat \Te require no e.:~te;.·nal intervention in our strug~le. :re 

shall li:,;.~..-at:e ou:.·selves, ~n·:l t!1at no one tdll stop us, or 

distract us fro.-.t that road. 

I presented to thctil ~hat ! i:.lazinecl our leader tJOuld ilnve told 

theiJ, if ::l!CJ" !1~1<! !;.ac! a chance to wcet hii.t. All educa.:ion.:tl 

systems ::n t!1is country are un.:1cccptable. :3oth these sys::e:-.ts 

are a deviation fror:;, the aspirations o= "The r:'reedor;t Charter", 

I told t~1er:.. AnJ that any:.,oJy v1~1o deviates from the der.1ards of 

tile 1 C!1.:.1~·tel"' 1 is a traitor, anJ a fraud, or a dotmrig~1i: (1uislln~. 

... .. \"'7 ~ .• • 1 .. ' ... ~ f- '-1 t ,..1 ' •• _, ... 

.L·::-o~J .;.., .J, _ llave a -,,.,ys s"-ressc·:t 1..l1e 4ac •• 1.. 1e1 .u ~c.~ l.uuca1.1.on 

( 2or .\.0:· .. -:.c.x.ls, Colourc~Js, <lnu :nd:.ans) dor.1cs tic~tes i.e. it 

o~il·;r ::~.:.·::::-:!.:; ~1\!0_Jle to l.:lJou-:..-, ~nd ~o !:<t!:.e ins~ruc::i.o:t:; • 
.. 1-··'1'• ··-'·), '\ .,._.!"\_ ._.,_ •. 1,.~~.(~ •.1•·,, .. ""',, ..••. ~.,""' , ... SU1""··c·~r··c·~·· ')0~~ ....... (.,-;-\ 
-· ~ ............... ...- .... ~·&. • .._. __ ••• -..., c..L-••,'····1...., '~ ...,~ a.v.t.. ••• .. J .. ···-"'•': ... 

.;. .. (.~ 
... 
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motive behind ranc!~ education is t!1.:J.t '~7hiter:tcn is noss', an.J 

that this position must be entrenched. 

HoH, u!1.1t is ~Jhitc EducnL!on - :~nmm also as 11 l~atlonal ;:In:-is tl<1r1 

2ducut::.o-;.l? 1
: 7llis a:; ~rou ~?111 re.:1li.ze is neitller 11liationalH 

nor nch.ris :;ian". "Jhite cduc~i.:ion is un<lc:::cpt:c.i:>lc because i i: 

lndoc::rin~~tes. "">tl~ .,; 1·~ - ' - .., 
':o dcvc J c··, ..., c., . .,.,,.. ity . J" .... ....._ .• _,_ ~o cnlcul.:ti.:c, 

I tot.:1lly rej12.::t :?.~~. :;c·.r:~\. 1 2 ::~~otal st4·o.tec3jr:' :,ec~us~ ::.t 
r.u~e1ns a 'total 1 nncl perpctuo.l subjusa::ion, and enslavei.1e-.:·d.: 

of the :nlacl;: wajority. I reject any <.lialo~ue ~1ith the oppressor 

bec·.:1use it is 4' f.:1lse prer.1ise. I reject any consulte1tion t-rith 

the oppre5sor because it is a fruitless c:~crcise, e1nd .:1n 

a::te:.tiJi: to defuse, and dela:.r the struggle for liberation. 

Doth educ<J.tion s7s:~dS nre strictly a capitalist face1de to i~

culcate in pupil:; 3nd s~udent::s D.ll the false v.:1lues that the 

Col ·: ,:~~ '~. ~o-~~1: -~' -~t~ll.·~~s '~ve d f -•. ·to· ... ·~ t' o.1.o..l.•-'-"''-s 1 .... :~ ... _ ... _c • .~.s ... ""' c<11..... .... ~·- .1u. use or "" .1~n 

300 years. A rejection o.: all these false values uill ~uic~:l~r 

brins us nearer lib-2.:-a.::ioi.l than all the cl<1p trap about "bla.::: 

is beau::iful", and all those rnouthin3s <1bout: !10>·1 blnc!~ tie ~n-c. 

:Jha:: the people s!1oulC: I:not..-. is tha.i: ue o.1·c .:ightin:; for ~cnuii·tc 

liber~tion. 

'tlhiC!l Ut!1~ people Shell ZOVC:..1l::) in •·1h~.Ch 11 the land Sh;J.ll DClonc; 

to tho~c "t:!to 1:.. v~ i:1 :. ;:u. t.Jhe~in::; to "The ::'recdo;1 Charter" is 

the only t:a~~ in vL".c!• :rc c3n ;.:o::,:.l::.se the cassc:;. An-.r dcvi~tion 
J 

t:-·o· 1 '"'1-rs ; s .: ~· ,. ·. · • 1 "' • .1. •• ..... .... , - ... 11 .. :,/ .. u:.l.;_ .... opinion, a. Co,..... ..... le·'"e 1D"' .... ,.~.,l o·~ t'·· ") h&A,.I \.. lrWI..•U·)"U .1. &.~I..; 

""---u--.-le ·~o-- 1 .; • ,,., ··a!-: on ~ ...... ...,);\.Jt - - __ ,_,_- -- •• 

~rt·•··-·-··c-1 .. ,.,. .r::o·· _ .. l..Oll o·r:: "0,_\,.. and A'7A~o :··n~ -rn··c·l'"·o·:& ..;. ..!.. ... J.'-1. ·- . u t-&.1~ .&. .... lc..\ ~ ~ '"' ..:Ji ..., ' i.J .,) ' ... ~ .. ~ ' & ... •. &. 
> ~,- -------~-·-----·- ---··· ----~-

't:.:ts to ::::rca~e the 'Co:1,3l"C55 "fouth Lea~ue' t:ith the hop'! i:!tn!: 

~Ol.i,&ed to contain, .an<.! tior~: 

:: .• ,,.· .. ~lJ11·· ··~:~..· '"l·• :·'1c lc·· .,u,.. .... ~ ........ -L. - ., •· ... _., """u -· · m:t, <lS you knou, in cons tnnt 

C ..... ··.,.. •... ! ·.: ...... , ·'ou··!. •. ······u- ,·\ :-."'nul.·~. c o· .. - · .. ·c ... 1 ~·~· .. ··.1.· .• · ·.·.~.·.· ·{·.·. '-'·'---~-- ·- •••·• '-•&. ... , •• _ .. _;, ~·-"'~...:, t;:. ~'"'"'· .... ' ... • ~ 

- ~ ·'. . ........ . 
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I have revived t!1c Teac:1crs' Action Co;:t:nittcc, ali::r1oush ns 

the C!t<lil.i.l~n, the ua.nnin~ or<.lcr iila!~CS ii:: i;apossi~)lC to func-

tion, I have cll~inatcd sue~ ... { .... col~n'""'"' """'-···.., ... u ... 

• • '.OT ~,-,~· "'11 1 T " •• ·\J··r··" 'l .... at·l~ ... ~ ......... -... ' T ~.·J."ll sr:-.-. ... ··o .; l: ~..·-·.t.,t :'11 . ... J LI\J.a. u, U U e •• e o.\.i · ,..,J..J~•~ j'-••U.;A. ~&. 6U, - .. __ ._ 4.1. 

:J!~T~r- ...,.l.,y•· .. C!-:, • .,.;l.·eJ.·c.,tlt ... ole -rn •·'l"' , ... ...,,,.,role :=o·· 1J.',oe-.. •··~o'1 il/l '"'--' •.., u. ~ c... ~·~•& .&. u ~ .-&. '-''- -.:a-..&.uc.;,g .&. !. ..,""._,. • • • 
Iii! 

/.ii r.:)' alternate to the pre:>·;mt CCUC.:ttional i:~1fla~!iC is the dc;~lO-

crai::iC sy~tcr.t, call it socialis ~ o:: polyi.:ilc=lm.Lc if you 

:::.:-cfcr. 

I 
.. 
T . "~ . . -anza.~1!.=tn, or •'.oza1:1~can sys teu o:: 

~tudied "Education for Li.:,cra::ion•: 

It is relc:::ed to ::he r!u:;sia.n, ~uban, 8hinesc, 

educ~::ion. I hnvc .:tlso 

in :ir.1bab~:c. And because 

all thc~e syste~,1s have o-.te thine in coi.J:.:on, there trill be no 

i \ l proble1:1s in impliment:a ::ion. .!:o:-tunate~y e. SOLO~ I~:: !·IA:lL~mu 
\\\school cr.1ploys_ the democratic syste:~1 of z~ucation. I have 

already prepared a document t!1at c~~ouses t!1c dcr:1oc.:-atic 

~yst:cra of education, and a 'lucstio:uth.·e on school ad:-;1inistra-

l
.(/ t 1 on '"-r ··!-tA ·1 .. y --·n.: co ·-e~- T ..,1.1 ~·'-e •ro·to··--r·· ~r.: ce "'·~e"l.. ·' 0 '1 .. .._ ' • .;_; ...... _ •. Q ' \. .... .;8 ;/ .;,~..&,.' - u.. ""''' .&. • .&..C. .) '-1 .L. - • .&,. .• .., I...L\::;:6. L. 

I r. "Ul"·\'"' ... ~ ... .: .. , '· ..... L .. " 1 • 1:1 1 t · - b t ·-• r O..r.... .\ '-~l ,.., - ~.-ue posJ.~.-.~..on .... 'l.a .... ~!:.. ~ •• •lC · as ~ear., u .•• 1e 
I' I ,)lj banninG orJcr r.ia!~cs it ii,lpossible to f\U'1Ction. 

(fAt the r.1or.1ent I D.E'l tryin~ to restructu~·c "The Uor.tcns' s 
, [ ,... , ... . " r~ . ... t• . . ,.._ t. ""' i ~e~cra~~on • '- 1s a... ne uo~en~ ~ne~Ecc 1ve. Lac success 
1 of the st..-uzgle dej_)ends on the role thu.t ou:- t-10:-.1cn should 

play. I s!1all not .Zail to r;.ta!~e i::his a succc!is. '!'i1e AZA~O 

Co:11crencc, that tms held rcceni:ly ua:. a roarin3 success. 

nu~ the C03AS one failed to a.c~ievc the required result. 

As the coi.1.sequence, another conZc.n.·e11ce uill be held in 

Scpi::c:nbe:·. I ara confident that there uill be e:·:cell~n:: re

sults. The strus~le l·1ill continue no matter \·:!1at:: hap~'cn~. The 

COS.\.3 conZe.:-encc t-las noi:: uel.l organized. There are no funds to 

organize on a count'"i'y-uide :.calc. : mana~ccl to raise ~.Li-00, 

~ut his could not possi~ly bring all the rcprcscnt~tivcs to 

•·elrrc"'•>"U"~'" •• -.,;;) ..;;t' - - w. One encoura~ing feature ua.s ::hat ·so~;e~o ua.:; 
~-ell .• ,.. ....... ,.cC'cnt,., ·1 '4 ~~~~4 - ~~· 

,, .... , ,. -·c ' 
'"•• ·~• L J j ..J,' ~ ...... o··,·· "0'1'""""''"-.,'·c o·· dol.·..,,.. "o··'· -:-,,,. _ _ Le.,, ··-; -'-•-..~"-:..,_._, ... ~- ,., •'u \• ... ~ .• . .-L 

-:-- • • • . , .. ,. - • "' - •• •• • 1 • . - ... • v .. , .... • ·~ .. -f. -~· '--0-.1u .... v, __ , •. ii'C ~..o -a .• c u"Ol \..: .. _,.. __ ..., 

.. 
' ....... . 
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:.1y c.:tr .L:i :.t.n : .. :~.:1 s.1apc. h}' .Ll.nnnc:..:.n po::;:. .:~on 1.s n c.!isastcr, 

:~.orc..~o ::i•.:l:.: I huv~ been Ln m~d out o[ dcH:cnt;.,ons. 

than 't\1 yea-..·, I h.:1ve had no inco:;1e. :!ithout fin.:mcial 

.:tssist:a:1cc. r..osr: anc..! I - ult~\. foul· tecua~ers, <JL"c llt.:cr.:tlly 

livinc:; rro.l h.:l'i.1::.l to 

~or :.1c :.:o or~ani:!c, 

Zo·;.·cc. 

I hnd funJs it t.:ouh: be cas:~ 

t!1.e ~!cc: into a Pm1c1.· ful 

1 .-: t'1 ,..o· -· ·n:-• ...... --- ··; ")"' s t'-n "'~·ccu'·l.· ve "'0 ...... 1; ~ ·-,·~c an·'"·o '"'c'·· .c.d ..., a. V h ............ ,v.lr.~w-" ~4 ' • 11 .... \;.;... - - .. u._._._._ 1,;·;.-''- ~ 1.\: we 
T •·ol·l .... e·· ··•1.., .. t'l"' ' ro' ""' ~ .... "'"" '"c1 ... ! ..t. '- \-. -. .. 1 .ul '-i ,., '- • 'W ~) J--=.olal~ '..t.l ..... _,v Li. u 

.. • •' ' ._ • ' r • '" t• · ' · .... 1e .. or.1c~1 s .;.:euc4·c::..;=:..on m1s OJ: ncl.= &;l.l:ang. 

Bach C·t·oup should continue on its course t·lithout any intel"

ferencc. 

?lease le~ us l~ccp in touch. !?i-.one ;.1c a:: \;or:; (()11) 783-5225) 

. •. I 
<lUL.-, 
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T a."'Y eoWr.-t.a.-~ b~.d ~d "'-avr o.M ~d ~ 
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~:CTE: The rand to hell is paved \'ItCh good i11tent~.ons, but ::!1e 

road to l1eavan requires c~trene sacrifices, selfnessncoG, 

cour~Je, de t:ct&.·.i.na ::ion, tori:ure, harns srae<1t, ;::c;.·secution, 

and Ge~th. T~1:s i5 the ro~cl thu:: all those t·Jho a'!."'e in

volved in the ~1~t.:!.onnl Dci.Jocrutic Strug:3le ;~1ust trc1vel. 

Titose -:.;l•o t1.:1Vc internalised the oppresso:· ;.;ill find it 

altnos:: L.tpos:;i.ble • i:o trav.;l 0:1 such a road. 

In o..-deA.· to Ui1ders t.:1m.l the s trugr;le for partic!!xtto:-y !)~mo::racy, 

it is important ::o note that, unlii~e anir.1als, man is both in 

the world and t,;ith the uorld, a:·td t:tai: to~·?:::-.:.~r f;e can tra~!sfon;, 

the t:;orld. 

'L~E C::USIS I:·l SOUT.I AFRICA 

South Africa is in a state of crisis - t:1e crisis is c.lecp, 

structural, far-~·eat:hin3 .:1nd unavoidable, and is l-ooted in 

the heart of the Capitalist econo~y. 

In South Africa, the crisis, o;1i1ile having its roots in the 

econor.~y, manifests itself in all sp~1eres of our lives - in 

the political, the educational, the ideological, in the 

fuctorias, and in ou:- co:awun~.tJ-.9.~. 

·r The ne..,~olu .. ;.·· o,..,., ..•. :,. f:,.,._ ·""·-.·· .: •.. -" v '-' . •·'-'"'-.1 ~\.:.1..1•.\."': ...... :- i:i:'icu has plunged the 

(I ruling l"c::!.c!:;t: cl!.crue 

'/ !tcccnt I:1a:·1ocuvrcs on 

i~to dee~e~ a~~ deeper levels of 
,_. ~ . t .. . 1 .t: .. 1 '"' .. , .. • 1" t -••c cons .... ~ u ... !.onn .... ronL.. oy ~11e ~.n ... 1.0~.:1 .i.!:> 

Party ure an implicit reco~nition of the insolu~ility of the 

crisis. 

The racist regime is involved in crisis oanagement, a desper~te 

at!:c&.l~)t: to see t~1a!: thines do not get entirely out of h~nd. 

In other t-Jo:·~ts, t!lC~ fascists recognise that they can no lont;co.· 

rule iu t~1e old ".my. 

""". ·- ... , ·•. , ... _ ...... - ···-·· . '"'- .... ,;., v·-
• 

f r~ ' 0 ···-- · .. \ 

' ........ 1 
LJ'- ... ,'-'• . . 

..;..:!; • .::;s. :.:!~."· 
.... . .. .. -

... o .. ·· "'-e- · · ·· ··' 1 • p"' r ··' '1· c.I ._. ._..~,..,.,~ ... t..-.-t..L J\ ..,y. '-11C 
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dispcns.:1·tion or rcfo::n initl.~:.:ivca, uhich g.!.vcs to Colour-eds 

.::tnd In~::..:·:~1 people a shma ..Con.1 of rcprcsc:1::ation in a ::rl

c.::t:.tcl.·al iJnrl::..a .. tcn::, .:mc.l the I:lac:~ Loc.:1l Authorities Act, tdtich 

cl"ai:i:.s to :.;::v~ "Urb.:1n ::n.:.tc:.:s·:, a grc.::ttc:- ;acasure a:: sclf-L:;ovcrn-

are 

·-l,,.. u·-··... .... '"'"'1') ·- •·o ":\,.. •• u... .. ~.~...... .;;,1 ... ,_I. ....... or sluus • 
P,·-o•·'l.. ··1~ r·evo, \t~··i o.,..., .. ,, u- ~u··vn o·e y .L .v 4 tt..) J. - •• ll "' L J ;;~ t;J L l..» ~ .&.. 

t·,l~ o·)', .. ,,.,,.:.·' "'n-~ e···,lo 4 te·' .... -~o~:~· .. y .:n ou·· "'0''":1t···r at'C'1 pose" ~ 11JA..,_.~J._,~-...J. U. .,, .,-.,!· .a. U ''"··t.J .L -'- ., &. ~ ~1. L .I l · e:J 

the ques ;:::.oa: :!hat ii:lter;,tcdic:i te ·oujec:::.. vc.:> s:HmlJ ~~e se: ou._..

sclvus, :,u:!.ldin!; on \:~1at ·.1c :.ava achiev•::!d, Clnd in pre}>aratinn 

f<.ll."" ::he i.1l.!::t sta;:;e in. OU'L foi·\·W.rd IJ.:ircll to Victo:·y? ny anS\-ler 

t:o t~lis ·::~ucstion is: ~!c undoub~;edly have the forces and 

struc:.:u'-~cs i:ltai: constitute t!H~ offensive against Apartheid. 

Our Na.~;ional De,.;.10cratic struggle rests on three pillars. These 

are: 

the :IO:'.i~r::~s, uho are the VAI1CUAn.D of the struggle for libera

::ion, 

the U:HT~ ~!AGS ACTim: of tbe oppressed and e~{ploi::cd people, 

and, 
the I:tternational drive to isolate the Apartheid re3ii:.e. 

This pape1.· a~tempts to e~~ai.tine some implications of the second 

"Pillar" - t!1e United U:ass Action of the oppressed and eJ:plo:t.ted 

people, in -:::1e lit;ht of t!v~ e::pcrience of the t-~o:-ld 'l.lorid.n~-

~---~ "" ..... o .. • ·• .... • • ~·~e ...... co.,.,..-.;c.,l con-~·4 ~'Utl.· or. "·"'.;. ..::.:: • .-·--·'·"'·J.-',;· ·-i.·· L.&.· .... L........ ,_ ..... ..., ·' 

G=::O~GI DI~ii"l"::-.OV on the questions of t!1a United and popula._.. 

fron::s. 

i-!ass popul.:n· :.·csistan·=e to Apartheid and t-lhite minorlty rule 

of 

has reac!1c.:! unprcccJented heights in Sott::h A:: rica. As never 

before, bro~J layers of the ~:or!dng people, youth, t:Oi.ten, 

stuJ~n;;s, .::nd i:bc intelliNen::sia are l>ein::; d1.·a~;·r. into politic.:tl 

activi t:y. T~1is Jcvelopi14Cni:, by its mm r.lowentu;;t, has opened 

up possibilities for uevelopin:3 net11 forr.Js of struggle and d:.·a-

\·.li:l.J in -2vc~1 ~1ic.!~r sc•:tions of our people. n •· •·' • ._ ~ .UUL 1..dC Or"~:lnl.Z.:t ... _on 

of m~1s::; .>o··:.ular .:c!i~.:;tar•cc ljOscs S;')Ccinl i)roblc;:;s Lo:;:1 :1t ~~lC • .. ,.. a. .I 

level o: ~~~:-n=ticnl ac::ivii:~r a~·,;J of theoretical unJurstandi.n~~· 

.., ' 

.J I • • • • e • • • 
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For l'l·o.:;1.·cssive f'J~-ces this n~\v situation brings spccinl 

responsi~ilitics. 

I s~rongly believe that to Lri.ng political lmmJlcdze, the 

progressive fo::-ces i.e. ::be dei·.1ocrnts r.1ust :;o aiiione all cl~sscs 

of t:1e t=opulntion, iJust despntc!1 uni::s of ou:· ~ctivists in nll 

directions - i1ousc to house visits, ~nJ house in 
such a ~anne= ns to obtain t~a supJo=t of all opponition strata 

for t~1e ~!ational Dei.&oc...-a::ic !::ti.·uggl2 anc:! for the United Dcr.tocr.J

tic ::'roni: (ul>l~) 

Our er.1p.hasis rJust be on the broadness of the task facing the 

~Jorkers' struggle, Hhich w\.lS ~ address itself to all classes and 

all opposition ~trata. 

In the ~rt of 
.e,.o., '""t':> c--·,c··.: e1 ...... ~ - ~ -'' '-~ \:: ···~ . .. .._ ..... 

to the! 
:i..n t!1c ., '"'"0' s or. ~··1e no.2_u 1 ,.. •• .e .• on ·- ·:o ,..,r• --s ... .&.,:-_~---··--~lt...-_.,,, .J . .... ........ .LA. ._ 6.-44JC.. .L&& '-

froi;: i::s tllcore::ical leader, GZOI!GI n:·r~T::OV 
---------

tut in a?r:l:,-:.r.g ::!1cse lessons to our Oi.m s :::::u~~lc, ue mus:: co:1-

s tantly be a•·;are of o::::-I:!:T~:O'/' S t-:arninJ. 

"It is necessary in each country to investigate, stucly and 

ascertain t!1c national pecutiarities, the specific national 

features •. • ••• anc! r.1ap cui: accordin3ly effective methods a:"1J 
r.o- ·~~ o.t: s._ru(7(7le ~ 4 ~~ - ~ ou • Lz:nu pers::..s~ently warned us against . .. 
stercotypcu &.Ie~hods ••• rnecrte:mical levellin3 and ide:t::5.:::j_cation 

of tactical rulest of rules of s::...-ug,3le". 

It is espec.tally 'vhen approac!·,ing the probler.1 of ~:or!~ a::.ton: the 

:.,roadest raasses ancl the non-prolet:n·ian classes and strata ::~:at 

t-le s~1ould heed Lr:i:.H:·l'S advice to display "the utmost flc::ibility 

in • • • tactics". Eut such !:ac::ic.nl fle::ibilit·.r wus::: neve:.- Lc .. 
confused t7it~-. op41ortunis;.t or a!l.d!.cntion of the i<.leolo[_;icu.l 

~ ···-u--:-le ~~ .. <J..- • 

"'7--- --··- \,J .. •• &.:.» 

• r • • • ""\ "'"' • _. ") • ' ",.. ·• ·~· f I ~ "• '• • • • .. .! 0 ' 1 ~., ~ ' .. ~ 11 ..:p ...... ,.·.,,.:. l 1. .... 1 ....... ) CO.II:l.l.L1U ...... 1., ':J.J.J ... . :\ln·•·r•• .. ,, ,.J •• :. 

1. , . .. . . ...... . 
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1 l •' t• •• /! ~ t 1 b I l·cl~tc .. tuci.·e, as t:He cu •. tJ.na..:um o.:: r.;auy years o..t.: s ru::;s e y t:.te 

t·mr~dug class ag<J.i1.1si: the gro~7inz menace of fasciSii1. 

The st:ru;};3le included <J.1-r.1ed co~1.fro:1!:;1t!.o:• and st: .... ce:: ~)attlcs. 

Zut it also :..ncludcd :::·,.z stru:zlc o:: the t·lorl:in.:;-clnss 

;.tovcr.1C>1t: :a~·7ith itsclf11
, cs='cci~lly in l""cnc!1in3 .:1 clearer 

unders t.:1nd!.n3 o~ th~ nature of ~sc!.sr.1. 

Although it fall to !)Id:T:~O\' to present the final for.:mlation, 

this process of undc:.-standinz tms a collective one, in t-.Th:!.ch the 

e~~pcrience of i.1Cnj• ?rocressive fo:-ces ( Zol.· c:~ar.tple, the !!re11C~l, 

Italian c:1:1d Julgarian ?=ogressive forc~s) played an i;.tportant 

part. 
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i NORTHERN TRANSVAAL 

PROGRAMME OF ACTION 

1. ORGANISATION a) Strengthen existing organisations 
b) Transformation of working groups into organisations 
c) Creation of new structures where they do not exist 

2. POLITICIZATION a) Campaigns, petitions and mass meetings 
b) Transformation of working groups 
c) Workshops 
d) Discussion groups, videos ,c:ct~ Q\t"''c! pi.Abl,'c:.c:Jl~;onos. 

3. MOBILIZATION a) Involvement in community orientated projects 
b) Redirection of resources from organisations like NTCC and other 

charity organisations 
c) Organizing mass mettings and rallies in the community 
d) To respond to the needs of the community with the aim of uniting 

them 
e) To work with community groups like burial societies, cultural 

clubs and church bodies 

AREA REPORT & PROGRAMME OF ACTION 

1. SESHEGO 
Existing organisations should be strengthened • SAAWU in conjunction with 
SEYCO should organise a workshop and organize the unemployed. Colleges 
working committees should work together wi-th SEYCO and other progressive 
organisations. 

2. SEKHUKHUNI 
By the end of May a workshop should be organised followed by a rally. 
Sebatakgomo organization should be revived. Where there are youth organisations 
the youth should try to form other structures like Civic organisations and 
Women's organizations. 

3. MATLALA 
To strengthen ties by visiting them. 

4. PHALABORWA 
To revive SAAWU. Comrades should visit the area and arrange a date for launching 
a youth organisation 
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IYCO to be contacted for strengthening the following organisations: 

a) MAVIYCO 
b) ANTHOL WOMEN'S ORGANISATION 
c) THULAMAHASHl WOMEN'S LEAGUE 
d) ACORNHOEK WOMEN'S GROUP 
e) COTTON-DALE WOMEN'S GROUP 

6. GIYANl 
Contact and target area 

7. SOEI<MEI<AAR The Soekmekaar students organisation to be revived and launched. 

8. BURGERSFORT 
a) Steelpoort Youth Congress 
b) Womerr s working Group 
c) AZASO (C.N. Phatudi) 

9. ZEBEDIELA 
a) ZEYCO 
b) Mo1et1ane N Ntamatisi Women's Working Group 

c) Cosas (Matladi) 

10. LEBOWAKGOMO 
a) casas 
b) Possible formation of youth group 
c) Contacts for formation of a Civic 

11. POTGlETERSRUS a) AKASIA and MAHWELERENG Youth organisations will be launched on the 19th 
April 1985 and 28th April 1985 respectively. 1hey should look into the 

possibility of organising a workshop. 
b) Mahwelereng Development Project 

l 

I 
c) AZASO (Mokopane) 

12. DUIWELSKLOOF 
Working tovsards forming a youth organisation by end of !1ay 

1 :!_,_HANEEN i Comrade Jerome should be res pons" 1 e for t•·' area. A youth Workshop shoo 1 d be organ! 

before the end of Apr 11 to work tow a ros the organisation ;Of a unity ra 11 Y • 
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,~cause of tribal f .. ctions. This is to be organised under the UDF banner. A newsletter 
and a leaflet should be organised. 

14. VENDA 
To strengthen contacts - Comrades should give us the conditions under 
which they are working. 

15. MESSINA 
Strengthen contacts and look into the posibility of forming a structure. 

16. BOCHUM 
A follow-up contacts must be made 

17. PI ETERSBURG 
A c1v1c association will be launched on the 21st March - Mankweng. 
Posters and phamplets should be organised and be ready by the 14th April. 
Certain individuals must be contacted for neutralising or with the aim 
of recruiting. The venue for the launching to be organised. 

18. (a) MANKWENG 
(1) MAYCO 
( i i) COSAS 
(iii) AZASO 
(iv} MANKWENG ACTION COMMITTEE 
(v) CIVIC ASSOCIATION 
{vi) Y.C.S. 
(vii) CASA 
(viii) MANKWENG MINISTERS FRATERNAL 

(b) SAAWU 
(c) Northern Tvl TIC support committee 
(d) Nobody Cultural Group 
(e) Makanya Cultural Group 
(f) Mothapo Women's Group 
(g) Sehlale Working Group 
(h) Boshekga Working Group 
(i) Subiaco Contact Group 
(j) Mmasealamme Women's Group 
(k) Solomondale Contacts 
(1) Botlokina : Contacts to be revived-
(m) Segopye : COSAS (Bjatladi High School) Possible formation of a youth group 
(n) Kranstein Youth Congress 

The following are target areas for structure formation 
1. Naboomspruit 
2. Nylstroom 
3. Warmbad 

NOTE: When reading this programme of action and area report please consult 
the memorandum attached hereto for information 

NOTE: Reports of conferences held in N. Tvl on 5/2/84 and 3/3/84 were submitted 
to both the N.E.C. and the R.E.C. (Tvl) 
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MEMORANDUM ON THE CHANGING POLITICAL COMPLEXION OF THE NORTHERN TRANSV \L REGION 

The formation of the United Democratic Front and the various campaign~ it 
undertook made a significant advance in planting seeds of organisatior in the ~~ 
Northern Transvaal region. The N. Transvaal Committee of the UDF js ht ing a 
visible muscle. MAVCO, COSAS, AZASO, SEYCO, SAAWU, POVCO and MAVIVCO f •rm the 
backbone of the committee. More than any other period organisations ar-~ mush
rooming at a rate unparalleled by any epoch in the history of the stru3gle. 

Workers organisations are gaining momentum. SAAWU (Pietersburg) and UMMAWSA 
(Steelpoort) are drawing more and more workers in their ranks. Youth organisations 
have sprouted and taken shape across the length and breath of the vast territory 
of the N. Transvaal. MAVCO, SEVCO, Muh ab Youth Or anisation, KRAVCO. STEVCO, 
MAVIVCO, Arethusane Youth League. Lenyen e ou , ZEVCO, Potgietersus 
Youth Working Group, POVCO - and in ee an innumerable number of working groups 
are emerging at a rate that cannot be managed by bureaucratic centralism. Y.C.S., 
SUCA and~ have strenght and potential. 

Students in almost all the teachers training colleges of the N. Transvaal are 
irci-.11& 'ocked in protracted battle with the regime. Youth movements, Womens • 

•organisations, churches and trade union struggles are starting to emerge in 
bold relief and indeed serve as a pointer to fighting forces in various degrees 
of formation. The Town Council elections in Seshego, Nirvana (an Indian area), 
Westernburg (Coloured area) and lebowakgomo were marked by a low poll.Mankweng 
Town Council was put out of action. 

From these developments the crucial question is how to unite these trends, lay 
basis and develop ANTI BANTUSTAN offensive. To secure the existance of organised 
mass democratic structures in this region is to secure a vital terrain of rural 
organisation and struggle. 

It is in this regard that we feel the N. Transvaal region has to become a region 
in it•s own right, capable ol harnessing the potential of its fighting forces. 
More than any other period, we need a local structure which shall serve as a focal 
point for effective planning and approach to mass rural organisation. The impact 
of UOF as a mass popular structure has not been felt in theN. Transvaal. People 
need to identify with structures that are brought more closer to their eyes in 
order to have meaningful participation in those structures. Comparatively 
speaking, the people in this region are by far materially disadvantaged than 11 
~eople in urban centres. As a result it is not possible to talk about mass 
democratic structures in the absence of a central structure to co-ordinate mass 
activities. It is in this light that we have to have a resource centre in 
order to launch and educate on a permanent basis, our people against Banstustan 
propaganda. To assume a special responsibility in executing this task we can no 
longer depend on the Southern region for publications, resources and manpower. 

The worst features of apartheid and fascism show themselves clearly in the 
Bantustan. The worst features of exploitation stand concentrated in bold relief 
in the Bantustan. The tribal structures, the puppets and the homeland leaders 
are the worst hated symbols of the Bantustans. The tribal police, deseases, poverty 
and hunger and starvation continue to dominate the lives of people in the 
Bantustans. More than any otherperiod in the past, priority tasks are starting 
to emerge boldly: to secure a scientific approach towards rural mass organisation 
the approach dictated by objective material conditions must guide our approach. 
For this reason it would be politcally incorrect to assume that we can employ 
the same sttutegies as would obtain in an urban settlement. Resources that are 
sometimes squandered in mass rallies could be more profitabbly channeled in 
conscious and deliberate methods of mobilising and organising. 
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for this reason it would still be politically incorrect to burn out th: 
energies of rural activists in trips and journeys to and from urban ar·as. Many 
hours and vast resources employed in this manner even for trivial aspf ts lik~ 
resources could be spent more profitably at home in confronting on an ourly 
basis the ardous task of slow, painful and exerting mobilisation of th. masses 
in this region. Often this has oot been the case because of centralised resources. 
It is only this approach which will ensure access of rural people to their structures. 
Moreover, it would make the UDF a closer reality to the problems and solutions 
of rural life. ~Jhatever resources were there in the past, they were fruitlessly 
spent in transport costs to urban centres of the Southern Transvaal. 

Contrary to the political complexion in the urban areas, we do not have readily 
available issues to pick up upon in our rural areas (eg: rents, transport, 
community councils). The str.uctures that .dominate peoples lives are not readily 
discernable. It is not possible for people to demonstrate on streets, i-f wel. 
really have streets. No picketing, no stay-aways are possible because we do not 
have jobs or industrial centres. It is for this reason that we have to rethink 
our startegies and immerse ourselves in the lives of the rural people. This cannot 
be done by anybody beyond the borders of the Bantustans. It is the activists 
themselves in these areas who are in a position to maintain continual presence 
within rural structures who will ultimately play a guiding role in peoples 
struggles. To be able to execute this task, activists need to be trained. Their 
training must of necessity differ from the one offered in the urban mobilisation. 
Resources are also needed to train our activists. 

To be able to co-ordinate mass democratic structures, it would be necessary to show 
the necessary confidence in the people to organise themselves and that nobody 
from outside can d o the job for them. To master this approach is to understand 
that N. Transvaal must be a region in its own right, with full representation on 
the UDF. To argue in this fashion is not to encourage regionalism but to 
foster a spirit of self-confidence in the people and their ability to change 
their own lives, to combat prejudices and to promote a united conception of one 
mass democratic movement under the popular banner of the UOF. 
This in essence will mean democratic centralism as opposed to bureaucratic centralism. 
This task we can achieve only if we charge activists with this mission for they 
only are able to maintain permanent contact with the rural mass democratic 
structures. 

The vastness of the N. Transvaal region, its geographical location, its towns 
and villages laughs at the term "Area Committee", By area committee one 
refers to a locality like Johannesburg and Pretoria. The N. Transvaal itself is 
spread across a vast area of land, across mountains and plqins for distances of 
over 500 kms from one focal point to another. It is thus logically wrong to 
look at the NOrthern Transvaal as an area committee. To illustrate this point, 
one can imagine the distance from Pietersburg - Potgietrsrus to Tzaneen -
Phalaborwa- Loius Trichardt to Bochum ancLMessina. These few places are 
areas in themselves. Sekhukhuniland is a ~t area in itself. For the said reasons 
it would be politically naive to speak of the N. Transvaal as an area committee. 
The cumulative effect of all the above demands that we adopt a scientific and 
realistic approach towards rural organisation. lest we be paralysed by our 
own analysis -with serious political consequences for the region. The magnitude 
of all these problems - lack of transport, facilities, people power and resources 
has lead to activists undermining the scope and nature of rural misery.It is on the 
strenght of these that the N. Transvaal region must be a priority area, with an 
independent treasury focussing on vital aspect of financial administration 
according to priority tasks, This 'llill only be possible when we are a fully 
fledged region - capable of leading mass struggles on local terrai-n and 
effecti~lilinking those struggles to broader national issues. 
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/ the past the N. Transvaal has been isolated in as far as democratic 
ision-making and representation on the UDF is concerned. This has had serious 
nsequence~n the political awareness of the people. The Northern Transvaal has 
ether been consulted nor contacted before decisions were made. More often 
an not the invitation came only after decisions were made. thus subjecting 
s people to bureaucracy with the result that their advancement and confidence 
being their own liberators was significantly dwarfed. The constituency 

s never played any meaningful role,instead they were made to welcome the idea 
at their liberators would one day emerge from Johannesburg. We were treated as 
bantustan in its own right,with no right of participation, thus maintaining the 
atus quo in one form or another : that the N. Transvaal people have their 
pital city of struggle in the Reef. Th~se developments have tended to affect the 
wth of our organisations in a dramati~ay. Like labour reserves, the advanced 

ction of our activists are usually drawn in the urban centres while the fate 
f the masses is left to providence. We make a speacial demand that this be 
emedied, and this demand is in the form ~f a mandate from Northern Transvaal 
rganisationsthat they launch their own regional structure of the UDF immediately. 

his is not only a request but a demand and thus a mandate. The organisations here 
feel that their intergrity has been seriously violated. Organisations here have 

judicial notice and strong exception of the bureaucratic and managerial 
.at 1 udes of the (Southern) TRansvaal regional executive. A special request is 

/

that this situation be remedied before it causes political problems of division. 

Activities and problems in the N. Transvaal are not given press coverage. As a 
;result nobody has cared whether there is an issue or not. There are workers 
;strikes, bus boycotts, school boycotts plaquing theN. Transvaal region. Infant 
. mass graves, deseases, hunger, starvation, unemployment and death are the order 
of the day. No single aspect of these callous consequences of apartheid has ever 
found its way to the press. 

THE STRUGGLE ! 

PEOPLES' WAR IS INVINCIBLE 

VICTORY OR DEATH ! 
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I 
The onslauqht against the oeople's organisations 
~eotember 1984-June 1985 

Presented b'• Descom 8/9 June 1985 

Comrades and friends, I have been asked to outline the pre-ent 
onslaught which the state is waging a0ainst our organisations and 
to suggest some ways in which we in the progressive movement can 
try to deal with this onslaught. 

In the past rna took the actiVities of the police 
as an occupationa azar As something unpleasant , but not 
as something t: \ole-were in a position to do anything about • 
The struggles waged by the Detainees support committees and 

i other progressive organisations against detentions, 
and torture , did not suceed in doing away with the security 
laws in our country , but they did win some improvements in 
the condition~ under which detainees were held and more important 

, they did increase the price which the South African government 
\ had to pay both locally an~ internationally for its repressive 
T policies. 

\ As a rE>sul t of these struggles, we saw a period when the state l-lent 
! to great len~hts to hide detentions from the public and to 

charge activists Mith minor offences in order to justify 
de:tentions. 

'E 
1 

Since S,.ptember last year all this has chanqed.I:n the face of rising oppositic 
J i ;to Apartheid., the regime has embarked on a 
~ 1 campaign to smash the people's organisations. 

~ \ If our organisations are to withstand this onslauqflt, it ::.s important 
~ ; not only to stren~then our structures 1 but also to look at direct 
_:: ! t-Tay~ to COT!'lbat th1.s O!lslaught. 
:z I 
-~:First let us look at the different forms that this onslaught is ta}:ing! 

i 
\_ 

'-.. 

*Continued police and army occt:pation of our townships 

'l'ownships in the Transvaal, Free State 1 Northern and Eastern Cape 

have been continually occupied hy t~1E- police and the SADF ever since 

the SADF invaded Sebokeng with 7 000 troops at the end of October 

last year. Hippo~, caspirs and army vehicles have become such a 

common sight that they no longer raise an eyebrow. In the smaller 

towns jn the Eastern Cape , the SADF have set up semi-permanet 

bases. I ... the East Rand t<. wnships of Duduza, Kwa'.i.'hema and Ratanda, SADP 
conducted house to house searches and in Duduza, arrested all males 
between the ages of ten and twenty. 
Campaign of terror against the township pooulation 

At least 400 people have been killed since Septembe~ last year. The -
people have been shot by the police. 10 000 people 

. d ch~r . d ,.,i th :i?-ul5).Y~_ · violence. )::.a:_ ':'Y of these 

. {._-. _ ~;~-., . l- 1 ~~ \eA~&~ . /; :r-·.,,"" .. , ·"yl- ,, \I 'T : /t./' ·" ,_ .. :<' ' .... . ' ~ 
. 'I" '• - -.\ '· ' ! ~ . 0 
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people were the victims of indiscriminate shootings and were arrested 

when they \'leet to the hospital for treatment. 

Hundreds more have been injured and are forced to resort to dangerous 

bacJ::.yard operatic.ns because they fear going for ml!ldical treatment. 

Detention of leadership 

The leaders of the people's organisations have been detained or 

arrested and kept for long periods of time as awaiting trial prisoners 

Ir.the Vaal triangle over sixty detainees have been held for nearly 

nine months under Section 29 of the I~ternal Security Act. This 

is clearly an attempt to smash organisations by depriving them of 

their leadership. 

Hi leaders of the UDF are currently facing charges of Treaso•1. 

They were kept for several months as awaiting trial prisoners and 

were only released on strict bail conditions which prevent them 

from engaging in the activities of the Front ~nd its affiliates 

Deaths in detention and mysterious disappearances 

Sin~£ the tricameral parliament first sat, eleven people have died in 

detention. At least five people have disappeared without ~r~ce. Three 

of these people a:=e executive members of the Port Elizabeth Blacl~ 

Civic Organisation who \'lent to the airport 011e t·lednesday night four 

weeks ago and never returned. Anothr.r missing person is Soweto Cosas 

rnember,~olt~~Nho together with a friend \'las returning to Soweto 

by train frcm a journey to to\'ln. The two were seperated in the crowded 

train. When they friend arrived at their destination he found that 

M.O\lt.tle.l:i was missing. He reports seeing paain clothes :r:olicemen~ 
searching passengers on the train •• 
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Creation of inter-organisational rivalry 

They system has embarked on a campaign to promote conflict between 

different organisations opposed to apartheid. 

The SABC and the commercial press have played a mischievious role 

in promoting this conflict: they have reporttd the distribution of 

fake pamphlets without me~tioning that the organisations concerned 

denied issuing these pamphlets: they have distorted reports of so-calle 

UDF, Azapo clashes and they have focused a lot of attention on 

'black on black' violence. This has had t~1e effect of hiding the role 

that the SAP and SADF have been p-l:tying in the townships • It has 

also been part of an attempt to paint the SAP and SADF as the 

protectors of the people against conflicitng groups of vigilantes. 

It has allowed the press to ignore the real causes 

the townships. 

of unrest in 

This smear campaign has also allowed the system to petrol bomb the 

houses of leading activists 3nd to attack their families • 

Creation of divisions beb;een residents 

A frightening p.1rt of the governments strategy has been to promote 

divisions between ~ifferent sections of the community. The most 

horrific example of this is the role the system played !n promoting 

tensions between hostel dwellers and township residents in Tsakane 

towns~1ip on the East Rand. Here bloody clashes led to the death of 

16 people, an incident much exploited by the press and television 

to discredit community struggles. 

Creation of community guards 

Not content with the continual presence of the SADF ancl SI.P, several 

Councillors have announce~ the formation of community guard~ to 'enforcce 

la'.-i and order' 
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UCASA pr~sident, Stc.ve Kgar.•e, has made it quite clear that these 

law enforcement officers,as he calls ther• 1 \o~ill be ir,volved in 'unrest• 

Residents have good reason to fear the brutality of these guarss. 

In Thabong in the Free State, gangs of vigilantes which include 

councillors and priests have been terroris.::.ng residents in an 

effort to smash corr.muni ty struggles. Several pec·.•le including 

elderly people and children have been badly beaten and some have 
been shC'It. 

l·lhat '7-an we do ir response to this onslaugh'!: ? 

In the past ~escoms have supported the victims of repression and their 

fa~ilies, by giving moral and material support. This is still an 

important function of DEscoms and DPSC's. It is importnnt that 

members of our organisations feel they are still supported even 

when they are detajned or jailed. It is also importa~t that we 

support the par~nts and families of these people so that they 

cannot be used by the system to pressurise the detainee in any way. 

Educa·dor of all activists of security laws and their ri.ghts is 

also an important aspect of Descom work. This helps aqtivists to 

withstand intimidation 

In Soweto where the system has tried to intimidate members of Soyco 

especially ne·.·; members, Detainees Aid r.r,,..vement has tried to overcome 

this by education and also by encouraging all members of all orJanisation 

to report all forn:s of h•·rra.ssment and intiiTlidations to their lr.aders. 

This is one way to prevent the syst.em creating divisions in an organisation 

But the scale of repression means we cannot stop Descom work at 

moral and materaal support for the victims of repression. One of the 

~.,ays win which the system is trying to hide its activities is by 
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preventing this information from getting into the press. A ne\-r 

requlation makes it an offence for a journalist to write about 

police or army activities unless he or she has actually seen them. 

The only waJ such information can be published is if it is confirmed 

by Pretoria. 

This makes is it very imporant important ~or activists to collect 

information about all forms o:': repression and to document it carefully. 

It also means it is very important to develop good relations with 

progressive 3ournali~ts especially in outlying areas where there 

are only very reactionary newspapers. 

In times of crisis , Descorns need to investigate settit~ up crisis 

support corrrni ttees. Ir. t.:he Vaal a cri::;is support ccmmi ttee '·tas set 

up to provide legal and medical assistance and also to help families 

trace detainees and document the stories of the victims of 

repra~sion. This support work played -arganisations in the 

Conclusion 

area. 

----
a valuable role in supporting 

Comrades, in conclusion we welcome the formation of a Detainees 

Support Committee in your area and look forward to working '"'i th 

you ii) our common struggle for the r 

unconditional release of all detainees and political prisoners, 

the repeal of all security lwws and the creation of a just and 

democratic South Africa. 
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WE ALL PEACE LOVING PEO'PLE CI' r.-:.AI'UC~7E'~'!G· A:··T~i DISTRICT 

• Pollowing the brutal, cullous apd cold blooded murder on J~~e 16 1985, 
of our resident, youth and ConuJ~de, Shadrack r..:afokoane of Marlkweng 
Youth Congress by the hostile ahd murderous Botha / Phatudi police 

• !ollowing and noting with dis~•t ani concern the con+.inuing and 
intensifying police harrassmenttof an increasins number vf our resident~ 
and youth 

We the freedom loving people of Mdkweng and distrtr:t dr::s'.~'"ing to stop 
further police harraasment of our people and seeking peace, stability, 
security and comfort make the fol~ZJ6 demands : 

~ a) That all businessmen and llhebeens .refuse to se:l..l their products 
to policemen 

U~ b) That all policemen be excommunicated from chu:t-ohes oecause rw they are criminals 

}jf c) That all policemen be wit~rawn from school co~ittaes because 
1f , they kill people they claim to represent 

~d) That all taxis and reside•te should not transport policemen 

J/1 e) PERMANmT WITHDRAWAL OF AI.L POLICE FOR.-;E AND THEIR AGENTS 
fl1 OUT OP OUR TOWNSHIP __________________________ ... _ ......... __ _ 

gq -m llAn-"'13x·-xmtm&f!A fHl~Jrn!li:G t~lli;~~-o • 
• Morago ga polao e loro ye e garol~o matswalo ~a June 1G 1985, ya 

modudi,moswa le Comrade Shadrack Mafokoane wa ?•:rl.~"\'I."Cl'lg Youth Congress 
(MAYCO) ke maphodisa a babolai le dipelo t§e ~pe a Botha 1~ Phatudi 

• Morago ga temogo le go kgotlega -~kutlo ka n:ov mo.Ioho1ise~ a t§welang 
pele ka go feretlha badudi le baiwa ba bo rena 

Rena ba rati ba khutAo ba IJankwel!_~ le tikol0go • r a e kemi ~e-·.ii t§e go 
fedilra dipolao le go feri tlhiwa &a batt.o ba 1-Jo r:na, ro n:ta.ka khut§o 
setswalle le boiketlo, re nyaka 

a) Gore borak:gwebo ka moka le ~IJ di shebegn·ba seke o~ rekifJet~a 
maphodisa ka gobane ke dinwamadi 

b) Gore maphodisa kamoka ba kgaolwe di kereke=g ka gc bane ke ba 
bo~ai. 

c) Gore maphodisa kamoka ba kg~olwe makgotlcr.g a di kolo (School 
committees) ka go bane ba bdlaya bath0 bao ba rego ba ba emela 

d) Gore ba di Taxi le badudi ba motse karooi:e. b-;. ,;;eke ·oa nBLlettYa 
maphodisa 

e) !I!ADIRA A MAPHODISA I.E BADIR:i!SANE B.A. BONA BI·. RE TSWELE !1!0TSE 
SA RURI 

ISSUED BY MANKWENG CIVIC ASSOCIATION 
SUPPORTED BY : MAYCO , SAA.VIU, !i TVL .FETRA1f1, M.UT:'JTER~ :?RATERNAL, 

COSAS, AZASO 
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WE Ar.:_. P:!:ACE LOVING .fZOPLE 0? MANE":iENG AL.J DI3TRICT 

Following the brutal, cullous and cold blooded rr.urder on ,Tune 16 19c·5, 
of our resident , youth and Cocrade, Shadrack rrafokoane of the !•'ankweng 
Youth Congress (f.:AYCO) by the hostile end murderous Botha / F'hatudi 
police 

• Following and noting with disgust and concern the continuing and 
intensifying police harrasment of ~ increasing number of our residents 
and youth 

We thP. frE'!edom loYine people of r.~ankweng and district desiring to stop 
further police killings and harrasment of our people and seeking peace 
stability, security and comfort make the following demands : 

PERMAHENT \'IITHDRA','.'AL OF ALL THE POLICE FORCE AND THEIR AGEl'rTs 

OUT 0? OUR '!0'1\'NSHIP 

GO BA RATI BA KHUTSO P.:. r.;ANKYiENG LE TIKOLOOO 

Morago ga polao e soro ye e ,gar,olago matswalo ka June 16 1985, ya modudi 
moswa le Comrade, Shadrack M.afokoane wa t.lankweng Youth Congress (HAYCO) 
ke maphodisa a babolai le d~pelo tse mpe a Botha le Phatudi 

Morago ga t~mogo le go kgot~~ga maikutlo ga ka moo maphodisa a tswelang 
pele ka go fe.r..e.:tl.h.1...hadlldJ J..e baswa tla bo rena 

Rena ba--rati ba khutso ba Mankweng le tikologo, re e kemiseditse go 
fedisa dipolao 1e go feretlhiwa ga batho ba bo rena, re nyaka khutso 
setswalle le boiketlo, re nyaka : 

f;~ADIRA A r.lAPHODISA LE BADIRISANE BA BONA BA RE TSWELE HOTSE 
SA RURI 

ISSUED BY J',:ANKWENG CIVIC AS30CIATION 
SUPPOR':rED BY : t:AYCO, N TVL FEDTRAW, SAA:I'U, r:nriST:SRS FRATERNAL, COSA3, 

AZASO 
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WE ALL PEACE LOVING Pi::OPLE OF MANK.-mrm AI'·::;) DI:JTRICT 

Following the brutal, cullous and cold blooded rr.urder on ,Tune 16 1985, 
of our resident , youth and Cor.:rade 1 Shadrack r.~afokoane of the Va.r.kweng 
Youth Congress {Lts.YCO) by the hostile end murderous Botha / F'hatudi 
police 

• Following and noting with disgust and concern the continuing and 
intensifying police harrasment of ~l increasing number of our residents 
and youth 

We the freedom loving people of ~ankweng and district desiring to stop 
further police killings and harrasment of our people and seeking peace 
stability, security and comfort make tne following demands 

PER!1!ANENT WITHDRAWAL OF ALL Th"E POLICE FORCE AND THEIR AGEJ;TS 

OUT OF OUR TOWNSHIP 

GO BA RATI BA KHUTSO BA r.:ANKYt"ENG LE TIKOLOGO 

Morago ga polao e soro ye e garolago matswalo ka June 16 1985, ya modudi 
moswa le Comrade, Shadrack II'Iafokoane wa Mankweng Youth Congress (HAYCO) 
ke maphodisa a babolai le dipelo tse mpe a Botha le Phatudi 

Morago ga t~mogo le go kgotlega maikutlo g~ka moo maphodisa a tswelang 
pele ka go feretlha badudi le baswa ba bo rena 

Rena ba rati ba khutso ba Mankweng le tikologo, re e kemiseditse go 
fedisa dipolao le go feretlhiwa ga batho ba bo rena, re nyaka khutso 
setswalle le boiketlo, re nyaka : 

r.'IADIRA A MAPHODISA LE BADIRISANE BA BONA BA RE TSWELE !-10TSE 
SA RURI 

ISSUED BY li~ANIC'.'/ENG CIVIC ASSOCIATION 
SUPPORTED BY : t.:AYCO, N TVL FBDTRAW, 3AA:mJ, r:IJ'r!ST::::::RS FRATERNAL, COSAS, 

AZASO 
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PLEDGE SOLIDARITY BY M.ANKWENG(HWITI) STUDE:t-TTS 

Injuries 

We must all sympathise with OUft ~njured comrades. No classes should continue 
without our ~omrades. Schoolin~~~hly continue provided they are reported fit 
and cured by the doctor. 

Arrests /H arras men t 

Police ha(~asment and arrests must stop. The police must get out of our tow
nship.There shall be no continuatiol';l.._of lessons unt.t_l...±~-~/Botha pol
ice have stG~.ped the crime and gone out V'.L.~-,;'cie Township. 

Solidarity 

There must be svlidarity among all our ~eople.Parents and students should 
uni te.Ignorance and indifference must s'top. Going to school when the si tua
tion is abnormal like this is only pupp~tism and selloutism. 

The people's call to the Principal 

The principal must demend the return of everybody detained. Should he fail 
all come to a standstill. 
Your teachers should/must stop insulting students. 
No one must rejoice over our distress. 

What feeling? 

What is the feeling of the Tovmship as a whole as far as OUR detained 
leadership is concerned????? 

????????????????????????????????????~!?????????????????? 

BY: COS.AS MAYCO MAC! 
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ALBF.RTIN.~ SISULU 

fl ·"' \ 'TERROR' LEKHOTA 

POPOMOLEFE 

NATIONAl. EXEC. 

r---WE THE FREEDOM LOVING PEOPLE OF SOUTH AFRICA SAY WITH ONE VOICE TO THE WHOLE WORLD THAT WE 

~ 

(2) 
DECLARATION ••-, 

• Jf. -

UDF 

I 
t 
i 
~ 
~ 
~ -t 
~ 
~ 
~ 

cherish the vision of 1 united, dernocrotlc South Afrlco based on tho will of tho people, 

will strive for the unity of 111 our people through united oc:tlon ~g~~lnlt tho ovllt of 
apartheid, economic and 111 other forml of oxploltltlon 

we stand for the creation of 1 l1'lle democrocy In which oil South Africans will 
portlclpoto·in the government of our oountry; 

we stond for o single non-roclal, unfrogmented $outh Afrlcl. A South Afrlco "" of 
bantustans and Group Area; 

we soy, oil formo of oppression and exploitation must ond. 

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THESE NOBLE IDEALS' AND' ON THIS 20TH 
DAY OF AUGUST 19B3, AT ROCKLANDS CIVIC CENTRE, 
MITCHELL'S PLAIN, WE JOIN HANDS AS COMMUNITY, WOMEN'S, 
STUDENT'S, RELIGIOUS, SPORTING AND OTHEII ORGANISATIONS 
AND TRADE UNIONS, TO SAY NO Tp APARTHEID. 

Wo 10y NO to tlio Republic of South Afrlco Constitution Bill o bHI which will create 
yet onother undemocratic constitution In tho oountry of our birth, 

We soy NO to tho Koomhof Bills which will deprive mort end mora Afrlcon people 
of their birthright, 

We 11y YES to tho birth of the United Domocrotlc Front on thil historic day. 

WE KNOW THAT 

this government Is determined to brook tho unity of our people, that our people will 
loco greater hardshlpa, that our people livi"ll In roclolly segregated and relocoted oren 
will be cut off from tho wealth they product In tho cities. Thai rents end other basic 
charges will increase. And, that our livi"llltondards fall; 

that working people will be divided: urban from rurol; employed from unontployed; 
men from women. Low wages, poor working conditlono, attackt on our !redo unlono 
will continuo; 

students will continiM to suffer under unoquol education, crootod to. supply o 
reservoir of cheep labour. Ethnic control and unequal facilltl" will romoln. 
Apartheid will ttHI be felt In our clmrooms; 

tho religious and culture! lifo of our people wHI be hormod. The sins of aporthold will 
continue to be stamped on the culture and religions of our people; 

tho oppression end exploitation of women will continuo. Women will suffer greater 
hardships undar tho new pass laws. Woman will be divided from their children and 
fomilies. Poverty and molnutrltlon will continuo to disrupt family lilt. Tho brunt of 
apartheid will still be carried by our fornllln; 

UDF UNITES 

non-roclol sport will suffer. There will be less money for tho bulldl"ll of sports focllltln 
And, forced nparatlon will deal non-roclol sport 1 further blow. 

WE KNOW THAT APARTHEID WILL CONTINUE 

that white domination and exploltotlon will continuo; thot forced rarnovals, the Group 
Areas Act and the Bantustans will remain. 

We KNOW thot thoro will not be an end to tho unequal distribution of tho lend, woolth 
and resources of the country. Thai the mlgrotory lobour oyltem will live on to destroy 

farnHy lifo. 

Wo KNOW that the government will always usa falso leaders to become its junior 
partners and to control us. Our livn will still be filled with foors of harassment, 
bennlngs, detentions and death. 

Mindful of the foci that the new Conltitutlonol Proposals and Koornhof measures will 
further entrench apartheid and white domination, 

AND IN OUR MARCH TO A FREE AND JUST SOUTH AFRICA, 
WE COMMIT OURSELVES TO UNITING Ai:L -OUR PEOPLE 
WHEREVER THEY MAY BE IN THE CITIES AND COUNTRYSIDES, 
THE FACTORIES AND MINES, SCHOOLS, COLLEGES AND 
UNIVERSITIES, HOUSING AND SPORTS FIELDS, CHURCHES, 
MDSOUES AND TEMPLES, TO FIGHT FOR OUR FREEDOM. 

we therefore resolve to stand shoulder to shoulder In our common struggle and commit 
ourselves to 

WORK TOGETHER TO 

organise and mobilise all community, worker, student, women, religious, sporting and 
other organisations under the bonner of the United Damocrotlc Front; 

consult our people regularly and honaltly, and bravely and strive to represent their 
views and ooplratlono; 

build and strenghthan all organisations of tho people; 

educate oil about tho corning d011110rs and the need for unity; 

unite In action against thna Bills and ofher day-to-dey problemo affecting our people. 

AND NOW THEREFORE WE 

PLEDGE TO COME TOGETHER IN THIS UNITED DEMOCRATIC FRONT 

AND FIGHT SIDE BV SIDE AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT'S 

CONSTITUTIONAL PROPOSALS AND THE KDORNHOF BILLS. 

Apartheid divides 

t. 
t. 
I 
t. 
I -I 
~ 
t. 
~ 
~ 

NELSON MANDf:LA 

HELEN JOSF.PII 

~ NAZF.EAI MOIIAMMF.D 

~ 
~ 
~ 

ALLAN BOESAK 

PATRONS 
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DRAFT PROCHAI\ •. ,•tE: f"l)H l!IJF Wl:::·:'l'lWN C/\1'1·: ANNIJAI • .t::NJ::HAJ. MJ•:t::'J'ING 

SATURDAY 16 MAHCH 

9.00 to 9.30 Registratiort of delegates 

9.30 to 9.45 Agreement of Standing Rules 

9.45 to 10.15 Presidential Address 

10.15 to 10.30 Tea 

10.30 to 11.00 Secretarial Report {First Part) 

11.00 to 1.00 Discussion Arising 

1.00 to 

2.00 to 

2.30 to 

4.30 to 

2.00 Lunch 

2.30 Secretrial Report {Second Part) 

4.30 Discussion Arising 

4.45 Tea 

4.45 to 5.15 Joint Rural Areas Report 

5.15 to 5.45 Discussion Arising 

5.45 to 6.15 Treasurer's Report 

6.15 to 7.00 

1.00 to a.oo 
a.oo 

Discussion 

Motivation for Draft Resolutions 

Adjournment for Supper/Social 

SUNDAY 17 MARCH 

9.00 to 10.00 Working Principles Amended 

10.00 to 12.00 Resolutions & Programme Adopted 

12.00 to 12.30 Lunch 

12.30 to 2.00 Elections 

2.00 to 2.15 Acceptance Speech 

2.15 Closure 

(Unfortunately, the progrwnme does not allow sufficient time 

for full discussion of sub-committee reports, thus these will 

be included in the Secretarial reports) 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 

?a~~ns, Members of the Executive and Delegates 

I greet you all in the name of liberation. It is a great pleasure to 
praise our affiliates for the contribution they gave to the struggle i 
in the past eighteen months. 

I wish to thank our scretaries and my executive members for the tre
mendous work they have done for the U.D.F. I wonder how many of us in 
this conference realise the amount of work these comrades have done 
for the smooth running of the U.D.F.? 

Comrades can only hope that the oncoming officials will as well run -
our office smoothly, 
and that all our affiliates will do their best to push forward our 
struggle. 

I will be failing in my duty if I don't mention the gallant work that 
the Western Province people have done. I feel that I can safely say 
that as far as the Elections of the Community Councils are concerned,~ 
our people have given a unanimous NO to this Government dummy body. 

Again in the Anti-Election campaign, what marvellous work our people ~ 
have done. This Government thought they would divide us and make us 
peace meals, 
but our people refused to be divided by this notorious Government, as 
far as the 1 million signature campaign is concerned, our people have 
shown a hard force during that campaign as a result. 

The Western Cape, as far as numbers are concerned, was leading all the 
other provinces. 

This brings us to the conclusion that united we will win, divided we 
will fall. 

I therefore call upon the W.C. to preserve this unity which has made a 
~uccess of the signature campaign and other events. I know that there 
are petty personal differences which over the past year~ nearly split 
us and made us the victims of the apartheid system. 

Before I conclude, let me not forget the heroism of our youth,those 
who fell under the barrel of the gun, under this vicious Government, 
who professed not to be violent and asked Nelson Mandela to denounce 
violence~ 

May I ask, was it Nelson Mandela who massacred people in Sharpville 
and Lang~ 

At this point in time I ask you,~comrades to stand in rememberance of 
the people of Crossroads and Sebokeng and other places. 

Stand again 

We must remember that not only has· this Government shot our people 
but has deprived us of our leaders and detained and charged them with 
treason, harboring on the hope that the people will be intimidated 
and forced to accept apartheid. 

In conclusion, 

I call upon you comr~des to sink all petty differences or squabbles -·· 
and march forward 
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and march forward together to Victory. 
Long live U.D.F.! 
Long live the Freedom Charter! 
There shall be houses for all. 
There shall be work for all. 
There shall be equal education for all. 
The people shall govern. 

Amandla! 
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S:tx:ru::n~RIAL REPORI' - PARI' Clm: OVER'V'IEW OF WJRK rom 

Conrade Chair and delegates 

'1his AG-1 takes place at an inq;x:>rtant point in our history. Firstly, -we are rJ:M just 

a few days fran the 25th anniversary of Sharpville, which brings to mind both the 

violence of the apartheid govE!rl'llreilt and the many lives lost in our struggle to be 

free. Yet 25 years later, -we are stronger than ever. Throughout our country people 

are oo the nove. In Crossroads, the Fastem Cape, the Transvaal and the Free State 

- daily our people are challenging the governrrent. 

'1l1e governrrent itself is in the weakest position since it cane to power in 1948. 

Every rrove it has made to keep apartheid alive - the Black I£lcal Authorities, Tri-j( 
ca..'Te.I"al Parliarrents and the Coloured Lal::our Preferential policy - has collapsed as 

a result of mass action. More than that, its policies have very directly brought 

this country to the brink of econanic ruin. We are r'ti:M witnessing the nost callous 

attatpt by both the govenment and the bosses to shift the burden of this ec:onan:lc 

crisis onto the backs of our people. Every day, the toll of retrenchrrents and high 

prices rises. 

It is in this context, canrades, that -we rreet to assess the past 19 nonths and the 

road that lies ahead of us. In this report, we shall look at the role that we, in 

the UOF, have played in shaping the present political situation. We shall also see 

sate of the mistakes we have made, and -we shall look forward to advancing our 

struggle even further. 

19 MNI'HS OF tNITED ~CN 

Co!lra.des, the last 19 nonths have been challenging and exciting ones. But they have 

also been hard m::mths. When -we look back -we are painfully aware of our limitations -

t.~ weakening of our organisations that -we had so painstakingly built, our problems 

in building dem::x:racy, wor.king class leadership and non - racialism, our difficulties 

nobilisation into organisation. 'nlese are serious issues that need to be tackled. At 

the same tine, havever, \\'e must see them in the context of what we have built and the 

real gains that we in the UDF have made. 

'I\..o years ago, when the apartheid government preSEnted its'new deal', it was an 

att.errpt to go on the offensive, to sweep the political ground fran under our feet. 

In sl'x:>rt, to build unity and power anong the rulers and to throw the forces of q::p:>

sition into disarray. We were poorly equipped to deal with this new situation. Cur 

organisations -were battling to sustain themselves and to nove fran the purely bread-
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a:.;;- buLtcr issues to the broader political questions. We should also rem:mber that 

t-J-.tn;."e ... as very pc.or co-ordination between organisations and no links with the rest 

of the country. 

y,;;t :Ne tcok up the challenge and lau.'1ched the UDF. Tcday, as we have already nen

tl(')ned, t..'"le gove.rnrrent's 'new deal' has failed miserably in achieving what it set 

ot:t to. Internally the government faces opposition fran all quarters: fran our 

people wro have been successfully nobilised to reject every one of apartheid's )( 

t:·:,~k:-:; and manoevres; fran the big bosses who are even being forced to call for the 

:mconditional release of ~la and the unbanning of the AN:; now too fran the 

N:tt i.:JJ"l.liists ONn support base, the fanners and white w::>rkers. Intematiooally, the 

ap:o.rtheid regime has never been so isolated as the voice for disinvestlnent grows 

louder, and even the United States, apartheid's nost ilq;lortant ally, is forced into 

conderming the arrests of the tDF leadership. 

Conrad~s, nu::h of this is due to the tDF. Although not without cost, the profile 

we have l::W.lt for the UDF has undoudtedly made it the nest lllp:>rtant political 

force inside our ocnmt:J:y. 

'Itle t:IOF p.lShed Mck the frontiers of what was politically p:>ssible. We have seen how 

peoples awareness has been heightened by the buzz of activities associated with the 

L'DF. It is nt:M far easier to link bread - and -butter issues to p:>litics. We exper

ienced the resounding anti-election canpaign victo:cy. We read in the last issue of 

Grassroots h:::M our people responded to Mandela' s statenent; we saw last week how 

ordir.a.."'Y people responded to the •city Press' poll to find South Africa's m::>St popu

lar leadership. Very little of thisbs thought to be possible before August 20, 1983. 

This awareness has stretched throughout the breadth of our land. It has reached into 

are,;s where no organisation existed before - and the presence of delegations fran r0 
tl-.e rural areas here today bears testinony to this. In many areas, UDF structures ~~ 1 
have given birth to strong and militant grassroot organisation. "Ille tlDF has awaken ,1/1~ 
c·:Jr pe-;ple's detenn.ination to fight back, it has becate the symbol of our people's 

will th...-ougf.9ut the country. 

So today we can talk of a national political response and It"OValalt against apartheid. 

Slowlj', we can begin to talk of a nationally co-ordinated struggle. This canrades, is 

:i.Jt?:>rt.ant. Firstly we tend to beccm: caught up in our w::>rk and our problems to the 

y.>int where we forget that we extend beyond Du Toits Kloof mountains, and secondly, 

tecause this national JI'OIJat'ei'lt has only been made- rossible 'rJy the I.JDF. OUr organisa-

tions as they existed could never have achieved what they have nCM, united in the 

tlDF. 

All this, b:::lwever, has not been witOOut problems and losses. In the process of 
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cc.~ving out a space of legitim:l.cy for the UDF, of operating in a new and unfamiliar 

b~ain, there have, of course been problems and mistakes. 

We are E:till battling with the question of how a front should operate and at t.1..nes 

L"le di!ferences between a frc:nt and an organisation have been blurred. 

He are all aware that at the tiJre of launching, there was great uneveness fran one 

c:L-ganisation and region to the next. 'Ihe growth of UDF structures and organisation 

.!.n previously unorganised areas has gone sate way in addressing this problem. In 

ge..aral, hcmever, the manner of our w:>rk has not assisted in CC>n'ecting these imba

l&'lCes, so in sate instances the uneveness is rrore ma.rke:l. We have not given our 

affliates sufficient encouragerrent to strengthen themselves, even though there were 

golden opportunities for this. Yet at the same time, it would not be correct to lay 

the blame 01 the UDF. We must ranember the difficulties and the deadlock that our 

organisatioos had reached prior to the UDF. We must also realise that the space does 

exist for our organisations to intervene and build themselves - as the (H) has stnm 

in New Crossroads recenUy. The presence of UDF, in fact, deepens and strengthens 

these interventials •• We are equally guilty of not devoting sufficient attention to 

soch problBllS. Jlrf/) 
@ It is often said that we have tried to march to far ahead of our organisations and 

· that we have not done sufficient ground w:>rk. Yet we Itl.lSt retet'ber that our people !(} 
.vr(r;f1 will not wait until we believe we have adequately prepared the ground. The anger that1 v/~C' 

is exploding all around the counhy bears testim:my to our people's readiness for ~;gl 
mass action, and we nust be ccmni.tted to taking this forward. 

I.asUy o::mrades, we have not found the fonnula. for taking dem:x:ratic decisions in 

the shortest space of time, but this will be dealt with fully in the other part of 

the rep:>rt. 

THE CHALLENGES 11HEAD 

Ccr.trades, with the experiences which we have gained, we address ourselves to the 

future. I w:>uld like to suggest briefly, sane of the challenges which confront us -

either by way of carcpaigns , or by way of i.nproved practice. 

U
* THE NEW DEAL 

We have seen throughout the countxy the anger of our people .against structures such ~ 
as the Blac-k ta:al Authorities and ccmmmity COlmc~ls) an~. that in many places 

; r o ~ kLf'/i)'iJ b 
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~ro.r"t~ it .ilrp:>ssible fot' these structun"!s to continue their oppressive practices. We 

salute D..Ir people and we will continue to ensure that the influence of such structure 

over our people's lives is challenged. Whereever possible we will nobilise mass 

action against these ccmnunity councils, management carmittees and the tricaneral 

parliament itself. 

• Balance between political and bread - and - butter organisations 

canrades, I think that our starting point must be that this is a false distinction 

and that both foi1TIS of organisations are inextricably linked. It should be clear that 

the UDF cannot remain silent on the inportant political events of our tine such as 

the Treason Trial. In the sane way, cost of living increases, rentals and wage de

mands ate equally the life blood of our organisations. The challenge, canrades, is to 

find the balance. 

* BUIIDING OORKING CIASS PARI'ICIPATICN .AND LEADERSHIP 

Conrades, nost of us would accept that we need to build the participation and leader

ship of the majority of our people, the workers. We need to acknowledge that over the 

past 19 m::nths, we have not gone very far in either involving working people in the 

....ork of the Front or in building their leadership. This is a problem that needs serious 

attention, it is a challenge to both our organisations and our regions. 

* BunDING A DICIPLINED .MJVEMrn'l': UNITY, SELF - CRITICISM AND .ACXXXNl'ABILI'l.Y 

Without going into specifics, canrades, there have been t:irres of unity and distrust, 

am:mg our own ranks. While we recognize that we are not a party, there exists arrongst 

us differences of approaches which we must not allow to divide us. We need to under

stand that no novanent can be built without a disciplined approach. Such a discipline 

includes a resp;!Ct for our people, our organisations and our leaders; a canradely 

love for tb::>se wh::> struggle with us; and, at all t.incs, a ccmnitm:mt to dem::x:::racy 

and unity. We nust work as a team of responsibles, and with a willingness to recog

nise our own shortcanings. This we build in ourselves; it rrust daninate our attitude 

and our relationships within our organisations and it is this we bring into the Front. 

* TAKlNG AIL OUR AFFILIATES .AimG WITH US IRRESPEX:TIVE OF THEIR POLITICAL PRIXlW~ 

{OR LACK THEREOF) 

Again, we must enphasize that we are a Front and that we exist to advance the broadest 

range of q:p::>sition against apartheid. As such, it is not our flmction to dictate the 

political prograrme of our a£:iJ.1ates. At the sane tine, through discussion and working 

together we must strive to build a united approach, a strengthening of all our affi

liates so that we can advance together. 

* :Cf(W)EN!NG THE FOCNl' AND RELATIONS WITH TOOSE OOI'SIDE THE FRCNl' 

Conrades, in the 19 m:nths of its existence, the UDF has "WOn a great deal of support 
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~ill. It is our task to reach out and consolidate that support; as far as 

possible to broaden our Front so that we may present a united ~sition of our 

people. At the sarre tine, we must always remember those organisatioos that, for one 

reason or another, do not feel that they are in a position to affiliate directly to 

the UDF and we must strive to build our contact with them and their rrembership. In 

this regard, we rnust think particularly of the trade unions. Conra.des, these issues 

need to be addressed at a local, regional, provincial and national level. 

* SEr1'1NG CI.EAR G:lALS 

When we look back, we will all agree that the rrost difficult period in the life of the 

Front has been the 7 nnnths between September and March. The reasons for this are 

quite clear - ""'e had not determined a direction or prograrrme beyood our election cam

paign. And let us be quite clear that while we will not allow the state's initiative 

to go unchallenged, neither can we allow them to detel:m:ine the pace or the prograrrme of 

the UDF. Conrades we need to be much clearer in this regard. In addition, we need to 

have sufficient in - built checks to ensure that we are progressing towards th. se 

goals which we ourselves have defined. 

* POSITIVE ALTERNATIVES 

While in the past \>We protested against an increase here or boycotted an election there, 

we had not set for ourselves the task of presenting our people with a positive alter

native, a vision of the new South Africa we are building. 'lhl.s is a challenge that we 

face. 

~OF1Cl'ICN 

CCmrades, to summarize: 

1. Deepening the gains which result fran the increased politicisation and renewed 

circumstances which flow out of the popularity ot the UDF. 

2. Ensuring a role for each affiliate as well as a continued co-ordinating role for 

the UDF. 

3. Canpaings around the major issues - forced rerrovals, cost of living, unemployment, 

the International Year of the Youth and the Freedan Charter. 

Canrades, all of these matters require very serious discussion. 

I.rnG LIVE WIT'i AND DISCIPLINE! 

u:NG LIVE 'nrE UDF! 

FORWARD EVER! BN:KWARDS NEVER! 
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SECRET~RIAL REPORT PART 2 

Comrades, the second part of the secreterial report will 
deal with the more internal aspects of our work: 

democracy and the Front and how appropriate our structures 
are in building a democratic approach; 
our approaches to and methods of struggle 

This report has been based on the observations and reco
mmendations that have been raised during consultations 
with our affiliates. Obviously it has not been possible 
to raise all the criticisms, motivations and suggestions 
that have been raised. Nor, for practic~l reasons, have we 
included the rural areas and our relationship with the UDF 
at national level. We hope that from the points raised, we 
will be able to take decisive action to resolve the 
many practical problems encountered in our daily work. 

DECISION MAKING IN THE FRONT: 

Over the past 19 months we have experienced grave problems 
in the process of taking decisions. This has led, at times, 
to confusion and disunity amongst our ranks, as well as an 
inability to execute the decisions which we have made. 

Our structures do not exist for their own sake; they must 
be geared to achieving our aims and advancing our struggle. 
We must recognize that the Front is a new experience for us. 
Moreover, that the pace and demands are not static and we 
must continually be adapting and improving the structures 
that exist. We need constant assessment and criticism so 
that we can identify the problem-areas, develop co-ordina 

tion, buiLd unity and participation in order to 
ensure democracy as a means as well as a practical, achievable 
aim in our country. 

Our experience shows that not all GC decisions were accep- > 
ted by all concerned and, consequently, were not always 
acted upon. The reason given for this situation relates 
to whether decisions were based on mandates; where, 
these decisions were taken and to what extent affiliates 
wereadequately prepared to take decisions. 
We know from experience that it is not possible for GC 
to take decisions purely on the basis of mandates. We cannot 
always avoid important issues from arising just before, or at 
GC itself. 
Possible solutions to these problems: 

while as far as possible taking decisions by mandate 
- we need to allow for GC to take decisions on urgent 

matters. 
- Organizatins themselves raise matters in good time. 

- Accept that eVfyone is bound ~Y a GC decision, 
whether by mantlate or by a resolution. 

_ Accept that a decision on a matter also involves the 
practical tasks that go with it. 

_ Accept that a decision often has implications and that 
must be considered. 

these 
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GENERAL COUNCIL 

1. We need to pay serious attention to the practical arrange
ment for GC's so that it becomes a workable structure and 
not just a talkshop. 

- Timing: Fixed day of month, starting time, stopping 
time, adjournment, quorum. 

- Discipline, absence, lateness, apologies, respect to 
speakers, organizatiooa • 

- Preparation : Agenda, minutes, reports. 

- Status of organizations- credentials. 

2. Attention should be given to the way in which discussions 
are conducted. 
- Procedures for discussions. 
- Procedures for motions. 
- Language use, translations. 
- Discipline in discussion. 
- Time for organizations to caucus when necessar.y. 

3. A major feature of the past was the extent to which the 
REC raised and initiated matters for discussion. It is 
vital that the situation must be reversed. 

4. Another disadvantage is that GC has to consider too many 
things at one time.In depth discussions on a systematic 
basis was not always possible. Perhaps in-depth dis
cussion on key issues can be handled in the activist 

forums to initiate discussions on the subjects. 

5. The problem of special GC's are undersood by all. 
But this does not help us to find a method to deal with 
emergency situations.Special GC's do not seem to be 
the solution since orga(\"•zations have not had time to con
sider matters; perhaps meetings of all the members of the 
organizations should be called when emergency situations 
arise. 

REGIONAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 

1 the REC faced an enormous task, had been 
for a number of dispersed activities and 
overloaded. There is a need for work to 
REC members. 

responsible 
was hopelessly 
be shared amongst 

2.The REC represents the leadership of the front and the 
balance of all the older and younger comrades should be 
kept in all the activities of the Front. 

3. It is important that the REC is seen as a structure that 
is functioning regularly. The REC and its members cannot 
see their role as operating at REC meetings only. Matters 
affecting the Front are raised and attended to all the 
time. This entaiLs regula~ consultation of all the REC 
members. 

4. The question of REC members and the position of trust 
needs to be considered • It is expected of REC members 
to act responsibly and in line with policy. This ques
tion of trust should also give the REC members the 
responsibility of acting in the best interests of the 
Front. This is important since there are many situations 
to which the REC, or specific members, have to respond, 
making it difficult to make hard and fast rules. \~ 
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ACTIVIST FORUMS 

In spite of the problems associated with past forums the 
one held on the Freedom Charter showed that they are necessary. 

If their purpose is made clear and they are properly planned 
and organized by the REC they can become the platform for 
disciplined discussion within the Front. The opportunity for 
comrades to express their views is important for educational 
reasons, and to build unity. 

Forums can be used to: 

- provide political education for activists 
- look at ways to implement decisions that have been taken 

at GC. 
- can be used to introduce debate on subjects before 

matters are finally decided upon in organizations. 

SUB REGIONS (REGIONS) 

1. During the camplgns regions performed a vital task as 
the executing arm of the Front. Regions allowed greater 
scope for involvement of smaller organizations qand 
individuals in discussion and work. Regions are 
responsible for the practical co-ordination between affiliates 
at a local level. Because of these important tasks regions 

hhave been given voting status at GC. 

2. The actual situation in most regions is very different. 
They aren't functioning as they should. There repre
sentativeness and accountability must be questioned. 
Some of the difficulties present are: 

- ofetn regional structures are a grouping of individuals 
- some have problems in that there are no organizations 

others have organizations but do not realLy involve 
organizations 

- others are faced with tensions 
- some have never really operated as proper struct 

3. We recommend that a commission be appointed to do 
something about these problems so that they start operat
ing efficiently again.Regions are direct UDF structures 
and must be assessed from time to time. 

In summary then, GC, REC, and sub regions are the working 
structures of our front. There's nothing magical about 
them. They are the means to give direction tio our activities, 
to translate piolitical programmes into practical action. 
They need to give the widest room for democratic par~icipation, 
We are expected to give leadership and show the way. We are 
also expected to do this with maximum discipline and respons
ibility so that leadership can lead in such a WQY that it is 
~ed to the base. Our structures can only be built through 
work and patient and comradely discussion. We need correct 
and acceptable procedures and we also need to be sure that 
they ~~suited to the task at hand, both short and long term. 

AFFILIATES: 

We have seen that affiliate in the Front have followed an 
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uneven p~th to the contribution to the Front and its activ
ities. This is regardless of the size of the organization 
or whether it has 3 votes or 1. 

This differing response of affiliates is showing in the 
attendance and participation in the GC and its practical 
work. 

Organizatiions in the Fr4nt have a right and obligation to 
be party to aLL decisions and work. For this reason it is 
vital for affiliates to ensure that delegates represent their 
views fully and report back. We must see that all affiliate> 
are part of developments. One organization should not lq.g 
behind ~other. In this way the problem of the Front 
moving separately from organizations will be overcome. 

SUBCOMMITTEES 

We can distinguish between permanent and ad hoc committees 
- Pe~anent (media, fundraising) . Members are persons who 
have been released from organizations to serve on committees. 
Expected to perform certain regular tasks. 

- Ad hoc ( MSC, AFRC) formed when the need arises such as 
during a campaign ehen tasks need to be performed. Such 
committees should be of assistance to organizations. 

2. The reason this distinction has been made is because some 
difficulties were experienced witn the operations of the 
anti-conscription commmittee and with the Forced Removals 
committee. The problems are that organizatio ns are 
expected to send regular reps to meetings; sometimes decisions 
are taken at this level which should not, strictly speaking, 
be taken there~ commmittees should not act independently 
and must avoid becoming a dupligation of GC's work. 

3. Sub committeees should have observer status at GC. 

4. Area committees should be responsible to REC for consult
ation, contact. 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING (ET) 

1. ET should be an ongoing process undertaken by all 
organizations and not necessarily the responsibility of the 
ET officer of the Front. ET programmes should be held regu
larly and not only when something crops up. 

2. We shoul~ guard aginst a few people being regarded as the 
experts in ET. collective effort and new people should 

be encouraged in participation and preparation. 

3. Possible subjects that could be considered for the Front 
--ways to improve our ability to organize people 
- acquiring skills and methods cor.nedted with specific cam-

paigns 

dealing with various political questions 

-·political situation in SA 

- role of an activist- discipline, conduct. 
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TRADE UNIONS 

Only SAA~U and MWASA are members of the Front • Although the 
majority of the unions of the Western Cape are not part of 
the Front there exists an understanding with the unions that 
and we get together from time to time. There is mutual 
support and acknowledgement for the work done by each other. 

2. On the question of affiliating to the Front the Unions 
positions are that the;t-- priority is the formation of a feder
ation and it is difficult to consider the question of 
affiliation now. 

3. Since we have been able to co-operate in the past we 
have to continue to find ways to strengthen the relationship. 
This ha~ been accepted as one of the tasks of the new REC. 

4. The common ground between the unions and the Front must 
be found with the cost of living, unemployment and other 
issues. 

5. W-e need· also to recognise that the majority of workers 
in the Western Cape are still either unorganized or in 
TUCSA-type unions. We need to ensure that consistent ways 
of reaching these workers are found. 

BROADENING THE FRONT 

1. In broadeni~l the Front we have to consider 
- working towards getting new affiliates 
- working so that the Front enjoys wider support in the 

communities 

2. Good relat·ions exist with many ch\!lrch organiza 'tions and 
leaders. We have to look at ways in which closer rel
ationships can be established at area and regional levels. 

3. After discussions between the UDF and SACOS at a national 
level it became clear that SACOS would not decide for its 
affiliates on the question of political affiliation. The 
scope therefore exists for local sport organizations to be 
drawn closer to our area and regional structures, and even 
to affiliate to us. 

4. Areas and regions and organizations shnuld seriously 
consider activities to bring the Front to the masses in 
a constructive way. When work is done we should fight the 
issues !campaigns , build 1oea1 organization and popularize 
the Front at the same time. Bring supporters into our organ
ations. 

/3 
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METHODS OF STRUGGLE 

We have responded to many issues on various public platforms -
mass meetings, newspapers, various media. We have often take~ 
up issues that were of national significance. All this has 
given the UDF a certain image - with the masses,the ruling class 
and overseas. On the other hand, we went door to door, and local 
activities to involve the masses in campaigns and struggles. 

Concern has been expressed that we have been involved in too 
many high profile activities. Can we in fact draw a distinc= 
tion between high profile and other work. To campaign around 
detentions and repression could be high profile. But what does 
this mean when our leaders are now facing treason charges? 
Ih our work therefore we have to 

Retain the role of the UDF as an important opposition to 
the apartheid state 

Ensure mass support and participation 

The task of the Front is to work so that the struggle is taken 
into the hands of the people. the people that have been mobilised 
must be drawn into our organisations. 

The issues around the programme of action show that the UDF will 
have to continue with the two methods of work. But, more 
important present the scope for organisations to play a key 
role in initiating action. If this happens then it will not be 
necessary for initiative to come from UDF centrally. 

Finally, together with the issues we have identified, tasks 
must be set in a way that will initiate mass cation. 

FORWARD TO FREEDOM IN OUR LIFETIME ! 

LONG LIVE THE PEOPLE 1 S ORGANISATIONS 
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UDF \1/ESTEHN CAPE 'l'llfo:A~;tJHEH':; Ht-:l'Oii'l' '1'0 !~;t A<:r~ lh March 1985 

Comrades, 

"And money is like muck, not good except 
to be spread" 

Francis Bacon 1561 - 1626 

The subject of finances within any organisatiQn is often viewed 
with a certain amount of weariness. I have,therefor~. attempted 
to keep the report as concise as possible. However, there are 
a number of key areas in terms of finance that we, as the UDF, 
have to address, if we are at all serious about our political 
and organisational responsibilities. 

This report outlines the tasks, the treasurer has performed to 
date. In detailing these tasks, the problems encountered are 
raised. Some points are also mentioned with reference to the 
financial statemnt (separate handout). A number of recommend
ations conclude the report. 

a) Tasks and Problems 
1. The first task of the UDF t~easurer relates to the management 

of UDF funds i.e. running the banking account, signing cheques 
and paying debts. While this has been done, and a complete re
cord of inco~e and expenditure has been kept, the lack of for
mal accounting skills has meant that a professional system of 
accounting i.e. cash book, journal, wage records etc has never 
beenestablished. It is generally felt by the executive that for 
a large front of organisations such as the UDF, this is unaccept
able , as it means that regular income/expenditure reports, pay
ment of debts and formal budgeting cannot be done propperly. 
This position has not been helped by minimal direct contact 
(until very recently) with the national treasury and its system 
of accounting/auditing. 

2. There are a number of other tasks that the UDF treasurer has 
had to perform. Firstly, it must be pointed out that there 
were originally two treasurers, as decided by the launching 
conference in July 1983. However, only one treasurer has been 
acting in this capacity since the beginning of 1984. Secondly, 
it has been very easy for all members of the UDF executive to 
become caught up in campaigns, sub-committees and political 
work so much so that official portfolios can, and very often 
are relegated to second place. This treasury is no exception 
and this is a danger that must be corrected in the future. 

Having made these general points, the additional tasks of the 
treasury have been as follows. 
a) Transport Officer - assisting with the arrangement of exec
utive transport to NEC, National Secretariat and rural meetings, 
as well as with local transport during various campaigns. 

b) T-shirts, badges, calenders and other promotional work -the 
main problem here has always been getting back money from org
anisations, regions and individuals!!!!! 

c) Assisting the secretariat with work relating to office rental, 
telephone accounts,hiring of halls etc. 

d) Fundraising - this is obviously a key and time-consuming task. 
A number of specific problems can be raised here: 

• To rely on organisations within the front to fundraise for the 
UDF has tended to place an enormous burden on these organisa-
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organisations, most of which find difficulty in raising enough 
funds to keep themselves alive. 

* On the other hand, most regions, which at one stage were meant 
to embark on a systematic programme of fundraising, have in 
most cases, with the exception of Cape Town region, been unable 
to do this. 

* General UDF fundraising programmes often managed to raise quite 
an amount of money. However, these projects tend to undercut 
UDF organisations' ability to fundraise for themselves or for 
the front. In addition, there are many other progressive organ
isations outside of the UDF that periodically hav.e to raise 
funds (eg for workers during time of strikes). Moeover, comrades 
assisting in the UDf fundraising programmes are also called on 
to help fundraise for other organisations/campaigns. This in 
effect, has meant that a small number of people have been trying 
to raise large amounts of money on behalf of many different 
organisations , usually from the same sources. 

* this in turn has led to a situation where the UDF W.Cape has 
had to rely far too heavily on funds fromHead Office. 

* finally, vast sums of money have had to be periodically paid 
to the state coffers in the form of bail and fines for 'illegal 
gathering~' or 'intimidation' charges. the UDF~hasn•t yet 
decided on a final policy in this regard i.e. whether all act
ivists arrested during UDF campaigns should automatically be 
financed by the UDF central account. 

* Relief Work - raising money and/or collecting food in times of 
crisis (eg Crossroads resistance) creates the problem of who 
one gives money to in communities, and how we make sure that it 
gets to the people who need it most. 

b' Income and Expenditure 
There are just a few points to note here: 
* Much of the money raised is spent on media in general and pam

phlets/newsletters in particular. This raised the question ~f 
whether we have developed an over-reliance on this form of 
political work. 

* Another huge slice of the UDF budget has gone for travel to 
national or rural gatherings. The cost today of petrol, car 
hire, servicing of borrowed cars and plane tickets is prohib
itive. the UDF must decide whether the value that we obtain 
from national contact is equal to the value of our financial 
resources spent. 

c) Existing Debts 
We have been able to considerably reduce our debts over the last 
few months from over R20 000 to under R9 000. The bulk of the 
remaining debt should be able to be paid off within two weeks. 
This will mean, however, that the UDF will have to embark on a 
fundraising campaign before future political work can be done. 

d) Recommendations 
1. Separation of Treasurer and Fundraiser 
2. Opening a full set of books as per the National Treasury and 

regular contact with the National Treasury. 
3. Securing volunteer bookkeepers to assist with regular bookkeeping. 
4. Preparation of quarterly income/expenditure statements to GC. 
5. Re-establish a fundraising committee. 
6. Priorities for financial resources defined i.e. whether salaries 

rent and phone bills come before expenditure on media & travel. 
7. Proper budgetingfor each quarter or campaign. Decisjons taken 

on whether once budgeted for, enormous debts can be run up. 
8. ~he establishment of a separate bail fund. 

\'-D 
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~OHKING PRINCIPLES OF THE UDF WESTERN CAPE REGION 

AS AMENDED •••••••••••••••···-

The UDF Western Cape shall function as a component of the UNITED 

DEMOCRATIC FRONT. The Working Principles set out below should be 

read in conjunction with the Working Principles of UUF National. 

1. The area of operation shall be the ~estern Cape 1 as determined 
by the National General Council. 

2. All meetings and activiJies in the name of the UDF will be conducted 
on the basis as outlin~ in the Declaration. 

) • Affiliated organisations vi 11 have the autonomy to call their own 
meetings, publish their own publications and undertake their act
ivities within their own constituencies. In these cases, the dis
cipline of the UDF will hot necessarily apply. Organisations may 
act on directive of their members and posit their own programme 
as an alternative to the government's proposals. 

4. Initial membership of the UDF Western Cape will be those organisations 
present at the inaugural meeting at St Georges athedral Hall on 
2~ July 198). These organisations will form the Regional ueneral 
Council (RGC). Further affiliation will be determined by the RGC. 

5. The RGC will be the decision-making body for the region. The RGC 
will meet at least once in three months. Representation at the 
RGC shall be determined by the RGC, the number of delegates will 
be either one, two or three, dependant upon the size of the orga-
nisation. A!fili.at'~ will be allowed an equal pymber ~f observers . , 
at the RGC. ~, "'"(, ") 0 .'1. cJ / V\.!) .): ft f'1" • .9 , c.- ,. .. ,.J. ....., f.., {.:; 

00 Sub-regional Committ~es vi 11 be'· established to co-ordinate the 
activities of the UDF in parts of the region. Sub-regions will 
be composed o! representatives of area committees, which in turn 
will be composed of the membership of all affiliates in an area. 
Sub-regions will be representaed at the RGC by two delegates and 
•hall participate fully in deliberations. 

7. A Regional Executive Committee (REC) shall be elected annually. 

I,LJ .:.:-

The REC shall consist of a) A President b) Two vice-Presidents 
c) A three-person secretariat d) A publicity Secretary ~) Tr~asur~r 
g~ Seven additional members. 
Additional REC members shall convene sub-committees, both standing 
and ad hoc 1 as determined by the RGC from time to time. 
The REC shall hase powers of co-option sublect to approval or rat
tification of the RGC. 

6. The treasurer shall open a banking account in the name of the UDF 
~·estern Cape into vhi-.th all monies shall be deposited. (\o'ithdrawals 
from the account shall be signed by the treasurer, a secretary and 
at least one other member of the RECj 

All matters not covered by these ~orking Principles shall be deter
mined by resolution of the RGC. 

ooOoo 
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AUDITIONAL AMENDMENTS '1'0 WOiiK lNG PH INC II' I.~:~) 

A Regional Executive Committee (HEC) shall be elected annually. 
The REC shall protect the unity of the front at all times, and 
build co~radely co-operation anongst the affiliates. The REC 
shall have the power to deal with affiliates where they are seen 
to be in conflict with the policy and working principles of the 
UDF. The REC shall administer the day to day work of the UDFand 
do the work as determined by the GC. 
The REC shall consist of: a) chairperson 

b) two vice-chairpersons 
c) three secretaries 
d) publicity secretary 
e) media officer 
f) treasurer 
g) fundraiscr 
h) education & training officer 
i) 6 additional members 

The tasks of REC members shall be as follows : 
a) chairperson shall preside at all RGC's and REC's. He/she shall 

symbolise the unity of the UDF at all times, and maintain a 
nuetral position in relation to affiliates. 

b) Vice-chairpersons shall deputise for the chairperson in his/her 
absence. 

c) The secretaries shall take the minutes and keep the records 
of the UDF. The following tasks shall be allocated amongst the 
secretaries: !}Minutes, correspondence and administration 

ii}contact with UDF affiliates 
iii)co-ordination of organising work of UDF. 

d) the publicity secretary shall be responsible for relations 
with the press and the media, and have the power to issue 
statements in the name of the UDF. 

e) the Media Officer shall convene the media sub-committee and 
attend to the media needs of the UDF as determined by GC. 

f) the Treasurer shall keep the financial records of the UDF, 
open a bank account in the name of UDF into which all monies 
must be n~nnqited. The treasurer shall be responsible forthe 
administration o~ gll funds. 

g) The Fundraising Officer shall convene the fundraising sub
committee and attend to UDF fundraising. 

h) The Education& training officer shall assist affiliates and 
regions with educational programmes. 

1) One of the additional members shall be responsible for on
going & regular contact with the democratic trade union 
movement. 

the REC shall have powers of co-option subject to rattification 
by GC. 

ALTERNATIVES: 

1) That there be an organizer and five additional members. 
2) That the secreteriat functions be allocated as follows: 

a) minutes, administration and correspondence 
b) ongoing and regular contact with the democratic trade 

unions 
c) regular contact with the executives of affiliates. 
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RESOLUTION: FO.RCEO REMOVALS 

Noting: 
1. the heroic resistance and subsequent deaths and injuries suffered by 

the people of Crossroads and other squatter COiilr.lunities in their refusal 

to be moved to Khayelitsha; 
2. the determination of our people to fight for their rights in the land 

of their birth; 
3. that the government has met the united resistance of the people with 

police, brutality and divisive tactics such as:-
a) extending the 99 year leasehold to "qualifying .. persons only; 
b) proposals to upgrade only 3 000 sites at Crossroads. 

Further, noting: 
1. that none of these concessions deals with the legitimate demands of the 

people; 
2. that the govern~ent has still not guaranteed that people shall not be 

forcibly moved; 
3. that the government has not sent the removal squad of 600 back to the 

Transvaal; 
4. that Khayelitsha is a form of influx control rather than a solution to 

the huge shortage of houses; 
5. that the pass laws divide people into 11 legals" and 11 illegals 11 and deny 

them the right to citizenship in an undivided South Africa; 
6. that the government continues to force its unrepresentative structures 

onto the people and hinder them in their attempts to organise against 
them; 

7. that no amount of promises or concessions can improve a policy which 
denies people basic human rights, in particular the right to live and work 
where they choose; 

Now therefore demand: 
1. a stop to the harrassment of squatters and forced removals to Khayelitsha\ 
2. an end to pass laws, Group Areas Act and influx control regulations; 
3. houses for all at rents they can afford; 
4. common citizenship for all South Africans 
And therefore resolve: 
to educate and organise all our people against the evils of Apartheid, and 
in pirticular forced removals, pass laws, influx controls and the Group 
Areas Act. 
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FREEDOM CHARTER: 

This conference notes: 

], the freedom Charter is the most demcratic statment of the people's demands ever 

drawn up in South Africa; 

2. that the demands of the Freedom Charter are still the demands of the people; 

3. thet the Freedom Charter is also a guide to our unity and our methods of organisi~; 

calls on all affiliates of the United Oemocratic Front: 

1. to present the Freedom Charter to their Memrership for rlehate and adoptionj 

2. to popularise the Freedom Charter in their worY. at all t].mes; 

3. to honour the clause ~he People Shall Govern by reflectinv the principle of 

people's democracy in their organisational work. 

Proposed: UWO 

Seconded: 

F ARMWORKERS: 

This conference notes: 

1. the low wages, bad working conditions and lack of 

2. that farmworkers houses are tied to their johs; 

legal protection of farmqorkers 

3. that farmers treat the farmworkers as slaves against whom they can use violence; 

4. that the farmers benefit from the labour of entire families by P.xploiting women 

and children in the peak seasons; 

5. that as a result of the drought, many farmers are leavfn~~; their farms, causing 

massive unemployment among farm wor"Yers; 

6. that many farm workers are made more vulneraHe hy bei.ng migrant wor"Yers with a 

contract only for the farms; 

7. that the Nationalist Party gets its political support fuom the farmers and gives 

concessions to the farmers; 

rejects the Urhan Foundations attempt to provide social welfare services to farm worters 

and demands that farm workers are recgonised as workers and are included in all lahour 

legislation that protects the rightssof workers to liiF and maternity henefits, workmen's 

compensation) minimum wages and the right to organise into democratic or~ansations of 

their own ch~ice. 
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RESOLUTION: TRICAHERAL PARLIAHENT AND BLACK FORU~1 

Noting: 
1. that the mass anti-election campaigns of the U.O.F. have completely 

discredited the tricameral parliament and the Community Council system 
in the eyes of our people; 

2. that the sellouts sitting in the coloured House of Representatives, 
the Indian House of Delegates and the Bantustans are seen by our 
people as junior partners in the Apartheid schemes of the Botha 
government; 

3. that the mass resistance that followed the anti-election c&npaigns 
by the people all over the country has thrown the government into chaos; 

4. that the attempt to create a Black Forum as a fourth chamber will not 
stem the tide of resistance; 

We believe: 
1. that only a government based on the will of all the people can claim 

legitimacy; 
2. that only a government based on the will of all the people and the 

dismantling of Apartheid institutions can resolve the injustices, 
hardships and suffering inflicted on our people; 

Therefore resolve: 
1. to intensify the struggle for a non-racial democratic government based on 

the will of all our people; 
2. to call for the unconditional release of all political prisoners, return 

of exiles and the unbanning of all National liberation Hovements. 
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This conference notes: 

1. that the extent to which women are organised is a barometer of the level of the 

struggle as a whole; 

2. that many of our finest and bravest women have heen forced into exile by the 

apartheid system; 

3. that this system thrives on division, one of vhich is the division between men and 

women, created by unequal wages and conditions of. em~loyment, inequality hefore the 

law, vicious applications of removals and pass laws against women, and the hurden of 

responsibility for the home; 

4. that there is an international conference of women to mark the end of the UN decarle 

o! women this year; 

5. that despite the increases organisation of women, the oppression and hardship 

in the lives of South African women has intensified over the past ten years; 

We beleivv: 

J. that the goal of full recognition of all women; of freedom and happiness for our 

children cannot be achieved in the present political and economic situation; 

2. that oppression in South Africa cannot he wholly removed withoutr e~vinF the 

oppression of women; 

3. that while the resources of a country,gthe product of the explmitation of the majority 

are used for the benefit of the minority, the women of South Africa will 

continue to be oppressed and exploited; 

We therefore call: 

on all women to bring their organisations inbo the United Democratic Front, so that 

we can make real our committment to fight shoulder to shoulder with our menfolY in 

the tommon struggle against race, class and sexual discri.mination, 

and further, ~i~h the Latin American and Cari~bean women, cal's on the UN Conference 

to extend the Decade of Women to the year 200~ in order to strengthep '. t~e organis

ation of women in the liberation struggle and to pressurise governments to use their 

resources to make equality, peace and eevelopment a reality in all aspects of women's 

lives 
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RESCT,TJTION: '.VO?.Kl::?.3 

Ttis conference notes: 

1. t!:a t workers r:.re the producers of the \':eaJ th of t!:e country 
but they do not enhoy t!-.e: benefits of tl~e weed th they 
produce; 

2. that workers face insecurity in their jobs through 
retrenchmente and rising unemptoyment in the present 
cconomi c crisis; 

3· that workers continue to be harrassed, intimi~ated and 
jailed in their attempts tc organise against exploitative 
and oppressive conditions through the building of ~emocratic 
trade unions and participation in the nationo..l li beraticn 
struggle; 

4. tl:at the state has tried to destroy tt.e workers unity and 
to deny the workers basic political rights through its 
strategy of co-option; 

5· that the migrant labour system is the crux of apartheid 
and the b:lsis of the super-exploitation of the workers 
of South Africa; 

6. that the risine prices and preoent economic crisis hit 
the workers of South Africa hardest; 

and believes tlnt: 

1. Workers must share fully itt that benefits of the wealth 
t:t:cy liroduce; 

2. Workers are entitled to security in their jobs and 
freedom from unemploJ~ent: 

3. Workers have a right to orenni se themselves i.nto trade 
uuicns, c.nd political or5nni sations of their chcice 
v.'i tl': out state repre ssi en; 

4. Workers must enjoy fuJJ democratic rights; 

5. j·.~igrant labour and influx control deny the f~ndar;ental 
rig~ts of workcrc ta ,·:crk un'l li.vC' where they chooee; 

6. The leac1er£hip of t};e wcrlti!le clans in the ~lcr:.ccr:.ltic 
strueg} c fcl' freedoc Js es~ent:i.aJ l.f our goo.] cf t!~c end 
to exp.1.oi t:l'ticm n.nd op;preseion is to be -re::.chcd; 

~hereforc rescJves: 

2. ':'c cp~o se the mierant lnbou.r sy f:tere ::!nd infl1:..x controJ. ir. 
•::h?. t ever v:~y s po s sill] e ; 

2. To demand thHt tllf~ bnsic needs ~f tta y;crking :;,:;cc~l e ?..re 
;ro"tected in tl'.:i.s pcril)d of econ0m:i.c recession :.nn 
hr..rdship; 
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3. To encourn.ge the bui1 cljng of demccrn.tj_c t:r<lde unions in 
all wcrk_pl aces; 

4. To strenethen the unity between democrc.tic trade unicns 
and other organisutions fightin~ for tr.e end tc 
apartheid and exPloitation in South Africa, and in 
particularly with the Un~ted Democr~tic Front; 

5. To work for a South Africa in which the oppression and 
exploitation of workers wil1 cease to exist and the 
economic resources of the country will be used for the 
benefit of aJ 1 :pco:pl e; 

P..ESQI,UTION: GENERAl (ACTIVISTS) FORUln 

The P.EC shall convene general or acti vi sir- forum when 
dee~ed necessary. ~~cr. forums shall be open to all 
~e~bers of affiliates end regions. The purpose of such 
:fcrurns shall be: 

(a) Educational 
(b) To discus!~ detc.ils of a decision uJreo.dy e.;:proyed 

by REC 
(~) Tc debate matters 
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RESOLUTION: IN'I·ERNA'l'JCNAT, YEAR O'F THE YOU~bt 

That 'the '•lestern Ca.ne UDF AGM: 

1. That 1985 ha.s been declared International Yeuth,Yeah 1w the 
united N'atior~s General Assembly 

2. That the broad aim of the IIT campaign as outlined by 
the U.N. is to harness the ener~v, enthusiasm and creative 
potential of the youth to the tasks of nation building 
and the strue;el e for nu.tiona.J. independance and self
determination 

3. The role that our youth have played in the past in taking 
our struggl ef"forward 

4. THat for the IYY campaign the UDF, and not the apartheid 
state is recognised by the U.I'l. as representing s.A. youth 

5. The formation of regional and national IYY committees by 
democratic youth organisations 

6. That our youth face many problems and burdens mncl uding 
unemployment, bad education and conscription 

7. That many sectors of our youth especially young women 
remain unorganised 

A.."ld further Noting: 

The attempts by the apartheid state to involve itself 
in activities under the banner of the IYY 

And :Bel i cving: 

1. That the youth are the most dynamic and vibrant sector 
of the people and it is vital that we include them in our 
organisation 

2. That the aims of the IYY campaign are our aims and should 
be supported 

3. That thrm.tghout the IYY cam:puign our youth can pl:.ay an 
important role in building opposition to apartheid, both 
in our contry und abroad 

4. That the aim of the state's IYY campaign is to buiJd 
support for apartheid and to misguide our youth 

Therefore resolves to: 

1. Further strengthen our youth oreani satj.on through the 
IYY cam:pc'lj.en 
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2. Build as strong as lints as possible with the National 
and regional IYY committees and to assist them in the 
ta~~ of taking forward the IYY campa]gn 

3· To actively oppose and expose the state's IYY campaign 
for its support for apartheid and to demand that the 
government withdraws immediately from all IYY activities 

f\A{'Jl (},.C.c,) 
I} N:J-1, • .__ 1.... 

I . C? "' ~ .,. (. t.. 
' .. L-t.j\~ ... ((. A-r<.....-L 

~ 
,.. ........ \ /'<c 1_.,. -!~ 

I 
-' 

'~,/-..(. L, ,...;7c.,, I ,~,·s r ~ -C/{_ ~."'l),. 5 J ~- IL ,.t~c·.J . 
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RESOLUTION: UNEMPLOY~1ENT 

This A.G.M. noting: 
1. that our people are experiencing many economic problems because of the 

bad management of the economy and country; that the present government 
is ruining our country; 

2. that at present over 2 million workers are unemployed, with this number 
increasing every day; 

3. that the prices of the basic necessities of life are increasing 
rapidly; 

4. that this bad state of affairs (high unemployment and rapidly increasing 
cost of living} is adding untold misery and hardships on our people, 
especially the workers; 

5. that the average minimum wage for workers is far below that necessary 
to eat and live decently; 

And believing: 
1. that high unemployment and poverty wages are as a result of the policies 

of the Apartheid government and the protection and licence it gives to 
the bosses to inhumanly exploit workers; 

2. that there can be no solution to poverty wages and unemployment until 
workers have control over every aspect of their lives; 

Therefore resolves: 
1. to call for an end to unemployment by demanding useful work for all; 

2. to support the trade unions in their fight for a living wage for all 
workers; 

3. to call for pensions, disability grants and unemployment benefits 
that keep up with the rapidly rising prices and that are admin-
istered fairly, justly and without raacial discrimination; 

4. to fight increases in rent, transport fares and the price of foodstuffs, 
fuel and other essentials; 

And further resolves: 
to initiate discussion with workers in trade unions and community organisations 
to discuss these demands and the possibilities of a national campaign for 
JOBS FOR ALL AT A LIVING WAGE. 
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RESOLUTION: ON REGIONS AND AREA COMMITTEES 

1. Often it has been said that the UDF operates both as a front of affiliate 
organisations and a political party with branches. The UDF however 
presents itself to the public as a front. This dual character creates 
tensions within the front. 

2. This conference therefore proposes the forming of a commission to investigate 
the status and composition of regions and area committees; 

3. The commission consisting of members of affiliates and regions shall 
also examine:-
a) the existence of volunteer groups to accommodate individuals not in 

UDF affiliates; 
b) whether regions should be given observer status with speaking rights 

or full delegate status. 
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RESOLUTION: THE ROLE OF iHE CHURCH 

Recognising; 

1. The situation of endemic strife which has its roots in the unjust and 

and exploitative political and economic structures of the South African 

society; 

2. The important role that the Church plays in the lives of the oppressed 
and exploited masses of South Africa; 

Resolves: 

1. To call upon all Christians to corrunit themselves to the democratic 
struggle for justice and peace in South Africa; 

2. To work with political and community organisations in this struggle; 

3. To give practical support to this struggle by opening its halls and 
facilities to these organisations. 

Proposed by: TE~1 
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RESOI,U':' IOU: UTE RIAL ISM 

We ncte with a.."'lger the support of the Thnther a.nd Reagan 
governments for t!le South Afrjc\.in 60ve:rnoent. 

tile know that the 1.T.s. government is, through its poJicy of 
constructive eneasement, re<.wly furthering its own economic 
interests in that the profits t!lu.t foreign companies invest 
their capital in South Africa because of the huge profits they 
make through the exploitation of our people and the natural 
wealth of our 1 and 

This unashamed greed and support fer 1;t.c Nationalists government 
by the governments of tt.e United States and Britain cannot. 
sto}i us in our march towards freedom 

We further note the colJaboration of the governments of Isreal, 
Chile, Taiwan and other anti-democratic rcgi~es with the 
South Africaq government and its fraudQlent bantastans 

We believe that: 

1. All foreign governments must recognize the right of ether 
people to live in a non-racia1 and democratic count~r 

2. That foreign investments do not benefit the oppressed and 
exploited people of S~A~ but bols~er the apartheid 
government 

3· ~hat the present disinves~ent campaign in the U8S·A· shows 
that the American peop] e are neither fooled by the sham 
reforms of the Botha government nor the policy of 
Constructive Engag£:·ment 

4. That those who clalm to beli~ve in the noble ideals of 
democracy have an c,bligation to sup:pcrt the just struggle 
of the S.A. people 

Now therefore resolves :_ 

1. To demand the immeciiate end to the U.s. and British 
governmants suppor-t for the apartheid government 

2. To reject the policy of constructive engagement 

3· To demand an end tc: the exploitation of the people and 
a..:.""ld the national w1~hl.th of cur country by foreign 
investors 

4. To reject the argume1nt thet foreign investments benefit 
the oppressed and e::cploitated people of S.A~ 

5. To condem."'l the suppo~rt of the governments of Israel, 
Chile and Taiwan fo:r· the apartheid government and its 
bantustand; and to .support those struggling for 
democracy in those countries 
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RESOLUTIO~: MILITARISATION 

Noting: 
1. the increased militarization and massive defence budget of our country 

while our people are deprived of the basic necessities for living; 
2. the continued acts of agression perpetrated by the SAOF against our 

neighbouring states: 
3. the increasing use of the SADF to crush the legitimate resistance of 

our people in the townships; 
4. the growing instances of young people resisting conscription in the S.A. 

army; 
5. the SADF is involved in a campaign to win the hearts and minds of young 

children in communities through the organization of youth camps; 
And believing: 
1. that the SAOF is being used by the S.A. regime to uphold white 

domination; 
2. that the government still intends to conscript Indians and coloureds; 
3. that there can be no peace in Southern Africa until the SAOF is disarmed 

and apartheid is abolished; 
Hereby resolves: 
1. to resist all forms of militarization; 
2. to demand an end to compulsory conscription; 
3. to call for the withdrawal of all SAOF troops; 
4. to demand that the SAOF ceases its campaign to destabilise our neigh

bouring states; 
5. to support in whatever way possible, those who do not join the SADF; 
6. to ca 11 for the disarming of the SADF. 
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mEmOAI~L 
A~LL~l 

ATHLONE 
WEDNESDAY 

CIVIC CENTR-E 
11 JULY 1985 

FORT CALATA 
Craadaoa of Caaoa Calata, first aeaeral aecretarr 
of tbe &frtcaa National Conareaa 
Fort Calata, rou realad ua that oar atraaale baa loaa 
tradltloaa aad deep roots. 
True araadaoa of rour araadfatber. 
Murdered. fallea, but aot foraettoa. 
Fore Calata 

Tbe ll&bC rou bawe Itt will blaae ••· 

SICELO MAHLAVULI 
Bora la Cradock, the 
there, ll rears aao, 
docuaeat tbac sara: 

cradle of the Preedoa Charter. It vaa 
that the idea vas lauacbed for the 
The People Shall Cowera! 

Stcelo Mahlavul1, achool teacher at Oudtahoora. 

Fallen but aot foraottea. 

The ltaht rou have lit, coarade will Uaae oa. 

SPARROW MlHONTO 
A rat1var worker, fired after alae reara for JOur political work, 
a Cradora official 

Sparrow Mkboato, drava fro• the raaka of our areat vorktna claaa 

Murdered but aever foraotten 

The ll&ht rou have lit, brother, vlll blaze oa. 

MATTHEW GONIVE 

A people and a atruaale that can produce, ta a tlar dorp like 
Cradock. a leader of rour qualttr, la a struaale that vtll be 
von, a people that vtll be free. 

You have fallen, coarade, but ln all the aaall tovaa 
of our land one thouaaad Contvea are aaeratna. 

Murdered but not foraottea, 

Ma\thew Conlve. 

The ll&ht rou have lit vlll blaze oa. 

;..,xo_.,.._44!.4roi<U..,_I!I'_ Db'! ___ • .,,,,., __ .,_,*""-.£ .... 1!1!141!0. ""'""!t.st""'"""'""·'"'· ,.,..,.sw•-~-~·,...•'l'lf-~P"'N"' ...... w""""· ""''""-""_,,,.,..,a,.ea""-'"'*"""'-,., __ .., __ ,.._., .. ,., . ._,.a;....,.., _,. • .,,.,.., ..,., ... .~ _n_m:r::z::z.,.. ""-""-*""""""·'*_,R.,.,zo..,;ii..,W,..,,.,c 4! .......... w""<""wu:"""'"' 
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Ton1ght we resolve, solemnly, never to 
forget you, our four comrades. 

The spear, the one spear you have left 
-we will take up, and carry forward. 

~ THINA SIZWE ESIMNYAMA 

Lead: 
Ch'Orus: 
~ 
Chorus: 
~~ 
Chorus: 
Leads 
ChOrus a 
L!!a• 
Chorus a 

We nation 

Thina sizwe 
Thina sizwe es,rf\nyama 
Sikhalela 
Sikhalela 1zvelethu 
Elathathva 
Elathathwa ngaaa bhulu 
Mabayeke 
Mabayek • umhlaba wethu 
Mabayeke 
Mabayek • Wllhlaba wethu 

We black nation 
We are crying 

Q) SENZENINA 

Senzenina 

We are crying for our country 
It was taken 
It was taken by the Boere 
The (the boere) must leave 
They must leave our country 
They (the Boere) must leave 
They must leave our country. 

WHAT HAVE WE DONE 

xa Wba t have we done 

Amabhulu uzizinja xa The boer s are dog a 

Sonoaethu bubunyama xa Our only sin is the colour 
O.J Ol.lr S l•" 

May1buye 1Afr1ka 

,. 

X8 Let Afr1ca return. 

XB __ j l 
What have ve done 

' L-.W•t hat ono godoen _ -~&_-,. 

,., e:.JOYllGda»t az., ~• .w.. =-""'·sw:. -SL~if-WY" .. :Y:>,w __ ;_:uy;_wtuw. _aQJupe_¥£SA!lt!P~Wt.JJ _]. __ kAPUSY .. ~E~"-
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® UNZIMA LOMTHWALO 

I 

I 

'--

Unzima loathwalo 
Uf~a aadoda/aimanyane 

Aaikatali noba aiyabotawaJ 
Siztaiaile khululeko }X2 

Khululeko J Xl 
Aail!ayo 

ll'bina bantwana 
Baae Afrika 
Siziaiaile khululeko 
Xhululeko ,. J 
Aainayo 

]., 
r~ 

THE LOAD IS HEAVY 

The load ia heavy 
We need men/unity 

We don't care if we are locked up 
We atand for freedom 

Freedom 
We have not got 

We the children 
of Africa 
We atand for freedom 
Freedom 
We have not got 

@ MANYANANI BASEBENZI 

Baaebenzi manyanani 
JC&nyanan1 X If. 

iXhona lentlangano yabaaebenzi Xl 

Unite worker• 
Unite 

~ere !a an or;an1zat1on for workers 

;~ 

1,~------------~~-----------------------------------------~~ 
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® UMHOBE NESIZWE 

llkoa1 alkel' 1Afr1ka J 
Malupbakua1a' uphondo lvayo 
Y1va nealthandaao yethu x2 Nkoa1 dkelela 
'l'bina luaapho lvaro 

Y1aa .oya •••• llkelela nkoa1 a1kelela 
Y1aa .aya •••• likelela nkoal aikelela 
Ylaa .aya oy1ngcvele 
Ualalkelela, th1na luupbo 

Morena boluka aechaba •• beao 
0 fed1ae d1ntva .. tahvenyeho 
Ualboloke, udboloke 
Ua1boloke, ualboloke 
Sechaba aa beao 
lechU. aa Afrika 
Ualboloke Morena 
Ualboloke 
Da1boloke Sec:baba 
Ualboloke 
lecbaiN aa beao 
hc:haiM .. Afrika 

Jlakube ajalo, Mkube ajalo J XJ 
Kude kube npnaphakade 

'l'HE NATIONAL ANTHEM 

Lord bl••• Africa 
May her born r1ae like • ablp'a aaat 
So alao hear our Feyera 
Lord bleaa .. 
We, the fua1Uea of Africa 

Celie Sp1r1 t • '-'ou"-. W~ . \\c~ • 
eo- Spirit,'-"""' \.-6. \\ta. u• 
Celie boly Spirit 
And bleaa ita fualllea 

r.ord take care of our nation 
Stop tbe.atrug9lea and fruatrat1ona 
Save u, aave 1t 
lave it, aave it 
our aauon 
Our Africa 
lave U God 
Save it 
Save our natloa 
Save 1t 
our uuon 
our Af'r lea 

Let 1t be ao, let it be ao 
OnUll eternity. 

l Printed by Z•kbe No I&Z Town Ceat¥e H~ Park 

j 

I 

\L-------------------------------~ 
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U!?'.l~ED .fmMoeAAt:tO l'f.P~ .,. ·.~";':~T'!Iii'HJ e~·O!I ~~;.!f.~t!l ~' ~\ 
't/f!.?\AA~1 t.ft?~ 0--J!:~t..Otl ~X~ r\.\.::S •t~ 

7 JANUARY 198; -~ z:: · . "'\ 
'" .l. q,Kd !9iF .. rJt-L"" 

PREPARATioN FoR THE unF ANNuAL GEr·iERAL JvlE'ETING J~ ~~c 
1 

IJ. o u 
The following is a summary of an Executive assessm~nt. We hope that 
it will serve as a basis for preparing ourselves for the AGM. 

1. The UDF (Western Cape) during 1984 

The UDF baa made a tremendous impact on the history of struggle. 
Important gains were made for the progressive movement especially 
in areas where there had not been a tradition o£ struggle like 
the rural areas and some "coloured" communities. 

Our people identify the UDF with resistance to the government. 
We should now change this passive support into active support 
where people see that they need to be actively involved in changing 
their lives. 

This broad acceptability needs to be deepened; our organisations 
must be strengthened. 

There has bot been even participation of all our affilliates in the 
work of the UDF. 
At times there has been disunity in the ranks of activists which 
a·Iso led to poor participa tio"' in ,j,"'lur 0\"ork. 
Differences which had PXisted prior to the formation of the UDF 
continued to exist and causel tensions within the Front. The 
UDF has, however laid the basis for resolving these. We are now 
bound by a common discipline within UDF structures and have common 
responsibilities to a national movement. 

a. The Regional Executive Committee 

At the moment only 10 of the 15 executive members are active, and 
attend executive meetings regularly. Others like Imam Hassen 
Solomon and Rev. C~~s- ~~_ssen are playing valuable roles elsewhere. 

Not all REC membe~ have been successfully drawn into UDF activities. 
Only some REC members were fully in touch with UDF campa~gns, 
sub-committees and struct~es. As a result it was often the 
younger members who were central to most of the campaigns and day 
to day running of the Front. 

In planning for a new Executive we need to consider the following: 
• political clarity 
• time to do UDF work 
• balance between symbolic figures on the executive and those who 

can give guidance and take responsibili~ for work 
• balance between UDF work and work within organisation 

3. Assessment ••• / 
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Prcsi~~n~ : Should be a symbc: of unity and have a history of 
strug;).c. Must be brcudly accep:.:aule. Should be more than Just 
a fig~o head. Should be active ~n decisionmaking and guidance 
in thtz Frcnt. 
Vice-r.resiC.ent·1 : Shoi.lJ.d ba morG than just sul1stitutes for the 
President;--bhould, tor,P.thcr with the President and Secretaries 
be responsi'tl}e for pla.·-·nlng II'.eetings, co-ordinating wo-rk and 
coillirlunicatir1g v1i th o::-g.·.r-5.3ations. 
S~c~e ta_ri.:...e.s.. : T::.s!ts !r.'..'.:J t ba mo:re ·.;learly defi:1ed. Overall 
I'esponsibili ty for tl:e :i?:rcnt te> be shared by others. Possible 
solutions to ~he over~vxdenlng of the Secretaries are to divide up 
the tasks and tc inv-:>J.•;e non portfolio members in tasks like mlnutes, 
finding venues, agendas etc. 

Pub_Li£J. t:y Secretar.ie!! : We should consider separating publicity 
and media t.ecau3e they are ve:ry di!'fernt jobs which require different 
skills. We should also conside~ having an older person who could 
project a maturg image of the Front. The public spokesperson for 
the UDF ~ust be som~body wno can respond to a wide range of issues 
wi th!.n the policy f:;:·c.::nev:crlc of the UDF. 

~r:r..-2.~·§£;: .... ~':. : We cn1y t1nve one active t~easurer now. We need to 
have a t=easury which fcnctionc properly. The treasurer must be 
sblo to ~aka UD~ fun~ralsing a priority. 
0~3a~isaticnc mu~t aiso take mo:re responsibility for UDF funds. 
\7e chould also lo-:>lr: ca:r.etully at how we spend our money in UDF. 
Ade.:i.tional R:~ecnt;;_;ro '£":itnbe!'o:~ : Muct assist with the tasks of other 
exacutiveme-tlbera-;·-s-:louhl crare responstbili ties for s·ub-commi t tees 
and !)lay a r::o::::·~ activo r~J.e in !::he UDF. 

Contact between tha exncuti·.re end af.f.':i.lliates should take place 
out3ide o! GO as ":,-;ell. PG:rhaps certain llliC members should be given 
the r~sponsibility to liace with organisations regularly. Yeetings 
·.vith executives o! our a!filliates is another possibility. This 
will be important oapecia.lly before we take crucial decisions and 
during inten3e campaizn3. 

The REO nseds to play a ~a~ 6~~a~Gr ~ole in ensuring that regions 
function properly and are participating in UDF work. 

!2.tne_.J.:. 5.mpo~£Jll~~j;.c::!'l;lL_Wh~.c.h.....t-~£L-~e~n dts~ussed in our GO assessment 
<=':!:.:'!. which "lf.'f! iam;l; ... look a";; ca.re!uJ.l:v:· ----·----------· -- ____ ..... 
. strJ.l£~J?.?'~L~d _4ec).~~.orunal\ing 
How de we take ~ecisions in the UDF? We have often called emergency 
GC'n at very =hart notice baco.u~e we had to respond to an urgent issue. 
This meant tuat all our members in all our organisations were not always 
·'.uvo: ·~ad in taking clecisicns. How ~an v:e find ways of taking democratic 
decisions which wiJ.l allovr u::1 to respond quickly? 

Hoiv car. VTe en:;u:t•e th...1~; r:vrmY~30DY in the UDF accepts majority decisions 
and partic.:'..patef) iti. th'3 ::;: .. p~elL-entation thereof? 

v'lhat role do the follmv:i.ng st:!:'uctm·es play in decisionmaking? 
GC, the exect:tiiYc~ r:gions, ::ub-·cc:nnittees and activist forums? 

l"d ... · I .~ ucavlon ••• 
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~ducatiou and rrraini~g 

,f r:·c>1 do we. see education and training taking place? 

EhoulG. it t~lke place on a regular 'uasis? 
~ How oh~uld it be doue - by a permanent sub-committee?, by REC members 

~ho co-ordinate and draw in, with the consent of our structures. 
others fro~ time to ti~e? 
What kind of education nhould take place? 

•)ural A:r.eas 
·-----~ 

There is now a prcperly r~~ctioning Rural Council. How do we include 
~h~s~ areas in our.decisicns? Due to the problem of distance, •hat 
links can be establishe.:t !>et\ .... een our GC and the rural Council? 
·,:;"J:r.cester ani Paarl are part cf our GC as well as the Rural Council. 
!!o-...! do we see this? 

···:-; also include an m.:c input paper ·which was delivered at an NEC 
.-;,.;.:&.•ksb.op and th'3 Working Princtples of UDF (W.O.) 

·-~~p,~]:~.l.E.Ps>_rt:mt ~~~cts_19 be looked_!Lin preparati·on for the AGM: 

Er!~adcning the Fro~t : Starting afresh to include more organisations 
5.nto the UDF at contral level as well a~ at a local level. 

~'und.re.is ing to pay o!£ our r!ebts. Also for ~985 at a local/central 
l)VCl. 

,)v:t> ::-~gicus .. and e:::·-sa e·)ii!ilittces. 

!)t.:.= r/o::-k.5.ng princj.plcs c:.n~. resolutions must be reviewed. 
T~a prupv3ed date for the AGM is March. 
Uhu.t kind nf :~GM clu >:E.· ·..,ant? Should we bave an open AGM, should 
only some S·JssionfJ 1J.3 cpt:n?. 
Should we have a rally as part of tb.e AGM? 

f-b.ould we have a the~r.e? If so, what? 
•rue execu.t!:ye wishes to ~eet wi tb. all organisatJ.ons before the GC 
if possible, but certainly before the AGM. 

(;cr:-rades, the last half o.; the year bas seen the destruction. of the lies 
··:old by Botha, Hendricks, Se be, Rajbansi and others like them. 
\71 also came out stronger after the referendum debate. 

',::; are, howevez-, also painfully aware that there are still many sb.ort-
r:.~1ir..gs in th~ F=ont. Let us prepare ourselves properly to enter the 

... c:r,~ a:1d the yen- ~hicb. i'aceo us uith a positive spirit. Let ue rise 
:· -.. t!:" .. ? challenge alld marc b. ahead stronger than we were on the 20 August 
~~s:~;--
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1 • .:0.?3CTS OF UDF - FROA\ NEC' WORKSHOP 

G~le~~.ing ·:.'<~~~: ..... · ,.· .. ,. 
It ir necessary f0r us to set our sights high, but we s~oU14 also be 
reall'3 tic. An inc.or:":"e.:;t assessment of what is possible can.::lead to 
public em'.>r.:..,.....:·o.scmen G ::or the Fronti' and can be used to unger~~ne tb.e .. -7 

confiC:ep,.::e .of the peopl.s in tha Front. Our activists ~l~o ·become .de.:. 
morali:sed i!. tt.t}y b.e.d ·,7orked very hard and failed to .attain:!goals 
,-...,•-·e set fo·" ou:r·""el,1e:·" · .. ··::--
·- ~ - \. • ~ .;J. .; ·!" .. ~~~:·~,.;· ··~ 

In f~ture p::rope::- assee.sment anG. planning should talte place' i,~ all .. ·.,; 
s t:::-u~ tu1·cs whic!i. ,_. ... J.:l. be e~pec ted to contribute to the at-ta1i1ment .· ·· 
of a pa:r~iotila::o :5cv 1.. L·~glstics should be worked ·out as.' ,taj;j>.ossib 
b~fore we· conu!ii"u <'u=:.ol'·:os;firmly. · '..\:~~~~·> '/ · · · 

··. :;·.~ ·.:~ :.~~~ .. 

'l'e should also c.'er::.ne far more clearly what objectives we·:: have i.e.... ..·. 
v:he!ihe=- the tlmphasls j e on dep~h cr high profile· activ.ity~:';.£.During ~:; 
the e lee ticno \'73 al.':~o learnt that is not possible 'to sustain tiwo ·_ -'· ·> · 
i~tensbrs .cam:;>aigns with differnt profiles at tb.e same ~~uie }(·i•e !" .• · • ·. 

:~~ct~;rut~Eic?: : ~:~l1 H~l·:. ~: ~~~ :r: 11~(~l~lr:n~t 
.. r .. te.~. .. - fo:r. affil .. at.:lon ,,;P.~:• .. .. , , , .... ,. ·.·: .... , ...... ~ .. ~··~·~·····'·· .... , --·-·-·:,::::r::r~~'T0---~-~-,~::-~~·~~~~·.~: .l¥~;:;F;¥; · rJ .: ~·J ..• ~~~:::.rf~;{f~.;~:~~~*~~;li ... ;,;; .. : 'x .. 
L .9F.8.C!~i:~t?:.tt!'::'l The ~l~·~;.m~s~ ~c.oA:pinue to en~ouragf)' ;'B;~}JJi4JlYJ,<,~~s . 

c~ orgq.i,tica·:;~~ns :with .:~~h~i~ ~~~erests, i~respeetiv~;.~¥-;:~trt:;t"i- · 
sJ.ze .. o~'cons"C:-. '·'lO:l~Y~ )~~we. should be reali.stic. abou.t:::thtt1~ac.t t;·,; ... 
7-~~t .:~L~;t,J.l r·~~-Y more. jon some· ;~ff~liates·:,,~o d'c! 1i~e}~~t;•o~k· .;· 
WD.J..le,:tb.at{_ of. othci.·n ;~e valuable in other: respects.:~;,r~·'1?.i<'· · -i _,. 

~f • .:. ~-:.. , ~- ~ ~·~ ~·;L .. , ~; -~ ~;.. -~-~~·= . . · : .. ~,.·-~~~~-;r-ti~-;.: r~- .···-' ~ .. ~~-!.~~~- ~. 
Vlh.e:;:-3 :wt: il~er. to. uake a d:..utinction, .is in terms of 4ec.t~ion...;· '~, .• ·,, .. ·, ... ,.J''"" 
ma.!t.l:1g. A !'\.i:i:ll'lulc. shouJ.d be round where numerical r~p~esentati 
at dec5.!,ic:t-:altl:J.~. Forums like GC should be c · .... ···""~'~' 
the capa~ity of 3~ nff1liate.to take practical r~-r---
to implement _decisions: of the Fro.nt. tt\ : ·.-·:: "., ,.~;····":·· ... ·,·-: ..... ,,..; 

,- .. '. .· : :_ :/ .... 'j. . ~~~_:.· .. ~. 
··~: .; . .. : t.,. . ~:·,;. 

2. B~~i.r.:~>:·:' Wo;; E:houlCl. q~tically: assess \'1ha~: tt;le;,:··:J:)· ,0·1 .:n.IU'l 
regioDE.l·status iE a~cprded.~ <.It·appears as.i.~>ow;r:: 
motiv-.3-tion t!:a'!i j.n·~lunft.n into- national structures· 
th'3. de7elop!e.~nt o! regions, has bad some adver~e · ....... · ..... .,.~ 
often tp.is. ho.a d=e.ined 1t.b.ose· ar~as, 'becau~e of'.' the·; 
placed. on th~?.m. Tt.ey are often: com"'elledi to re · 
which were dsc:.tC.?d. on by national structures Where·~ 
det~rmine.4 by th~ strone;~r region. In the lo~g run 
U.."'ldermine dev-e 1 cpme.n t. ,~: . : ., . 

We should· accept that ··tp.e core of •the UDF. wilii
1

a.. l.wav·s,:··eli::1.Sl't 
around urban areas like~ Jol:.annesburg, Durban East 
Eliz~beth and Cap13 Town •. Howe·1er, fairly: 8 

lopiz:tg in: some ~·ot tb.e r~al area&'''.wu.,..'"'~ .. i 
: . gi.ons • !i We .· d ~o:'~~-;~d ·wayb :, ;il:l~;g~~!?~~~~~~~E~1~-~~§~t~\~ 

. ··4.1re·J tly · . deciaJ;on-ma)fi ng . 
. ·fr.o~ the t o.risible for 

VO~-A;,,U-'i'ii('it]:~r;~; .. ,, ~ i . . •i*'l~ >.'h:. 
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5 
PoRsible guidelines for the future: 

Conditions must have been allowed to develop to the extent where 
ther~ is a general council which can meet regularly and consists 
of affiliate organisations. 

Organisations in the geographic area, must launch the region 
and apply for national status once they feel they are in a 
position to take responsibility for (i) surrounding area 

(ii) national campaigns. 
Re-assess existing regions w.r.t above criteria 
Assess whether regional boundaries should be re-defined to 
create smaller more manageable regions. 

C. Decision-making: 

1. Processes: 
We need to strike a balance between the need for UDF to respond 
speedily to crisis and the need for all our affiliates to be 
party to and committed to decisions we take. 

Practical proposals in this regard are that agendas of national 
gatherings be sent out timeously and that allowance be mnde for 
discussion ther~o! 'ty affiliates and that affiliates be encour:lged 
to make suggestion w.r.t. NEC agendas. We should acce~t thut 
we will have to respond to urgent issues and take decisions 
without following this procedure. The nature of such discussion 
and decisions ahould however be disseminated as soon as possible 
to all affiliates. 

2. Autonomy of affiliates in relation to deoisions: 
It is unhealthy !or any of our affiliates to actively go against 
majority decisions taken. We should however understand when some 
affiliates are not in a poaition to partiaipate actively ~n s~=c of 
our campaigns. Such affiliates should however be encouraged to looK 
at means of playing a supportive role. 

In terms of our past practice, we need to assess !lexibility/autonoi~ 
and its implications for unity in the Front. 

D. Accountability: 

The formation of the UDF marked a new era of claser co-operation 
between progressive forces in S.A. Most of our affiliates do not 
have the experience of having worked in an alliance like the UDF. 
While we encourage affiliates to take up campaigns, we must bear in 
mind that the work of our affiliates will invariably have a bearing 
on the work of the rest of the Front. As affiliates, we should feel 
dutibound to consult with or at least inform the rest of the Front 
about all campaigns we propose to tackle, particularly when caiUpaigns 
will be mass based. This can only serve to strengthen such campaigns 
and contrubute to unity in action. 

E. Discipline ••• / 
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6 
E. Discipline: 

Because we are a Front and not a political organisation, the only 
basis in terms of which we can take disciplinary measures against 
any affiliate or individual, is the principle enshrined in our 
declaration, resolutions and wo:t~king principles. We should ende~vour 
to foster sound relationships among our affiliates but we should be 
aware of the UDF's limitations to try and resolve differences among 
organisations especially where those differences arose because or 
dynamics outside of the Front. 

If such transgression does occur, REC's and NEC should not be 
structures which decide on the form of discipline. Such matters 
are best dealt with collectively through forums like Regional GC's. 

UDF has no real discipline over individuals in the Front - organis3.tious 
~ take responsibility for their membership. We should however 
bear in mind that the best guarantee for discipline is to inculc~te 
a sense or trust and a strong loyalty towarEls the front and its 
objectives. Drastic disciplinary measures should only be considered 
after comradely attempts to explain to those at fault, had failed 
or if the fundamental principles of the UDF had been consciously 
flouted. 

F. Structures: 

We need to assess whether our existing structures are appropriate 
for the work it is intended to do. The following are some pr:.:.ctic';ll 
proposals: 

NGC should gather only once a year and serve the purpose of an Ai"H.i 
should only take plu.ce after regional AGM's 
representation per region should be determined w.r.t. 
numbers only. Regions should decide how best they and th~ir 
affiliates can be represented. 
we should determine how national formations will be repre
sented if the above proposal is accepted 

rmc to be held less often 
its work should revolve largely around policy and broad 
guidelines for work 
emergency NEC's to be called only if regional feedback is 
not the best method at arriving at a national position. 
Practical decisions to b~ taken by appropriate structures 
e.g Treasury, Secretariat, Publicity department 
all reports to he circularised prior to NEC and only matters 
arising to be discussed 
given the logistics and finances involved in h~ving an NEC, 
we should assess its size. 

G. Education and Training: 

We are very conscious of the need for far more systematic education 
and training of our activists as well as new people who are being 
drawn in. We need to assess whether this is best done tnrough 
permanent, high structures or more informally. 

There are two ••• / 
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7 
There are two categories which are not necessarity related. 
1) Equipping our activists with organising skills. This is 

best done when based on practical experience e.g briefing 
before going into areas and assessments afterwards. 

2) Broadening the political understanding of those within the 
Front. Regular open discussions or forums should be encouraged 
as long as these do not become substitutes for structures 
like GC to discuss policy matters. 

#e should look at how experience in this regard can be shared. 

H. Relationship to non-affiliates: 

Our emphasis should always be to seek those areas where co-oporation 
is possible. It is important that we should cont~nue to try and 
win over all progressive org~:misations. 

As far as other political tendencies are concerned, our most serious 
consideration should be those which have a mass base. By now we 
should be able to be realistic about the areas and anturc of co
operation which is possible. It is our task to ensure that we und 
those not affiliates never lose sight of the fact that the aparth~id 
state is the enemy and that if any ideological differences do exist, 
we should respect those and not allow it to undermine the potential 
areas of wU.ty. 
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Unltecrwome.,'a rganisation 

Athlone \ • • __ 
J.ZBO .. 

.,. . 

Dear Comrades, 
~"c/V-/ II 

~NO is spearheading the commemoration of National Womens Day in the 
Western Cape. Nationally women are organising a focus week from 5-12 
Augus~, ~oun~ the theme 'Women against forced removals and the elec
tions • ·,l.'e w~ll picket on the streets throughout the Western Cape. 
We will pa~phleteer factories and squatter camps. The week will end 
in a rally at Athlone Civic. 

We come from a tradition of well organised women. In 1956, 20 000 
women marched to Pretoria to declare their opposition to passes. 
Thousands more marched to their local 'Native Affairs' Offices. For 
15 years, National Women's Day was hardly celebrated. Now, wherever 
women are organising, National Women's Day is a big event. 

This year, we say 'Women reject the forced removals and the elections' 
But it is not enough to reject the hardships women suffer. We must 
organise to fight these actively. We must look at which women need to 
be organised and how we should organise them. 
Black women are the most unemployed ~eople. The bantustan system and 
influx control divides ou~ families. The women in the bantustans are 
employed as slave labour - women are the source of the bosses su~er 
profits. In the urban areas, young women are fired when they become 
pregnant. '.'/hen there is a recession, it is the women who are the firs· 
t-o be retrenched. ':Phe bosses say these wom-en--are hou-s-ewlves - they arc 
not employed. 

It is the duty of all democratic trade unions and womens organisation1 
to defend a woman's right to work and to live where we can get a job. 
But we must demand more than this. What will happen to our children 
and families while we are at work? 
We must organise to demand the right to bear our children with ade~ua 
health care for child and mother. We must demand that there are crech 
and child care centres for all working mothers. We claim paid matern1 
leave as our right, and we demand a guarantee that we can return to 
our same job. 

In many of the clinics in our communities and at the factories, they 
us dangerous contraceptives. We demand our right to choose when we wa 
to use birth control. It is our right to make this decision with full 
knowledge abo11t what we are doing to our health. No boss can de:nand t 
we must use contraceptive before we can get a job. Motherhood is our 
right. 

The time is past whem women were at home all day. Now we too have to 
work to support our family. But the law and our attitudes hold us bao 
The law says that black women are minors, with their husbands or sons 
as guardians. The divorce laws does not apply to black women. Our 
husbands, brothers and sons expect the women of the house to do the 
housework. All this must change. The people shall share the work 1a 
the home. 
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we say it is the right of all people to organise into democratic organ
isations at th-eir places of work, in the community. ·.ve say that women 
should take their ~lace alongside their men in the struggle. 

Women are brought up not to s~eak abour nolitical issues. We are told 
that is the men's business. We are told not to speak but to listea. 
It is the ~ask of all democratic organisations to train women to narti
~inate fully in the work of the organisation and to arrange the organ
isation so that women can participate. There is work to be done if we 
want the rieht for women to organise not to be a hollow slogan. 

The Labour Party thinks that.they can fool our women into voting. But 
we know that our struggle as women is part of the struggle for a non
racial and democratic South Africa. Our demands for maternity leave, 
creches, equal pay for equal work, for prices we can afford are only 
milestones along the way to a South Africa where the people shall govern. 

Comrades, the United Women's Organisation works hand in hand with other 
organisations. Within the UDF we hope to move the women's struggle and 
the struggle as a whole forward. Our task is to reach out to unorganised 
women and draw them into the democratic movement. The task of organising 
women is a task that confronts us all - the trade union movement, the 
student movement, the civic associations and the youth movement. 

On National Women's Day 1984, we sa.v for the whole world to hear that 
Botha' s New Deal is no answer to our problems as women. Th:e wages re
main low and the prices and GST go up. There are no houses, security 
and com~ort for South Africans. We can not live in peace and friend
ship when our sons are dragged into the army. We do not live in a 
democracy when the majority of our people are shunted off to the 
Bant~stans. 

UWO calls on comrades, men ann women, to join us in the activities of 
the Focus Week: 
MONDAY 6 AUGUST: blitz to squatter camps. 

Please bring as much transport as nossible. 
TUESDAY 7 AUGUST: blitz to factories. 

Please bring as much transport as possible. 
THURSEDAY 9 AUGUST: Pickets. 

Please bri~g as much transport as possible. 
SUNDAY 12 AUGUST: Mass Rally Athlone Civic 2.00 - 5.00 pm 

WOMEN AGAINST THE FORCED REMOVALS AND THE NEW DEAL. 

Our office phone number is 691055 - please let us know i~ people are 
coming from your org~~isation or your region. Please phone if you 
need information or have suggestions. The o~fice address is: 3 Hares 
Street, Mowbray, right next to the Mowbray bus terminus. 

We hope to see you all in the National Womens Day Focus. 

Yours in struggle, 

i~ 
T TSOLO 
SECRETARY. 
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Over the next month, NUSAS 
will be urging students to 
say "NO!" to the government's 
Constitution Bill. In a 
massive nationally co-ordina
ted campaign, NUSAS aims to 
unite students on all the 
English campuses in a clear 
rejection of the "New Deal". 
During the build-up to the 
referendum on November 2, 
students will be asked to 
sign a petition rejecting 
the new constitution on the 
grounds that: 
- it excludes the majority 

of South Africans; 
- it entrenches apartheid; 
-all South Africans must 

participate in deciding 
our common future. 

In this way, NUSAS hopes to 
show that the vast majority 
of English-speaking students 
stand in clear opposition to 
the Constitution Bill - and 
all that it implies - for 
the correct reasons. Saying 
"no" to the Constitution is, 
in this context, not a nega
tive action. It is not align
ing ourselves with the HNP 
and the CP, who want to keep 
things as they are. It is not 
saying that we want the 
~overnment to "go back to the 
drawing-board" - the drawing
board of white politics. 
Rather, it is a positive 
step : ~ clear and unequivo-

cal statement of our reject
ion of apartheid; and a state
ment of our commitment, as 
democratic students, to work
ing towards a free South 
Africa in which the people 
shall govern. 

z,tt 

I 
• 

the United Democratic Front. 

NUSAS, as a member of the 
UDF, is offering an alter
native that goes beyond 
"going back to the drawing
board". Is is realistically 
acknowledging that if the 

It is a statement which says: bill is i~p~emented, the 
How can the constitution be already-l1m1ted role of par-
"A step in the right direction" 1 iamentary opposition will 
when it is premised on the ~e comp~etely destroyed. It 
Bantustan policy? Is it 1s call~ng on.students.to 
going to prevent shootings get.act1vely 1~volved 1n or-
and detention in the Ciskei? gan1sat1ons wh1ch represent 
Is it going to stop shacks th~ ~ and needs of the 
in Crossroads from being de- maJOrlty.o~ ~o~fr1cans. 
m~lished? Is it going to end Thr~u~h.JOlnlrg 1n t~e 
mass removals and starvation act1v1t1es and campa1gns of 
in resettlement camps? Is it the UDF, we c~n.take o~r 
going to mean an end to the pl~ce.as part1c1~ants 1n the 
war in Namibia where we are bu1~d1ng of a un1ted, non: 
expected to fight? rac1al an~ truly democrat1c 

South Afr1ca. 
So, in the forthc~ming refer
endum, it is not enough to 
vote "no". After all, what 
right does a "whites only" 
referendum have to decide on 
the future of our countty? 
While seeing that it is 
important to demonstrate 
that the government does 
not have the support of even 
its own power-base - the 
white electorate - we must 
see further than this. If 
we are committed to real 
democracy, and not a-
racially-exclusive parliam
entary politics, we must 
actively lend our support to 

SCAt-;C I 
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Campus feels SCANC 
Everyone reading this news
letter, looking at SCANC 
information posters up on 
the noticeboards or attending 
the SCANC referendum discus
sions in the resses this 
week, must be aware that 
SCANC is expanding fast. 
Whereas originally SCANC 
consisted of reps from each 
of the constituent organisa-

~ible fer ihc:: 
pul:lkcatich '{cu ore 
hot..t rec~dfh_j! 

1 SCANC 2 

tions, sub-committees have 
now been formed to involve 
students who actively reject 
the constitution. 

Four sub-committees exist at 
the moment. The newsletter 
group are responsible for 
the publication you are 
reading. The seminars group 

has also held workshops on 
the structure of the new 
constitution both within 
SCANC and in reses. The media 
group has been producing 
information posters with 
new ones appearing every week. 

Slide Tape Show 

A slide-tape show on the 
constitution is in the pipe
line as well as media around 
the referendum. The notice
board group collects press 
clippings and other media on 
the constitution and related 
issues and keeps the many 
SCANC notice-boards on campus 
up-to-date. 

Petition 

A fifth sub-committee is 
soon to be set up to co
ordinate the petition camp
aign (discussed in this 
publication). 

The sub-committees each have 
reps on SCANC and thereby 
contribute to the direction 
of the committee. 

get involved 

It's not enough to only re
ject the constitution. Act
ively oppose the constitution 
by getting involved in the 
sub-committees. 

If you should wish to do so 
please phone Ilana Korber 
(47-9272) without delay. 

DDDDDD 
DDDDDD 
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"Every person in South Africa 
pposed to the new constitu

tion and Koornhof Bills, 
should become involved in 
the United Democratic Front's 
nationwide campaign~" said 
Mr Andrew Boraine. He was 
speaking at a Student 
Committee Against the New 
Constitution (SCANC) seminar 
last W~dnesday. 

Boraine, a past-NUSAS Presi
dent and UCT SRC vice
president, outlined four 
major aims of the UDF. 

* 586 organisations partici
pated in the UDF's national 
launch. These must be 

IIMC[RNI 

united on a national level_ constitution and "Koornhof reaching every person in 
in working for democratic Bi 11 s". A nationwide "peoples South Africa; 
change in South Africa. weekend" is planned for the 
All groupings need to be eve of the November 2 referen- * 
strengthened both organis- dum. This will consist of 
ationally and numerically. regional rallies, prayer 

problems of housing, forced 
removals and education will 
receive ongoing attention. 

The UDF will provide educa
tional input to its affil
iates, linking grassroots 
problems to broader politi
cal issues. 

* Historically, democratic 
leaders have been detained 
or banned. For this reason, 
the UDF will systematically 
train new leadership. 

National political issues 
such as the new Constitu
tional Bill, the Black 
Local Authorities Bill, 
conscription, etc. will be 
taken up by the UDF. 

services and vigils. The 
ekend is planned to reflect 

the vibrant opposition to 
the government's proposed 
legislation. 

At a press conference, lead
ers of the UDF called on the 
people of South Africa "to 

Other area~ of possible 
include: 

join and strenghten the 
action UDF and join the implementa

tion of the programme of 
action". 

*the establishment of a 
UDF national newspaper; 

* the staging of a national 
solidarity day with the 
people of the Ciskei, to 
protest the banning of the 
South African Allied Workers 
Union (SAAWU); 

* a boycott of "vote yes" 
newspapers; 

!lli~illillililiilililili~lllili~lililliil!lil!liliiililili!illllllillili~liliii1li 
~hcANC Newsletter staff: ~ 
:;:mark patrick, charl ~s : 
:::kent ( eds), jose gr1 nd- : 
;::rod, melanie willsher, ; 
:::richard goode, 1 inda : 
;::scott, chris giffard, ; 
;:;pete juds, i 1 ana korber. ; 
~ . 
~SCANC Newsletter is pro
~duced by the Students' 
:;: Co mm i t tee A g a i n s t t h ~ • 
:;: New Constitution Medu sub-: 
:;:committee, printed on SRC ; 
:::Press, UCT. : 

he UDF has formulated a 
road programme of action for * a house-to-house educative 
he campaign against the new campaiqn in the hope of l\l\li\l~~~~\~\~~~~l\l~l~l~l~l~~fjf~~~\\I~l\1\l\\\lll\l~l~l\\\\\\\\l\1\1\l 
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PFP-Youth Interviewed 
SCANC interviewed Andrew • 
Miller, a student from the 
PFP Youth on their stand • 
on the Constitutional pro-. 
posal s. 
Andrew is chairperson of 
the Constantia branch of 
the PFP youth. 

SCANC: Is the PFP Youth 
going to take up the camp
aign on campus in any way? 
ANDREW: Yes, we are showing 
a video of a talk by Dr Van 
Zyl Slabbert. This will be 
taken down to the reses as 
well, however, we don't want 
to clash with the SCANC 
programme. 

SCANC: Do yeu feel just 
calling for a "No .. vote is 
going far enough? 
ANDREW: No, but Dr Slabbert 
has called for a coloured, 
Indian and Black referendum 
as well. 

SCANC: What do you feel about ....... ,...,. 
the fact that the Sunday 
Times, Financial Mail and 
big business are calling for 
a 11 Yes 11 vote? 
ANDREW: We are very bitter 
that our traditional friends 
have turned their backs on 
us, but we feel that they 
have been misguided. Every
body wants reform, and they 
are just latching onto any
thing that is labelled 11 re
form11. They are also naive 
enough to think that blacks 
will be included at a later 
stage. 

SCANC: What do you feel about 
the current newspaper camp
aign and the fact that the 
Afrikaans press won't publish 
PFP advertisements? 
ANDREW: We're obviously very 
bitter, as the English press 
is playing it's traditional 
liberal role by publishing 
all sides, whereas the Afrik
aans press only publishes 11 Yes 11 adverts. This proves 
to us that the Afrikaans pres 
is controlled by the National 
ist Party, and places severe 
limitations on our ability to 
get through to people who 
need to hear us. 

SCANC: What do you feel about 
SCANC? 
ANDREW: I think SCANC plays 
a vital role on campus, but 
we would obviously like 
SCANC to take a definite 
11 Vote No .. stand. 

SCANC: And UDF? 
ANDREW: We see UDF as playing 
a very positive role and the 
coverage it has received 
should aid our campaign. 
SCANC: What do you think the 
result of the referendum will 
be? 
ANDREW: Well ••• the Nats are 
playing on the PFP/CP alli
ance, but with the dissident 
NRP/Nat vote, I think we 
could optimistically get a 11 N0 11 majority. 

SCANC: What do you see as 
the PFP's and parliamentary 
opposition's role in the 
new constitution? 
ANDREW: We can't decide that 
till after the referendum, 
but it will be discussed at 
the Federal Congress in 
November. 

SCANC thanks Andrew. 

What do you feel about the 
constitutional proposals? 
Do you think that the PFP's 
stand is going far enough 
or missing the point? 
Why not write us a letter. 
Hand it in to the SRC Desk 
or give it to one of the 
SCANC members in res. We 
would like to hear from you. 
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Now that you have the vote ______ _ 
At last week's Transvaal 
Nationalist Party 
Congress, a resolution 
was passed calling on 
the government to con
script Coloured and 
Indian men, in the wake 
of the new constitution's 
extention of the fran
chise. Afterwards, in a 
separate statement, the 
Minister of Defence, 
Gener31 Magnus Malan, 
announced that legis
lation to that effect, 
had been drawn up, and 
wo u 1 d be p o s e·d at the 
next parliamentary 
session. This is no 
departure from the 
Defence force, and 
government-stated inten
tion, that once consti
tutional matters had been 
suitably adjusted, con
scription would logically 
follow. Last year, the 
Tvl. NP leader, 
F.W. de Kerk, stated: 
'You can't ask a man to 
fight for his country, if 
he can't vote. Among the 
terms of the new dispen
sation, is the provision 
that Coloureds and Indian 
will get full voting 
rights. It follows, that 
their responsibilit1es 
will increase accordingly 
which means they will 
hold obligations to 
defend these rights•. 

The new constit ution and 
conscription, go hand in 
~and in developing the 
type of response the state 
has regarded as necessary, 
to cope with the deep 
crisis confronting it. 
Call-ups for Coloured 
and Indian men are, for 
practical reasons, 
likely to be some time 
in coming, but expose 
a key link in the chain 
of forces, behind the 
•new look' constitution. 

Such direct links to the 
military, and the needs 
of this branch of the 
state, are clearly 
displayed. Political 
restructuring in the 
face of these attacks, 
leads logically to the 
extention of conscrip
tion for newly elevated 
Coloureds and Indians. 
There are other critical 
reasons why the Defence 
force is seeking to 
extend conscription 
into the ranks of the 
politically subordinate 
groupings, and that is 
in pursuit of main
taining its image of a 
legitimate Defence 
force to protect ALL 
South Africans from an 
external aggressor. This 
essential role is 
crucial for 'reform•. 

A pulicy of increasing 
black participation in 
the SADF has been pur
sued for some time. In 
Namibia, the military 
has tried to 
'Namibianise' the war, 
by using black troops, 
and South African 
ethnic battalions as a 
form of 'cannon fodder•. 

Conscription will be an 
explosive issue for 
politically oppressed 
people. It has alreauy 
drawn strong responses 
from the yout s one 

of the prime reasons 
for rejecting the new 
constitution, with its 
sinister price tag of 
being called up to 
defend minority 
privileges. Resistance 
to conscription, 
presently emanating from 
a small but significant 
section of the white 
democratic community, 
would sky-rocket. It 
is mostly against this 
prospect, that the 
government increased 
the prison sentence for 
objection from 2 to 6 
years, earlier this 
year. Anticipating 
conscription, and 
increased militarisation 
as part of the new deal 
package, the United 
Democratic Front passed 
a resolution at its 
founding conference, 
pledging support for 
objectors and demanding 
the end to compulsory 
conscription. 

When legislation does 
go through, it is 
likely to fire renewed 
opposition from the 
broad range of organi
sations opposed to 
compulsory conscription. 
By so doing they will 
expose what young 
South Africans are 
called on to defend: 
oppression and injustice 
in a new guise. 
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Don't throw our future away 

"we•re here to stay. Don•t 
throw our future away" is a 
line familiar to most of us 
by now. The government•s 
campaign for a "Yes" vote 
in the November 2 referendum 
has been advertised exten
sively in all major news
papers. 

The government is spending 
millions in its advertising 
effort which is being run by 
Compton. This company is 
closely linked to Saachi 
& Saachi who ran Maggie 
Thatcher•s election in 
Britain. This was one of the 
most successful campaigns 

in British history. 

The strategy being followed 
uses striking adverts, 
posing questions and answer
ing them in government terms. 
"The government is setting 
itself up as the great 
liberal institute" said Mike 
Loewe, co-editor of VARSITY. 
"The right-wing is shown to 
be narrow-minded and the 
left-wing as militant and 
extremist. The left ideal is 
propagated to be chaos and 
anarchy." 

Beyond the advertising camp
aign, certain newspapers are 

openly advocating a "Yes" 
vote in their editorials. 
Recently the Sunday Times 
adopted this approach. With 
its massive readership, the 
Sunday Times is a major fact
or in the determination of 
public opinion. Financial 
Mail , The Daily Dispatch, 
Natal Mercury and Bloemfontein 
Friend are examples of other 
publications supporting the 
.. Yes .. vote. 
As the referendum draws near
er, newspapers and other 
organisations are beginning 
to show their true colours as 
they choose which side of the 
fence to sit on. 

'~:::Si'5:*=i~¥;i:ii%iiiiiiiiJSiiir 
about the new constitution 

but Were afral•d to ask. "Rhodeaia ia our only home. We marri .. d 
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We're here to $yo 
Don't throw 018' fubri away. 

Voteves..)( 

SCANC 8 

we're buylnr our own home ... and 

we're brinrinr up a younr family. 

Why ahould we have to rive 

all thia up? 

"We're here to atay- that'• why we're 

roinr to vote for the only party that 

can aale,uard our future." 

SAFEGUARD ~ 
YOUR FUTURE ... 

Uate Rhodesian Frant -·· ..... -----.-· ..... ...,_ 

Who•s fooling who? 
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~I+ -.......__ 

EDUCATidN AND 
Fellow Students 

Education in this country is not a right for all 
but a preserve of a certain class and race. Age 
limits are being imposed on our brothers and sisters 
at schools. Our very being in this university is 
subject to us getting permission to be here from 
the racist government, our brothers and sisters 
who are bundled in bush universities are constantly 
harrassed, shot and even killed by police on 
campus, they are refused readmission to their uni
versities for "reasons that shall not be disclosed". 
We in this university should nev~r labour under the 
illusion that this university is any better because 
of its "liberal" image. It is equally committed to 
values which underly the South African status quo. 
In essence the entire educational system is rotten 
and fundamentally undemocratic. 

Education is but one aspect that shows the undemo
cratic nature of the South African ~:oaiety. The 
majority of our people live in poverty, many of 
whom at·e forced into barren bantustans and more 
than thre~ million are unemployed. All is done to 
so many in the interest of so few. 

In the face of all this the oppressed people have 
never reate~. They have and still do resist on all 
fronts - from the classroom to the factory floor. 
The State has not rested either. It continues to 
suppress popular people's movementa and unions; 
kills, detains and imprisons popular people's 
leaders. On the other hand the State tries to co-opt 
certain sectors of the Black community. This we see 
in the form of the President's Council and the 
development of the black middle class. We are by 
virtue of our position more vulnerable to this 
co-option and should therefore make a concerted 
effort to resist this co-option and strengthen the 
struggle of our people. 

we in Azaso OCT together with millions of other 
South Africans do not have extreme demands. Our 
ideal South Africa is clearly spelled out in the 
most popular document in South African history -
The Freedom Charter. Azaso UCT like in the past 
shall continue to work closely with community and 
worker organisations. This st~ms from our 
committment to make a meaningful and worthwhile 
contribution to the ~roader liberation struggle. 

Azaso UCT, therefore, calls on you to make 1983 
a year that will witness your active participation 
in its projects. These include numerous seminars, 
workshops, participation in national and local 
campaigns and preparation for the annual congress 
in July. 

Your dedication and complete involvement in Azaso 
could give substance to the principle of democracy 
and bring us closer to the day of our liberation. 

A LUTA CONTINUA'••• 
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ORGANISATION 
Message from JOE 

AND UNITY MEAN VICTORY 
PHAAHLA Azaso 

• 
National President 

On behalf of the National Executive Committee or Azaso, 
our affiliates, active and passive supporters, I wish to 
extend a hand of welcome to all black students who have 
enrolled for studies at universities and colleges through
out South Africa. We wish you a fruitful year in these 
institutions which are controlled by our apartheid 
rulers and hope that by the end of this year your under
standing of the situation in which we find ourselves will 
have increased. We hope that you will all be able to 
withstand the massive indoctrination we are all going 
through in these institutions and come out of them being 
more committed to the eradication of injustice in this 
country. 

To our new students I am sure this is going to be a very 
challenging year. I am sure for most of you the ascent 
to the "status" where you find yourselves today, that or 
being a "university student" has not been an easy one. 
Most of you have struggled through adverse conditions in 
primary and secondary school to reach the point where you 
find yourselves today. Most of you have gone through 
overcrowded classrooms, poorly-qualified and even un
qualified teachers, lack of financial assistance, 
irrelevant education matter, corruption in the apartheid 
education departments as evident in the exam paper leaks 
and other adverse conditions stemming from the political~ 
economical and social situation in this country. 

We know very well that those of us who ultimately reach 
university are only a selected few out of the oppressed 
majority in this country. We only need to think back at 
thenumberof people who started with us in primary schools 
to realise how few are those who ultimately reach 
university. Those of us who only look at the situation 
narrowly will conclude that these majority who couldn't 
reach unive~sity were not intelligent enough to make it; 
but if we look at the situation more analytically, we will 

realise that most of these people had more against them 
than we did. Above all, a determining factor in our 
education is our ability to afford it financially. The 
more money you have, the better chances you have of going 

rar with your education and choosing a better school in 
this corrupt system. It is the fact that we are a selected 
rew that makes us a danger to the mass of our oppressed 
and exploited people. 

The Challenges Facing the South African Black Student of 
Today. 

To understand and appreciate the challenges facing the 
South African black student today we need to take a 
brier look at the South African political situation 
and the forces working to maintain it and th~se striving 
to change it. 

2 
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The t5'outll ~t'l'icah societ.y is one tom .apart bJ confl:Lct. 
1'1\te cond1ct JSmain~ between those ¥Ito own 8fl4 c;<>ntt'Ql., 
the wealth ot this country and those who work and produoe 
it but get nothing out of it except the ainimum needed to 
aaintain them alive so that they ean go to work everyd&¥
This social relations or conflict, inequality, oppression 
and exploitation were established thro~ conquest of 
the indigenous majoritY by a colonial ainority. Racial 
stratification of our society has since been used by 
those in power to maintain their position of dominance 
through enforcement of division of the oppressed. The 
development and entrenchment of papitalism as the dominant 
ecohomic system in the country has led to the ascendancy 
of a small group within the colonial forces into positions 
of economic and thereby political control of the whGle 
country. The history of our country is aarked by periods 
of fierce struggle within the alien colonial group 
.ainly between the economically-powerfUl English gro~p 
and the poor Afrikaner group. This conflict within the 
colonial groups has however, always been of secondary 
importance bdtl has never overshadowed their common 
interest, that of exploitation of the conquered majority. 
The previously poor Afrikaner group has through political 
power accelerated its ascent in the ladder of economic 
control to the position where it is ~. The system of 
capitalist exploitation in South Africa has always been 
linked with the worldwide exploitation of man by man and 
this position was even more entrenched by the discoveries 
of gold and diamonds. The small group within the white 
ainority who control the economy have managed to secure 
the loyalty of the vast majority of whites through 
granting of economic privileges to complement the politi
cal privileges they already etljoyed over the vast maj
ority of the conquered black majority. The relationship 
between the white owners of capita:. ar.d the privileged 
white workers has however. not always been a smooth 
one as witnessed by the 1922 white mi:-teworkers strike 
which had to be crushed by force. 

Even after crushing the last armed resistance by black 
people in 1906 0 the minority rulers of our country have 
found it necessary to continuously review their methods 
of control over the vast major! ty of oppressed and ex
ploited black people. It is in this context that privi-

leges have from time to time been granted to certain 3 
categories of blacks in order lure them into aligning 
themselves with the ruling minority. This has taken 
the form of economic privileges and granting of dummy 
political powers eg. the bantustans. SAIC, CRC and comm
unity councils and many others. 

In summary, therefore • we can say that these are the 
methods used by those in political and economic power 
to control the vast majority of our people. 

1. Force in the form of the police force and the army. 
This is the most naked form of control used by those 
in power and is only employed when the other methods 
prove to be inefficient. 

2. Laws and courts. Various legislations are passed 
by government to legitimise rep ression. These laws 
are then enforced by the police force and those who 
"break" the law are taken to court to be formerly 
punished. 

3. Ideology: 

Ideological control is maintained by means of the 
mass media eg radio. television. the press, schools. 
churches and dummy institutions like SAIC. CRC.-and 
the bantustans. This method is used in orde~tq mini
mise the need for use of force. 

4. Privileges: 

As noted earlier. the vast majority of whites 
are kept loyal to the state and owners of business 
through provision of political and economic privileges 
To make it easier to control the disenfranchised. 
economic privileges are used to create divisions 
between different racial groups and also to create 
division within each race group. 

Those of us without political and economic power 
have our own methods of challenging the oppressive 
and exploitative system. Among others. f~llowing 

are the methods we rely on: 

kl 
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1. Organisation 

Organisation of the vast majority of the oppressed 
is the most important weapon we have in our struggle 
against oppression and exploitation. Organisation 
takes place in many forms eg. Trade Unions, Civic 
Organisations, Youth Groups, Professional Organisations 
Students organisations, general political organ
isations etc. These organisations are very important 
for the waging of a disciplined, protracted struggle 
against all aspects of oppression. 

2. Passive Resistance 

Resistance against many forms of oppression has 
always been an important component of our struggle 
eg. resistance against passes, removals, poisonous 
education, election of dummy institutions etc. 

Strikes and boycotts 

Refusal of workers to sell their labour and support 
by the community by boycotting certain items has 
always been an integral component of' our struggle. 

In as much as there are a few among the oppressed 
majority who get won over to defend and facilitate 

their own oppression because of privileges granted 
to them by the ruling minority, there has emerged 
from time to time a small minority from the white 
privileged group who align themselves with the oppressed 
majority both in words and actions. 

As black university students, it is important that 
we understand very clearly our position in this on
going conflict. In the methods which I mentioned 
as being used by those in power, there are two in 
particular which I wish we examine and understand 
very clearly because we are an important target of 
these methods. These methods are privilege and ideology. 

1. Pdvilea• 

For the minority rulin& group to survive in a 
position of strength, it needs assistance from 
a few among the oppressed and exploited majority. 
This weapon has become of much more interest to 
the ruling group since the 1976 popular uprising 
than ever before. It is on the basis of this that 
Wiehan and Riekert made their recommendations 
for stricter control of trade unions while granting 
them a seemingly greater amount of acceptance 
and co-opting the union leadership into government 
bureaucracy. Riekert has recommended a harsher 
treatment of migrant workers and all workers without 
Section 10 rights. 

Ill' 

It is again on the basiB of this that De Lange 
made his recommendations for liberalisation of 
Education system. 

lt is Q.U1: Of us those who have .managed to reach 
universities and colleges that the system is getting 
its agents for effecting an institutionalised 
class division to complement the similarly institu
tionalised race divisions. 

Have you ever asked yourself why there is an increas
ing trend to~ards modernisation of the existing 

rectal universities and colleges, one only has to 
look at Uni tra for example to not this trend. Even 
the older campuses are being modernised with smart 
student centres and sporting facilities costing milliions 
of rands. Why is it that so much money is being spent 
on such a small number of people while millions are 
crammed in small classrooms, miliions have no place 
for shelter at night and millions are starving in 
the presence of an obvious abundance of wealth? The 
answer is simple, it is to make sure that you come 
out of the university believing that you are different 
from the rest of your people. It is to make sure 
that you come out being totally alienated from the 
rest of your community and being so much accustomed 
to a privileged life that you will be easily lured 
into joining the machinery of control of your people 
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tor the sake ot a privileaed lite. 

But then still not all the black students are needed 
in order to strenathen the already existing black 
aiddle class and therefore the rate at which black 
students pass their degrees and diplomas must be 
controlled and therefore the high failure rates at 
the black universities. This also helps to make sure 
that those who ultimatel;v complete their studies 
teel much more superior to their fellow people. 

The challenge is therefore OQ us to decide whether 
we are goin~ to be part of the oppressive s;vstem 
or part of the oppressed major! ty. Some people amongst 
us wrongly assume that this is a challenge facing 
whites onl;v1 when we have all the signs Lefore us 
to show that some black people also form an important 
part of the oppression machinery. This wrong assumption 
is very dangerous because some of us the black elite 
find ourselves perpetuating the system of race and 
class division unaware that we are doing so. ~e 
of us also hang on this assumption very consciously 
out of the fear that joing hands with the vast majority 
of our exploited people will mean losing our privileged 
posi tiona. If we want to be part of the oppressed, 
then we must turn all privileges gran~ed us into 
instruments of strengthening the struggle for democracy 
as some white patriots have done in the past and 
continue to do today. 

2. Ideology 

The second weapon of major significance to us black 
students is that of ideological control. Throughout 
our education carriers we are fed with the ideology 
of apartheid and its values. 

In our lecture halls, recreation activities, libraries 
etc we are made to imprint in our minds that people 
of different races are of different intelligence 
and that white supremacy is the will of God. Also 
more dangerous is class divisions of society which 
we are made to accept as natural and inevitable. 
We are made to ultimately believe that o~r people· 

IU'e motoona and idiots and lazy and to be aehued 5 
or our MstOI")" and ourselves. We are then ~~&de to 
believe ~at we are better out of this nation of 
morons and idiots. After completing our studies we 
then go on with these ideas and unconsciously propagate 
through words and deeds the philosophy of our own 
oppression. 

It is very clear from the above discussion that: 

1. The frustration which most of us experience at 
the universities and colleges is not accidental 
but a well-calculated effort by those who control 
US• 

2. That to rid ourselves of this situation, the answer 
doesn't lie in individual hardwork and the spending 
of sleepless, agonising nights suffering in silence. 
The answer lies in our unity so that we can ( 1) 
challenge the education system with all its manifes
tations. E'xpose the intentions fll\d &ffects Of 
the system to all our people. (2) Fight the overall 
oppression and exploitation which our people are 
experiencing in all aspects of life. 

The need for uni t;v cannot be expressed in an;v -stronger 
terms. We must not lay emphasis and waste our energies 
on those things which divide us because by doing 
this we will only be doing good service to the enemy. 
Our unity must be based on those things which we 
have in common, those things which stem out of our 
oppression, our common love for democracy, our common 
cultural heritage etc. Above all our unity can only 
grow stronger if it becomes unity in action i.e unity 
based on our struggle for democracy. It is therefore 
important that when we select targets for struggle 
it must be targets we all dislike. 

HOW DO WE ACHIEVE UNITY 

By establishing. democratic bodies through which we can 
articulate our demands. These bodies must be democrati
cally controlled so as to ensure that they serve in 
our interests and not those of our rulers. These bodies 
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must be fully supported so that they cannot be intimid
ated by those in power and their local agents. These 
bodies must not be looked upon as messiahs who will 
deliver the goods but rather as forums through which 
we articulate our demands and partake in effecting them. 

Secondly, by linking with other students in the country 
so as to achieve national unity in action. At the 
present moment, we are trying to make Azaso serve 
this purpose. 

Most important is for us students not to see our 
strugale in isolation but as part and parcel of the 
ongoing struggle for democracy in our country. We 
therefore, need to link up with other organisations 
and individuals involved in the struggle eg. community 
organisations, trade unions, women's organisations 
etc. both on a local and national level. Because 
of the privileges granted us by our oppressors we 
can play a very important role in strengthening these 
other organisations. We must however, not try to 
use our privileged positions eg. our superiority of 
articulation and understanding complex technical 
problems to dominate our more deprived majority. 
We must submit to the will of the majority at all 
times. This is the only involvement which can guarantee 
that we don't become "mi li tant students" who get 
swallowed by the system upon completion of our studies. 
We must be able to continue our struggle beyond the 
confines of our campuses. 

Unity is strength 

Amandlal 

6 
WHAT IS AZASO 1 

Azaso is an organisation for Black students at the 
tertiary level of learning.It caters for black 
students at universities,colleges and technical 
schools,part-time and correspondence students are 
also encouraged to join the organisation either 
through the nearest campus branch or by forming a 
branch in their area of residence if they are more 
than ten in that area. 

What does AZASO stand for? 

AZASO is commited to a non-racial,united and 
democratic South Africa,free of economic exploitation 
racial oppression and injustice.In pursuance of this 
goal it seeks to organise and unite all black students 
at tertiary institutions and involve them in the 
struggle for freedom in this country.We on university 
campuses have a definite role to play.We essentially 
form the potentially co-optable middle class.Thus,it u 
vital that we develop a critical awareness of the 
society we live in,as regards to why it exists the 
way it does and what it encompasses.In this way inste~ 
of becoming the get-rich and die-early lot of doctors 
lawyers,or whatever;we can ensure that the skills we 
acquire on campus will eventually be used for the 
betterment of our communities and the country as a whcl~. 

AZASO also believes that the struggle must be waged on 
every front and at every site of society:in the factor~ 
in the community,at university,schools,and wherever 
the oppressed find themselves.These specific struggles 
as a whole constitutes the national liberation 
struggle of the oppressed in South Africa.In the 
light of this it is essential that we forge close 
links with progressive,democratic trade unions, 
comrnunity,women,youth,and other student organisations, 
and participate in the struggles of workers and the 
community. 

... 
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St:rncture of A%ASO 

At present UASO has affll.iat:es at t:be £o~ 
J.nstl.tut:i.oDs: 

1 )University of DID:Dml-l9est:vlll.e -.ass a£fi.l..:iatlam 
(5000 students). 

21University o£ fiatal. &eaJcal School-tllii.&S 
afflliati.on (8:00 sh'lilents). 
3)'Dni.versity of ~-
4)University o£ IViblatersraDd-brimch. 

ll SUJniversi.ty o£ ftJrt ~ gzoup. 
16) University of cape 'DJim-branch. 

ii7)University of IVest:erD cape-braDch. 
: '8) Uni verslt.y o£ Zvlu1 ana-'IIJOrJc.i.ng group. 
: 9)UniversU:y of Sout:h Afrka-branch. 

I 

10)Mongosuthu ~king group. 
11 ) Mapumulo Seminary Coll.ege-vorld.ng gxoup. 
12)Universlty o£ ~atal~ch. 
13) L. J..Sebe College -..orld.ng g..,.,rrwoup""""'. 

·! .More branches and warld.ng groups are to be j estab1ished at various colleges during t:be c::omrse 
i of the :year. 

1 
j 
j 

~ 
1 
~ 

j 

HOW TO IILL Ali ORGAliiSA'TION 

1 ) Dont come to meetings • 
2 ) If you do come come late • 

,, 3 ) constanUy find fault with office bean!rs. 
'1 4 ) Say nothing J.D meetings, b,tt afterwards 

te11 eveqone how things sbou1d be dDDe. 
5 ) Dont accept any positions or re.spcmsi.bll-· 

ities -its easier to critize than to work. 

6 ) 

7 ) 

Bold ont:o your fees as long as possible 
-or dont pay at all. 
Do no more than is absolutely necessary. 
Let others roll up their sleeves and do 
the work. 

CONSTITUTION 
PBEAliBL1I: 

lWheEeaS ve t:he Black students of South Africa, 
:.:eaJ J sing that we are members of an oppressed 
"''"m"''''tt.y befoze we aze students, and committing 
cmrselves to a DOD-ra.c.la.l dewocratic society free 

7 

of expl.oi:tatioll and national oppression, in which 
M""'"'Of aJIDDg peop1e vll1 prevail, find i.t necessazy 
to artk:ulate t:be asplrat:J.ons of the oppressed 
peapl.e in a united and orgaldzed manner are therefore 
determined: 

1. '!D orgaa1se students nationa11y so that they 
coul.d take up their demands for a re1evant ro1e 
:Ill society. 

2. 'n» also organise students so that they could 
pl.ay a 1110re llleal1ingfu.l. role in t:he community in 
general. 

We therefore reso1ve to found a nationa1 students• 
organisation. 

~1 

lRame 

'!.'he name o.f the organisation sha11 be the A~anian 
Students• Organisation, hereinafter referred to as 
AZASO. 

SllX:TXOli 2 

Hembershl.p sba11 be open to a11 students J.n all 
insti.totions of higher 1earni.ng and trai.ning and as 
deci.ded by the GSC. Associ.ate membershi.p conferred 
to organisations by GSC. 

Published by AZASO OCT. Printed on ERIC Press. 
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b) 

1) 

The Correspondence Secretary shalla 

be responsible for correspondence. 

9 
/3· The Regional Councils shall meet at least once 
1 every 6 months. 
I 

ii) responsible for all matters affecting 
c) The Minutes Secretary shall: 

invitationsJj4. The NEC shall meet at least once every 3 months. 

i) keep minutes of all NEC, AC and Special Meetings 
and send detailed minutes of all National 
Meetings to all branches. 

7. 
1) 

ii) 

iii) 
iv) 

8. 
1) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 
v) 

The Treasurer shall: 
issue and collect receipts of all monies 
received and paid by AZASO. 
open and operate a banking account. 
ensure that proper books are kept. 
sign all cheques which shall be countersigned 
by another NEC member. 

The National Co-ordinator shall: 
be responsible for AZASO projects. 
serve as liaison between regions/branches and 
the National Officer. 
initiate standing committees and delegate to 
them specific functions whenever necessary and 
draw up standing rules for the standing 
committees. 

liaise with other bodies on community projects. 
be full time payed organiser elected at AC. 

SECTION 7 
Meetings 

1. The AC shall be held at least once every calender 
,c---.. year. 
/T) 
~.,The GSC shall meet at least once every calender 

!"--- year. 

jspecial Meetings 
iThe President of AZASO at the relevant time shall 
jin consultation with the National Secretary convene 
:special meetings in respect of all urgent matters 
·pertaining to the organisation and shall appoint the 
:date, time, venue and agenda. 

!SECTION 8 

louorum 
,: The quorum at GSC and NEC meetings shall be a simple 
'majority with regions being able to vote. If within 
thirty (30) minutes of the appointed meeting time 
a quorum is not formed the meeting will stand 
adjoluned for no lon(jer tha-n a week and no sooner 
than two (2) hours. At the expiration of the 
appointed meeting time the quorum will then be 
constituted by more than one member. 

I: SECTION 9 
I 
• Branches 

1 • 

2. 

(3) 

The branch shall consist of at least ten (10) 
members or any such number that AZASO GSC may 
decide upon. There shall be a branch committee 
at each institution. 
Each branch shall supervise all aspects and 
activities of the organisation within the area 
of its jurisdiction. 
Each branch may submit to the GSC for considera
tion, recommendations concerning the principles, 
aims, objectives and goals of the organisation. 

4. Each branch executive shall have a Chairperson, 
Vice-Chairperson, Minutes Secretary, Correspon
dance Secretary, Treasurer and additional 
members as determined by the branch. 
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I 

s. The region shall liaise with the National 
Organiser and National Treasurer in connection 
with projects and fund-raising respectively. 

SECTION 10 
Branch Meetings 
1. The branch Executive Committee shall meet at 

least once a month. 
2. The branch Council shall meet at least once a 

month. 
3. The branch shall also have a general members' 

meeting once every month. 

SECTION 11 
Powers and the duties of the branch Executive 

1. The Chairperson ~hall: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

i) be the Chief Executive Officer of the 
branch. 

ii) whenever possible and necessary represent 
the branch. 

iii) preside at all meetings of the branch. 

The Vice-Chairperson shall: 
i) Assist the branch Chairperson in the execu-

tion of his duties and deputise for the 
Chairperson. 

The Correspondance Secretary shall: 
i) be responsible for the safe-keeping of the 

records of the branch. 

ii) be responsible for the secretarial work of 
the branch. 

The Minutes Secretary shall: 
i) be responsible for the recording and distri-

bution of the minutes of all the branch 

w 

10 
Eeetings. 
tS. The Treasurer shall: 
! 

i) be responsible for the funds and shall keep 
a register of all the capital assets of the 
branch. 

6. 

ii) deposit funds of the branch in a bank to 
be decided on by the branch Executive. 

iii) draw up and present a report to National 
Treasurer. 

iv) make sure that monies are countersigned 
by Chairperson. 

The additional members shall: 
i) be responsible for all assignments allocated 

to them by the branch Executive. 
SECTION f2 
Elections 
1. Voting at all meetings and/or sessions of the 

organsation shall be by a show of hands unless 
the President/Presiding Officer decides other
wise. 

SECTION 13 
Property 
The properties of the organisation shall be registered, 
in its own name or in the name of one of the trustees 1 

appointed for the purpose by the Executive in the 
event of any law requiring this, on behalf of the 
organisation. 

SECTION 14 
.. Discipline 
1. A member may be disciplined for misconduct by 

the AZ~SO=~n&al.s'C~uncjJ. or any branch 
Exectft'Ive. , .;,.:;~ 
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I ,2. No member may be disciplined unless he has been 
afforded an opportunity to state his case 
personally at a meeting of the AZASO Council or 
~he Branch Executive. 

' 
: 

:3. There shall be a right of appeal from the deci
sion of the branch Executive to the GSC. Notice 
of such an appeal shall be given to the date on 
which the decision of the branch Executive 
Council was communicoted to him. 

i 
i 

! 
r 

cl The AZASO GSC may suspend any office bearer 
from office on the recommendation and request 
of the organisation by the member concerned.have 
been paid. 

SECTION 16 
Subscriptions 
Subscription fees shall be one rand (R1) per annum 
per student. This shall be payable by all members. 
Where an SRC affiliates en bloc the subscription 
fee will be decided upon by the GSC according to the 
size of the student body. 
SECTION 17 
Minutes 
The organisation shall keep proper minutes of its 
meetings. 
SECTION 18 
Amendments 

SECTION 19 
Emergency situation 

11 

\
During an emrgency situation members of the GSC 
may appoint an acting National Executive to deal 

!with the day to day activities of the organisation j 
(This shall be applicable even to the varous branches1 
I 

SECTION 20 

Dissqlution 

~he President, acting on instructions from GSC, shalJ 
convene an emergency Congress which will deliberate 
and vote on the issue by a two-thirds majority 

'for dissolution. The organisation's assets shall 
lbe distributed to deserving charities as decided by 
Congress or the GSC or the AC. 

SECTION 21 

Definitions 

President shall mean the National President of AZASO 

AC shall denote Annual Congress 

,GSC shall denote General Students Council 

INEC shall denote National Executive Committee 

jAZASO shall denote Azanian Students' Organisation 

istudents shall denote any black person who is 
registered as a student at any institution of 
higher learning or training college, and those mem
bers of AZASO decided on by the GSC. 

Any amendment to the constitution shall be on a 
twenty-one (21) days notice of the GSC meeting at 
which such amendment is intended and a two-third 
majority shall be required to effect such amendments. 
------~------------~---------------------------------~·------------------------------------------------------~ 
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AZASO POLICY 

Main guide to Azaso policy is a resolution adopted 
after intense discussion which rounded up preceding 
deliberations at the 1st Azaso Congress in july 1981. 
The resolution reads as follows: 

We at the Azaso Congress, learning from the struggle 
of oppressed people in the world against oppression, 
pertinently in Angola, Mozambique and Zimbabwe, 
and realising that they fought against the system 
and not individual Portuguese colonial! sts or whitt! 
Rhodesians and noting Samora Machel's statement 
on racism and capitalist exploitation - "We always 
say that we are struggling against the exploitation 
of man by man of which Portuguese colonialism is 
today the principal expression in our country •••• 
There are nationalists - some na1vely, because they 
do not have a developed class-ccnsciousness and 
others because they are involved in exploitation 
- who think that the purpose of our struggle should 
be to establish black power instead of white power, 
and to elect or appoint blacks to various political, 
administrative, economic and other posts which are 
now held by whites. Their ultimate aim is to 
"Africanise" exploitation. For them our struggle should 
be a struggle between black power and white power 1 

whereas for us the struggle is between the power 
of exploiters and people's power. A black state of 
rich and powerful men in which a minority decides 
and imposes its will would be the continuation in 
d new form, of the situation 1\:gainst which we are 
struggling". 

We wish to despcl the myth that all blacks are 
workers whilst we confirm that black workers in 
South Africa are the most exploited and therefore 
the vanguard in the national struggle for demo

12 
[,OCUMENT 

nisance of the above and support those who have 
already taken this position to confirm that we are 
struggling against the system and not individual 
whites. 

2. We must seek a working policy relating directly to 
the struggle of the workers as conducted by the pro
gressive Trade Union movement. 

3. Since the success of our struggle depends upon 
effective mobilisation of all people committed to 
democracy, we call for genuine unity of the op
pressed against the oppressive system. 

EDUCATION 

1. Azaso regards the present form of education as a 
kind of education that prepares black people to be 
tools of the system and obedient followers, and a 
kind of education that aims at dividing black people 
firstly into racial and ethnic units and secondly 
into classes which seek to make us ineffective as 
a force against the present system. 

2. Azaso condemns the presence of uniformed guntot
ing servicemen in black institutions of learning 
and regards this with the contempt it deserves, 
as we view this as an attempt to subjugate and 
intimidate black students into inaction so as 
to render them impotent in the struggle for 
democracy. 

3. Azaso believes that students have the right to 
organise themselves and demand a relevant education 
but always realising that the goal of a just 
education system can only be achieved in a demo
cratic society and that the education struggle will 

, contribute to the establishment of a democratic cracv. 

________________ .~.l ___ soc_i_e_tY_·-------------------- __ ~ 
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SPORT 

Azaso rejects multiracial sport as ve view this as being 
meant to exploit the presence of black players in these 
multiracial sporting organisations in order to gain 
international recognition. We endorse the call by 
several organisations which has also been talten 
up by the United Nations Committee against Apartheid 
to have racist South Africa isolated .from internation
al sporting. cultural and economic activity. We 
urge all international sportsmen. artists.. musicians 
and other personalities to avoid being used as 
mercenaries of apartheid. Ve also call upon all peace
loving South Mricans to stop supporting aU sporting 
and cultural activities vhicb involve international 
artists for this can only perpetuate cur oppression 
by giving credibllity to "these mercenaries of apart
heid. 

Dialogue. National 

Azaso believes in discussing -points of mutual inter
est, establishing and maintaining working relations 
with organisations inside the country whose principles 
and policies are not in conflict with 'those of Azaso. 

International 

Azaso fully recognises the need for dialogue with 
genuinely progressive organisations •On the inter
national front as long as such dialogue shall be 
based on the principle of mutual respect. 

Government-created institutions 

Azaso views with sceptism all government-created 
bodies and believes in principle that the oppresor 
cannot voluntarily relinquish his privileged posi
tion and therefore asserts that no government-created 
institution will ever be instrumental in ushering 
in total liberation. Azaso regards all government
created institutions as the apartheid system's strat
egy to delay our struggle for a democratic society. 

'• Foreign investments 

Azas• Tejec.ts the practice of foreign investment in 
South Africa and views this as operative in sustain
ing the apartheid. exploitative system of South Africa 
and in furthering the super-explGitation of black 
workers. lf progressive organisations are offered fac
ilities by these multinational companies. they should 
only be accepted if there are no strings attached. 

"NATIONAL COMMEMORATIVE DAYS 

JMarch 21 SHARPEVILLE MASSACRE:69 killed 
186 wounded in protest against 
passes. (1960) 

J,u.ne iJ,6 SOWETO UPRISING: nat~on wide 
uprising lead by students who 
demand the abolition of 'bantu' 
and 9utter education and an end 

13 

to the system of economic exploit
ation and racial oppression. (1976/77) 

.June 25/26 DRAWING UP OF FREEDOM CHARTER (1955) 
SOUTH AFRICA FREEDOM DAY (1950) 
workers, students, peasants, women 
and youth draw up the minimum 
programme of a united, non-racial 
and democratic South Africa. 

August 9 NATIONAL WOMANS DAY 20 000 woman 
march on Union buildings Pretoria. 
(1955) 

sept. 12 BIKO DAY death in detention of 
Black Consciousness leader Steve 
Biko. ( 1 9 7 7) 

Dec. 16 HERO'S DAY formation of Umkhonto 
We Sizwe and the begining of armed 
struggle in South Africa. (1961) 
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POEIVJ FOR THE APOLITICAL 

Ome day 
the apollti.ca] 
.int:el..l..ecfbmas 
o:f lii!Y CIDJQIIIIIJ.t:Jry 
vill. be .i.mtft:e:Jt:.,..JL""IWIIICil"". :::orthlllerai~ 

by t:he simp1es1t 
of omr peop1e. 

'l'bey vi.ll. be astecal 
What they d:iiil 
wen UDe.ir Jma11:.icam cill.iieJ1l ClJlJIItt 
slovly, 
like a 5\V.III!".et f:ii.Jre, 
Slllilll cmd al.l!lllle .. 

'BO one vi].]. ilSik 1tJhem 
cbxmt their dlress, 
their l.Ol!Dq s:ii..esttas 
after lumcl:D., 
no one will. WlCillllllU:: 1bi» lk:mmwl 
about the.ir s1teldiJL.e C("t!l11lib>;l!1t:s 
with • the iJI]ea 

of the not:llni.mtq•, 
no one vill. c.;mre ~ 
their hiqber fjhma1!!'CiiaJL ].eanmii'!!llg., 
"l'hey won • t be CIJlliii!Slt-iiiOJ!MI>Ijll 

on Greek Jlllj'1I:Jlo~, 
or regardi.lmg 11:111le.fur sellf~ 
when S0J1111!01!D.e vi1tllnilm 1l::lbem 
begins to die 
the coward • s dea11:ltn .. 
They•11 be asked~ ~ 
about their absuDlrd 
justificatioDS, 
born in t:be sl!nacfficrw 
of ~e total. 1ie .. 

Om. that day 
t:liDe simpl.e men vil1 come. 
'llbDse 'llib.o bad no p1ace 
i:m the bDoks and poems 
of the apolitica1 intellectua1s, 
but daily delivered 
their bread and llllilk, 
their ueat and eggs, 
those wa JIM!Dded their clothes, 
who ckove t:heir cars, 
v!Do cared for their dogs and gardens 
ami worked for them. 

And they•11 ~ 
•..mat did you do when the poor 
md.fered, vhen tenderness 
and life 
burned out in thea?• 
Apolitical intellectuals, 
of 'l'lllY sweet country, 
you will not be able to answer. 

A vulture of silence 
vill eat your gut. 
Your ovn misery 
will pick at your soul. 
And you vill be mute 

in your shame. 

O.R.CASTILLO 
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